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LE Tentative Agenda
Meeting of Advisory Committee on Civil Rules

Federal Judiciary Building
Washington, DC
May 3-5, 1993

I. Welcome of new members; Orientation.

II. Report on status of pending amendments.
If Supreme Court returns any amendments for further consideration, we'll

7 probably take these up at this point.)

III. Revisiting proposals previously considered. Ed Cooper will be sending out separately
to each member his latest work on these. He has received various comments and
suggestions from the groups and individuals to whom he sent drafts on an informal
basis.

Rule 23
tF. Rule 26(c) (sunshine/confidentiality)

Rule 43
7 Rule 68 (also possible FJC study)
L Rule 83

Rule 84

t IV. Style Revision. Enjoy yourself.

V. New Matters. We have received a variety of suggestions for changes. We'll need to
discuss them briefly to decide which we might want to go forward with. I'm asking
Ed and John Rabiej to go through their correspondence to make a list. Among the
items I'm aware of: Rules 7 and 11 (signature requirement for electronic filing); Rule
45 (expansion of trial subpoena jurisdiction); Rules 52 and 59 (requirement for 10-
day filing--not merely serving); Rule 53 (expansion of role of Master to
discovery/pretrial areas); Rule 64 (ABA proposal--legislative action).

VI. Plans for future meetings, submissions to Standing Committee, etc.
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AGENDA I
Washington, DC
May 3-5, 1993

WELCOMING REMARKS

BY THE

CHAIRMAN
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AGENDA II
Washington, D..C.
May 3-5, 1993

L Rt MEAM ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
DIREC7OR UNTED STATES COURTS
JAMES E. MACiUN, JR
DEPu-rY DaECTOR WASHINGTON. D.C. 20544

November 27, 1992

MEMORANDUM TO THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE UNITED STATES
AND THE ASSOCIATE JUSTICES OF THE SUPREME COURT

By direction of the Judicial Conference of theUnited States, pursuant to the authority conferred by28 U.S.C. S 331, I have the honor to transmit herewithfor the consideration of the Court proposed amendmentsto the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and proposed
amendments to the Federal Rules of Evidence. TheJudicial Conference recommends that these amendments beapproved by the Court and transmitted to the Congresspursuant to law.

The changes recommended by the Conference include:proposed new Civil Rule 4.1; proposed amendments toCivil Rules 1, 4, 5, 11, 12, 15, 16, 26, 28, 29, 30,31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 50, 52, 53, 54, 58, 71A,72, 73, 74, 75, and 76; proposed new Forms 1A, 1B, and35; proposed abrogation of Form 18-A; proposed
amendments to Forms 2, 33, 34, and 34A; and proposedamendments to Evidence Rules 101, 705, and 1101.

For your assistance in considering these proposedamendments, I am also transmitting an excerpt from theReport of the Committee on Rules of Practice andProcedure to the Judicial Conference and the Report ofthe Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of CivilProcedure.

L. Ralph M -ham

Enclosures

L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ADTI N O SE VIC TO HE ED RA JU ICA_K A TRADITION OF SERVICE TO THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY|
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AGENDA III-A
Washington, DC
May 3-5, 1993

Rule 23

The proposal to revise Rule 23 has been around a long while. The
attached draft reflects the form last seen by the Committee. If it is to be
published for comment, it will be recast in the new styling, working from the
restyled version of the current rule.

Following the November meeting, the draft was circulated to a relatively
small list of people who have demonstrated interest in earlier Civil Rules
proposals. A copy of the letter that accompanied the draft is attached as a preface
to the draft. The draft has been shared with a good number of people not on the
original circulation list. Comments, however, have been relatively sparse. As
might be expected, the comments on the draft go in various directions. Many
comments suggest that lower courts have worked out the bugs in the present rule
and that any change will upset current practices to no real advantage.
Others-mostly academics-think the proposed changes are desirable. Fewer
comments have been received on the questions that go beyond the draft, although
several people have indicated an interest in making comments in the future.

The questions presented by the draft changes are summarized in the letter
that accompanied the circulation and the draft Note.

There are two central questions. The first is whether more dramatic
changes should be proposed. It is clear that not enough work has been done toL support preparation of a proposed rule for publication if that is to be done. The
second is whether the present draft, restyled, should be published for comment.
It does not seem likely that further delay will produce much additionalL information. Continued delay might nonetheless be warranted for other reasons,
such as the burden of attempting to go forward simultaneously with the restyling

7 project and with other changes that will produce much comment and debate.
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Lx,, THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
t LAW SCHOOL

HUTCHINS HALL

ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 48109

LL ASSOCIATE DEAN

January 21, 1993

Dear Civil Procedure Buffs:

This letter about Civil Rule 23 is being sent to an array of
people who have shown interest in recent proposals to revise theL Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Recipients are free to share
these questions with anyone who comes to mind, so long as the
tentative posture of the proposal is made clear.

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has had a draft revision
of Civil Rule 23 slowly simmering on a back burner for some time.7 The most recent form of the draft is enclosed. I have not made any

L attempt to redraft this version. Matters of style, of substance
addressed, and of substance not addressed, remain in inherited
form. Robust comments can be made without fear of offending pride
of authorship.

The purpose of this circulation is to invite comments on every
aspect of Rule 23. The draft may provide a convenient focus forL initial reactions, but I and the Committee hope for a completely
uninhibited expression of experience with Rule 23 as it stands and7 for visions of a better Rule 23. It is important that we hear from
as many different forms of experience and perspectives as may be
found. Topics not addressed by the draft are more important for
this purpose than the topics that are addressed. A comprehensive
response now will enable the Committee to determine whether. theL time has come to draft a revised Rule 23 for public comment, and to
draft a better revision if any is to be pursued.

LJ Timing

Rule 23 was changed dramatically in 1966. Many of those7 involved in the drafting process state that they had no idea of the
uses that would be made of the new rule. If the revision process
is pursued now, some three decades would have run by the time any7 changes could take effect. That is a lot of time for appraising
the effects of the 1966 amendments. Careful study of Rule 23 now
does not suggest unseemly haste or petty tinkering.

The conclusion that it is appropriate to study Rule 23 does
not lead inexorably to the conclusion that it is appropriate to
amend Rule 23. It is possible that experience shows that the Rule
is working so well than amendment is not wise. It also is possible
that the Rule is not working as well as might be, but that changes
are likely to make matters worse. Even if significant improvements
could be made now, it might be better to wait a while longer in the
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hope that much more significant changes will soon be within reach.

One question, then, is whether the time has come to revise
Rule 23.

Style

Whatever else happens, Rule 23 will be rewritten in the style
of the Style Subcommittee of the Standing Committee. Comments on
style are welcome, particularly when they suggest ambiguities or
opacities, but it should be remembered that this draft does not
conform to current style conventions.

Draft H
The major change made by the draft is the amalgamation of

subdivisions (b)(l), (2), and (3). This amalgamation has at least
three major consequences. First, it will not be necessary to H
decide which subdivision applies. Second, the provision for opting
out of a (b)(3) class is changed to a provision that permits the
court to determine whether class members may opt out -- the court K
may deny any opportunity to opt out of what would have been a
(b)(3) class, or may allow an opportunity to opt out of what would
have been a (b)(1) or (2) class. Instead, the court may certify a
class that includes only those who elect to opt in. Conditions may Li

be imposed on those who choose to opt out or in. Third, the
provision for notice applies to all three in ways that may reduce
the requirements for notice in former (b)(3) classes and increase H
the requirements in former (b)(l) and (2) classes.

There are several other significant changes. It is made clear
that classes may be certified for resolution only of specific
issues. This provision, and the opt-in alternative, are aimed in
part at providing a framework better adapted to consolidated 7

litigation of mass tort disputes. Subdivision (a)(4) is changed to L

focus directly on the ability of attorneys to represent the class,
and requires that representatives be willing to fairly and
adequately represent the lclass. i The requirement that the
representatives be willing is most likely to affect certification A
of classes defending against a claim. There is an oblique
reference to fiduciary duty in (a)(4), calculated to emphasize'the
obligation of representatives and attorneys to put aside self- t
interest.

Rule 23(d) would be amended to make it clear that motions
under Rules 12 or 56 can be decided before certification.

A more dramatic change is suggested by the Note to Rule 26(e). H
On its face, Rule 26(e) suggests that a proposal to dismiss or
compromise a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or
other special master under'Rule 53 without regard to the provisons E

L

LI
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L of Rule 53(b). The Note suggests that this provision would
authorize investigation of a proposed settlement by independent
counsel as a means of breaking the information monopoly of self-
interested parties.

There is little need to point up the questions raised by theser changes. The notice provisions may provoke dissent on the ground
that there should be no room for relaxation in (b)(3) classes, or
that increased burdens should not be imposed on (b)(1) or (2) class
representatives. Instead, it might be argued that the draft does

L not go far enough in either direction.

The prospect that members of a (b)(3) class might not be
allowed to opt out may seem dangerous, particularly if the forum
lacks any contact with the class member. Denial of any opportunity
to opt out might seem particularly dangerous with respect to
members of a defendant class represented by an all-too-willing

L volunteer. The provisions for conditions deserve special
attention. What should happen, for example, if opting out is
allowed on condition the class member not bring a separate action,
and a class judgment is entered that fails the tests for precluding
relitigation by class members who did not opt out?

And so of other facets of the draft. A lengthy enumeration of
questions that come to mind might tend to close out other
questions, and perhaps more important ones. The more questions weL can identify now, the better.

Detailed Questions Not Addressed

Many relatively small questions are not addressed by the
L draft. Some may be better left to development without guidance in

the rule. Others may be unimportant in theory or in practice. AE brief list of representative examples may provoke interesting
L reactions:

Should a party seeking class certification be required to make
a motion for certification by a specified time?

Is any useful purpose served by the typicality requirement of
Rule 23(a)(3)?

Is it possible to go beyond vague allusions to fiduciary duty
to define the ways in which the class and all its members become
clients of the attorney for the representative parties? Would more
detailed principles of fiduciary duty to the class be useful?
Should counsel be required, for example, to continue a course of
vigorous advocacy after it has become apparent that the yield in
fees is not likely to compensate the effort?

Should there be provisions regulating discovery and

Lo
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counterclaims against nonrepresentative members of the class? L

Would it help to adopt express provisions regulating the

impact of filing, denial of certification, or decertification, on K
statutes of limitations?

Is itpossible to include a provision allowing denial of

certification on the ground that the value of a class recovery does Li

not justify the burden of class adjudication? Can this concern be

tied to provisions for "fluid" or "class" recovery? Would a

provision written in neutralprocedural terms invite the objection I

that this calculation,,would trespass on substantive matters?

Shouldfiiii4 ythi~ng be said about "personal jurisdiction" with

respect toimembersof ,a plaintiff class or a defendant class? One

possibilityiwl a be to[, provideI jurisdiction as to any class member
who hasllylsulffncontact withyzthe United States.

Is it ~deirableto provide authority for a class action court
to supervill!gei~l ,of individual issues in other courts, after

determinationqrtqi~"Ljf common class issues? How would this be done?

Can some means of coordination be provided for situations in

which potentially overlapping class actions are filed in different

courts? Is transfer under present § 1407, or an amended § 1407,

the only answer?

Should anything be done about the procedure for finding new

representatives when mootness overtakes the original

representatives?

Should the draft provision for investigation by a special

master be expanded to require appointment of an independent

representative for the class to evaluate any proposed dismissal or

settlement?

Larger Questions C

The most important questions surrounding Rule 23 probably are

not suitable for present disposition. It seems likely that most

reasonably detached observers would agree that some uses of Rule 23 7
are nefarious and some uses are highly desirable. It also seems

likely that there would be wide differences among reasonably

detached observers in guessing at the frequency of good and not-so-

good uses. It seems even more likely that many of these judgments L

are bound up with deeper judgments about matters that are outside

the Enabling Act process. Some may think it unwise to seek

universal enforcement of substantive principles that involve uneasy

and uncertain compromises between conflicting needs and policies.

Others may have more direct disagreements with the substantive

principles themselves. Yet others may doubt the need to encourage C

J
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L entrepreneurial litigation that imposes substantial costs without
producing significant benefits for anyone but the attorneys. It
would be wonderful to be able to distill the wisdom from all these
doubts and capture it in a procedural rule that does not trespass

L on substantive matters. Such wonders do not come ready to hand.

Other questions are more tractable, but clearly require
legislation. Application of the amount-in-controversy requirement
to each member of a class may deserve consideration, but cannot be
changed by a rule of procedure. If some change were made that
brought more diversity class actions it-would be necessary to
consider the choice-of-law question. Again, legislation -- or
perhaps a court decision -- would be needed.

Legislation also is needed, or almost surely is needed, to
adopt other proposals that have been made in various forms. The
theory that a class claim should be auctioned to the highestL bidder, for example, would separate the owners from their claims by
a procedure that deviates too far from traditional judicial
procedures to permit enactment by rule. Proposals to regulateK attorney fee incentives also raise, grave questions of Enabling Act
authority. Setting fees at a portion of the benefits gained for
the class, auctioning the right to be attorneys for the class, or
even tinkering with the lode star method are common examples. ItK may be possible to accomplish less ambitious changes by rule.
Requiring disclosure and evaluation of fee arrangements as part of
the determination whether the class representatives and their
attorneys will fairly and adequately represent the class would be
an example.

Other broad questions seem within the reach of Enabling Act
processes. One question parallels the question of subclasses.
Class members may have conflicting interests that are ignored in

C the desire to certify a broad class. Such conflicts may occur
occasionally even among members of a plaintiff damages class, and
easily could multiply if mass torts are brought into the class
action fold. Conflicts are perhaps more likely in declaratory orL injunction actions, particularly with regard to remedies. The
plaintiff class in a school desegregation action, for example, may
include people with widely different interests in, and views about,¶ the remedies to be adopted. Procedures might be drafted to
increase the attention given to these conflicts, as by increasing
the number of representatives or creating more subclasses.r Although such procedures would increase complication and expense,L. and likely would diminish the prospects of settlement, they might
conduce to better results.

S some thought also might be devoted to the question whether
there should be more than one class-action rule. It has been said,
for example, that defendant class actions are important in suingr large partnerships or large groups of underwriters. Mass torts

l
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continue to be the subject of class-action discussion. It may be
better to draft separate rules for such cases than to attempt to V
fit them within a single comprehensive rule.

No doubt there are other matters, large and small, that should
be considered in any effort to revise Rule 23. Let me close with
the request made at the outset. Comments on the current draft
proposal are welcome, and important to ensure that the draft is as
good as pan be if, the process proceeds to the point of publishing
a proposed revision, ,for puablic comment.> Even more important,
however, willl be comments ionlthe wisdom of addressing Rule 23, at
all and Pnh ,theneed to, consider matters not addressed by the draft

Although comments are welcome at 'any time, it would be helpful 7
to have substantial reactions by Marcy 15. The Committee agenda L
for the May meeting is crowded, lut it may prove possible to
include preliminary discussion of RAle 23., qReactions from as many
perspectivestieas possible can be most'useful

Thank-,yu for your help.

Sincerely,

EHC/lm Edward H. Cooper
ends. Reporter, Advisory Committee

on Civil Rules

rI

LJ



Rule 23. Class Actions

1 (a) Prerequisites to a Class Action. One or

2 more members of a class may sue or be sued as

3 representative parties on behalf of all only if

4 (1) the class is so numerous that joinder of all

5 members is impracticable, (2) there are questions

6 of law or fact common to the class, (3) the

7 claims or defenses of the representative parties

8 are typical of the claims or defenses of the

9 class, and (4) the representative parties and

10 their attorneys are willinc and able to w-il

11 fairly and adequately protect the interests of

12 all persons while members of the class until

13 relieved by the court from that fiduciary duty.

14 (b) Class Actions Maintainable. An action

15 may be maintained as a class action if the

16 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied,

17 and in addition the court finds that a class

18 action is superior to other available methods for

19 the fair and efficient adjudication of the

20 controversv. The matters Pertinent to this

21 finding include:

22 (1) the extent to which the prosecution

23 of separate actions by or against individual

24 members of the class wenid-creates a risk of
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25 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications 
with

26 respect to i ;iditdjl -members of the class vu

27 which would establish incompatible standards

28 of conduct for the party opposing the class, 
.

29 or (B) adjudications with respect to

30 i"diidta-l-members of, the class which would as

31 a practical matter be dispositive of the

32 interests of the other members not 
parties to

33 the adjudications or substantially 
impair or

34 impede their ability to protect their F
35 interests; 0*

36 (2) the pazt- poing the class ha

37 aetd er refuncd to act en greunds gencral.l.

38 applicabl_ to the el-a1z thezzreby m6iig K
39 appropriate f!.:Al the extent to which the

40 relief sought would take the form of F
41 injunctive relief or corresponding 

declaratory

42 relief with respect to the class as a whole;

43 e*

44 (3) the cut finds that the extent to J
45 whichquestions of law or fact common to the

46 members of the class predominate over any

47 questions affecting only individual membersT

48 and that class action is superior to ether

2 F

F

Li
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49 availab@ mother for the fair and effioient

L ~~~ ~~~SO se-4cltor -the cnrc-Y. The ffltino"

51 pertincent to the findinge irnoludecs.

L 52 (At4) the interest of members of the

53 class in individually controlling the

L 54 prosecution or defense of separate actions;

55 (_5) the extent and nature of any

56 litigation concerning the controversy already

57 commenced by or against members of the class;

L 58 (G;6) the desirability or

59 undesirability of concentrating the litigation

L 60 of the claims in the particular forum; and

61 ({7) the difficulties likely to be

62 encountered in the management of a class

63 action that will be eliminated or

64 sicnificantlv reduced if the controversy is

65 adjudicated by other available means.

L 66 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class

67 Action to be Maintained; Notice and Membership in

L 68 Class; Judgment; Actions Conducted Partially as

69 Class Actions: Multiple Classes and Subclasses.
fL 70 (1) As soon as practicable after the

71 commencement of an action brought as a class

72 action, the court shall determine by order

'3
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73 whether and with respect to what claims or 7
74 issuesit is to be so maintained.

75 (A) The court shall also determine

76 whether. when,. how, and under what

77 conditions putative members may elect to

78 be excluded from,. or included in. the

79 class. The matters pertinent to this

80 determination will ordinarily include:.

81 {i) the nature of the controversy and the

82 relief sought: (ii] the extent and nature UO

83 of any member's injurv or liabilityvt

84 (iii) the interest of the Darts op 
osir g

8s the class in securing a final resolution

86 of the matters in controversy: and riv) K
87 the inefficienc or impracticality of

88 separatel maintained actions to resolve

89 the controversy. When appropriate

90 exclusion may be conditioned upon a L

91 prohibition against institution or

92 maintenance of a separate action on some

93 or all of the matters in controversy 
in

94 the class action or a vrohibition 
against

95 use in a separately maintained action of

96 any iudgment rendered in favor of the

4

L
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97 class from which exclusion is sought, and

98 inclusion may be conditioned upon bearing

99 a fair share of the expense of litigation

100 incurred by the representative parties.

101 _LB) An order under this subdivision

102 may be conditional, and may be altered or

103 amended before the decision on the

104 merits.

105 (2) In any class When ordering that an

106 action be maintained as a class action under

107 Subdivisioen (b) C2) this rule, the court shall

108 direct that notice- be given to the mep.beer of

109 the-class under subdivision (d) (2'. concisely

110 and clearly describing the nature of the

111 action, the claims or issues with respect to

112 which the class has been certified, any

113 conditions affecting membership in the class

114 ordered under Paragraph 11)A),- and the

115 potential consequences of class membership.

116 In determining how. and to whom, notice will

117 be given, the court may consider, in addition

118 to the matters affectino its decision to

119 certify a class under subdivision (b), the

120 expense and-difficulties of Providing actual

5
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121 notice to al} class members and the nature and

122 extent of anv adverse consecuences that class K
123 members may suffer from a failure to receive

124 
isactual 

notice. thc bcb noticc ;rnetic.blC L

125 -*pned the "iromRBtIr.Cec incudVin indi-idual

126 eetive tc a ll r -m bzrZ ho ;an b ^ id:...fiaJ

127 through r"cetl .- f' frt. Th^ notioc ohall

128 *dyiZZ zse h xmcbz that (p) thc c : ll L

129 eiteludd th: mezber frpe thc olaa if thc 4

130 bem e oo ests by ; ifid d {

131 thc judgmcnmt, w:hethzr f::zrlblZ or not -/ill

132 inelide -.. -zbzzZ shZ i rzt all 
1Zat e

133 c~luoionl ar4 (C; any ucmbcr *ho ioaa not

134 z:q:es zxluZiZ if the fiber d e

135 cnter s n appaarn c hrough ^ - .

136 (3) The judgment in an action ordered K
137 maintained as a class action 

u.dzr oubdi-.ioion

138 

Lb)(1) 
-h)ther or noe f-worabl t-

139 th" e l-oo, shall inoludc md dcoribc thoa

140 ahoe th coua irt find to b of thFIJI

141 alaao. Th c jugmn Jt in.- ao

142 a c action u :ubivioo b)(3),

143 whether or not favorable to 
the class, shall

144 jestde-eadfspecify or describe 
those te-wIho

6

K
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145 the netise providd in w- iviaion (o ( .as

146 directed, and w.ho ha ec net roqestfei

147 exeousien, and wheom the eeurt finds who are

148 found to be members of the class or have as a

149 condition to exclusion agreed to restrictions

150 affecting any separately maintained, actions.

151 (4) When appropriate +A+ an action may

152 be brought or ordered maintained as a class

153 action (A)Lwith respect to particular claims

154 or issues, or (B) by or against multiple

155 classes or subclasses. Each class or subclass

156 must separately satisfy the requirements of

157 this rule except for subdivision a'll(.--a

153 Gela may be- divided into sebelesses and each

159 oublaoo treated as a claso, and the

160 Prov;ieions of this rule shall then be

161 qonotrued and applied accordingly.

162 (d) Orders in Conduct of Actions. In the

163 conduct of actions to which this rule applies,

164 the court may make appropriate orders: (1)

165 determining the course of proceedings or

166 prescribing measures to prevent undue repetition

167 or complication in the presentation of evidence

168 or argument. including pre-certification

7
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169 determination of a motion made bu any sartC

170 nursuant~to Rules 12 or 56 
if the court concludes

171 that such a determination 
will Promote the fair

172' andeffiCient adiudicatiOn of the controversy 
and,

173 will not cause undue delay; (2) requiring, for

174 the protection of the members of the class or

175 otherwise for the fair conduct of the action, C

176 that notice'be given in such manner as the court 
I

177 may direct to some or all of the members of any

178 step in the action, or of the proposed extent of

179 the judgment, or of the opportunity of members to

180 signify whether they consider the representation

181 fair and adequate, to intervene and present

182 claims or defenses, or otherwise 
to come into the 

[
183 action. or to be excluded from the class; (3)

184 imposing conditions on the representative 
L

185 parties. class members, or en intervenors; (4)

186 requiring that the pleadings be amended to L
187 eliminate therefrom allegations as to

188 representation of absent persons, and that the

189 action proceed accordingly; (5) dealing with

190 similar procedural matters. The orders may be 
[7

191 combined with an order under 
Rule 16, and may be

192 altered or amended as may 
be desirable from time

8
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193 to time.

194 (e) Dismissal or Compromise. An ele.- action

195 filed as a class action shall not-. before the

K 196 court's rulinc under subdivision fc'U1). be

197 dismissed, be amended to delete the recuest for

198 maintenance as a class action, or be compromised

199 without the approval of the court, and netlce of

200 the preFpesd dismissal er eempromise shall be

201 given to all all Z of the elasn in ouch r.nnie

-, 202 ao the sourt directs. An action ordered

203 maintained as a class action shall not be

204 dismissed or comoromised without the ayproval of

205 the court, and notice of a Prooosed voluntary

Gus' 206 dismissal or compromise shall be given to some or

207 all members of the class in such manner as the

208 court directs. A yrooosal to dismiss or

209 compromise an action ordered maintained as a

L 210 class, action may be referred to a magistrate

211 ludee or other swecial master under Rule 53

212 without regard to the Provisions of 
subdivision

213 Ibl thereof.

214 f i Appeals. A Court of A3%eals may permit

215 an appeal to be taken from an order of a district

216 court granting or denying a recuest for class

FT i 9
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217 action certification under this rule if K
218 ar~lication is made to it within ten dave after

219 entrY of such order. Prosecution of an a2-eal p
220 hereunder shall not stay Proceedings in the I

221 district court unless the district judge or the r
222 Court of Aoeals, or a judgei-thereof. shall so

223 order. 
r

COMMITTEE NOTES

PURPOSE OF REVISION. As initially adopted, Rule 23

defined class actions as "true," 'hybrid," or

*spurious" according to the abstract nature of the

rights involved. The 1966 revision created a new

tripartite classification in subdivision 
(b), and then

established different provisions relating to notice

and exclusionary rights based 
on that classification.

For (b)(3) class actions, the rule mandated

"individual notice to all members who can be

identified through reasonable 
effort" and a right by

class members to "opt-out" of 
the class. For (b)(1)

and (b) (2) class actions, however, 
the rule did not by

its terms mandate any notice to 
class members, and was

generally viewed as not permitting any exclusion of

class members. This structure has frequently resulted

in time-consuming and lengthy procedural battles

either because the operative facts 
did not fit neatly

into any one of the three categories, 
or because more

than one category could[kapply and 
the selection of the

proper classification would haye 
a major impact on the

practicality of the case proceeding, 
as a class action.

In the revision the separate provisions 
of former

subdivisions (b) 1), (b)(2), and (b)(3) are combined 
r

and treated as pertitnent'factorp in deciding 
"whether l

a class action is superior to other 
available methods 

L

for the fair and efficient adjudication of the

controversy." This becomes the critical question,

without regard to whether, under 
the former language,

the case would have been viewed 
as being brought under

(b)(1), (b)(2), or (b)(3). ,Use of a unitary standard,

10~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
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I
once the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are
satisfied, is the approach taken by the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and
adopted in several states.

Questions regarding notice and exclusionary rights
remain important in class actions--and, indeed, may be
critical to due process. Under the revision, however,
these questions are ones that should be addressed onrf their own merits, given the needs and circumstances of
the case and without being tied artificially to the
particular classification of the class action.

C As revised, the rule will afford some greater
opportunity for use of class actions in appropriate
cases notwithstanding the existence of claims for
individual damages and injuries--at least for some
issues under subdivision (c)(4)(A), if not for the
resolution of the individual. damage claims themselves.
The revision is not however a unqualified license for
certification of a class whenever there are numerous
injuries arising 'from a common or similar nucleus of
facts, nor does the rule attempt to establish a system
for -fliid recovery" or "class ' recovery" of damages.
Such gquestions are ones for further case law
development.a

SUBDIVISION (a). Subdivision (a) (4) is revised to
explicitly require that the proposed class
representatives, and their attorneys be both willing
and able to undertake the fiduciary responsibilitiesLe inherent in ' representation of a class. The
willingness to accept such responsibilities 'is a
particular concern when the request for class
treatment is not made by those who seek to be class
representatives, as when a plaintiff requests
certification of al defendant ;lass. bnce a class is
certified the class representati`e's and their
attornl 1will, Jluntil the class is decertified or they
are otherwisel relieved by i'the court, have an
obligation to f Fairly and adequately represent the
interests of'the class, taking no action for their own
benefit that wouldibe inconsistent with the fiduciary
responsibilities owed to the class.

SUBDIVISION (b). As noted, subdiiv4ision (b) has
been substantially reorganized. One, element, drawn

LI from former subdivision (b)(3), is made the

L 11
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K

controlling issue; namely, 
whether a class action 

is

superior to other available 
methods for the fair and

.ffici@nt adjudication 
of the controversy. The other

provisionsfof former subdivision 
(b) become factors to

be considered in making 
this ultimate determination

Of course, there is no requirement 
that all of these 

C

factors be present before a ,class action may be L

ordered, nor is this list intended to be exclusive 
of

other factors that in a~particular case may bear 
on

the istperlotity of a class action,, when compared 
to

ble methods for resolving 
lthe controversy.

Factor (7)--the consideration 
of the difficulties

ilikely to be entcountered in the Lmanagement of a class

actio_-s revised by Adding a, cliause 
to emphasize

that such difficulties 
should be assessed not 

in the

abstract, but rather 
!incomparisontothose 

that would

be encountered with individualy 
prisecuted actions.

Sulamv~suOg (c) Flormer paragrph (2) of thdis

subdivision ~containedl the 
prol~,Lston5' for noti.cC and

exclusion in as,

Under th re h~ provisi.ons e5 tn to

th I r e i L , 
r l itIn

cxc Lsior~area mad [IP eiali to iiil class actiLons,

bu~ w~.th fle~ibil~t~Y CQo1
tt o determineL

whete 
ahh tdh p at V, class, members should

bea aloeI~e 
from the c iaSs.~ L'Thle

cour myas pSC ppprtE oditi~~on ~ uh

opt-Out3~' i~ s~e cases, requie that a pu tetv@

class m be [t- 7i,,[0rder to be treated ,as a

mem r oth clas
hepote ~~~ for cls ebr o eclude

themselves, frmmt ~5 cto ean apimaryt

al1low ai ca~~t~~edasacas~ci~ 
oh to

asur du 
1des aln m

qnl, tte~ ~ .tti dIL
the~~~ ~o~ m compellinas

ill~~~~l7Fl~~~jil2oi D~ a

for no

r re

clutdoe of t Ie~ 
akt~oo tpi ~ e

12'
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advantage of collateral estoppel if the class action

was resolved' favorably to the class while not being

LJ bound by an unfavorable result.

Rarely should a court impose an 'opt-inw

requirement for membership in a class. There are,

however, situations in which such a requirement may be

desirable to avoid potential due process problems,

such as with some defendant classes or in cases 
when

L it may be impossible or impractical to give meaningful
notice of the class action to all putative members of

the class.

L Under the revision, notice of class certification
is required for all types of class actions, but

flexibility is provided respecting the type and extent

of notice to be given to the class, 
consistent with

constitutional requirements for due process. 
Actual

notice to all putative class members 
should not, for

example, be needed when the conditions of subdivision

(b)(l) are met or when, under subdivision (c)(l)(A),

membership in the class is limited to those who file

LI anelection tQ be members of the class. Problems have

some'times been encountered when the class members'

individual interests', though meriting protection, 
were

quite smallwhen compared with the cost of providing

notice to each member; the revision authorizes such

factors to be taken into account by the court in

deteormining, subject to due process requirements, what

notice should be directed'.

The revision to subdivision (c)(4) is intended to

eliminate the problem when a class action with several

subclasses should be certified, but one or more of theLI subclasses may not independently satisfy the

"numerosity" requirement

Under'paragraph (4X,' some claims or issues may be

certified for resolution as a class action, while

other claims or issues are not so certified. For

example, in some mass tort situations it may be

appropriate to certify as a class action issues

relating to the defendants culpability and general

causation,'1while leaving issues relating 
to specific

causation, damages and contributory negligence for

resolution through individual lawsuits brought by

Meobers 'of the class. Since the entirety of the class

representative's claim will be before the court, there

13
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Procedure 7

is a "case or controversy" justifying 
exercise of the

court's jurisdiction; and the rule is intended to

eliminate the problems that might otherwise arise

based on the splitting of a cause of action.

SUBDIVISION (d). The former rule generated

uncertainty concerning the appropriate order of

proceoeding'when a'motion addressedlto 
the merits of

claims or defenses is submittedprior 
to a decision on

whether a class should be certi ied. -The revision 7
provides the court with, discreti-o` 

toaddress a Rule 
X,

12 or Rule 56 motion inl,jadvapdce ofUa certification

decision when'this will promotel 
the fair and efficient

adjudication of the controversy. h

Inclusion in former subdivision (c)(2) of-detailed

requirements for notice in (b){() actions sometimes

placed unnecessary barriers5 to formation ofa class,

as well as masked the desirability,, 
if not need', for

notice in. (b)(l) and (b),(2) actions. Even if not

required for due proceis some form of notice to class

members should be regarded as desirable 
in v.rtually

all class actions,. evised subdivision (d)(2Y Ltakes

on added importance in light of, the, revisio. rf

subdivisions (C)(). Subdivision (d~i2)' con'templatel

that some form of noticeto cfiass members lhoul4 be

given in'virtually all class actions 'The' particular K
fo rncase 

is; commitL)

to 
retsound is cret r epi i mind

there reet o due prc

SUBDIVISIONII (e1) .' Th[ere alte sound, reasons i[or

requiring' judpil appo of, prpsls J

voluntarily dismi15s, elianiate cl6assim alegtit O[r

compromise, an actlion 
f "l dlor ordered mantined 

a*e

class action. T~he, reasons fo reuiri4o-e[4c of

such[ 4a proposal' lto mem e4s, pf ~ 1 r

sign4ficalntly less compe .ing [Ds1.~t daigge

of the former rule, ;ors 1 aereJ~zd h

propriety Qf- a judiC~iallys~r~e 
plfa~O

dism~e5Ial or, Itreqoirin notie 0j

putative I'class5 members. 
52

P.2dF 1298 (4thlCi~. 1978)'. ThrL~~~c
approach., If circmtne~l~~ .~j~r a

iIAmpl1 authority 1t ietnti~~O[ oiei~ l

putAt'live clas 
ofner uru 4 0£h7Q1

subdi* i inL 
n I~fo
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class certification, there may be cases in which the

court will direct under subdivision (d) that notice of

the denial of class certification be given to those
who were aware of the case.

Evaluations of proposals to dismiss or settle a
class action sometimes involve highly sensitive
issues, particularly should the proposal be ultimately

disapproved. For example, the parties may be required

to disclose weaknesses in their own positions, or to

L provide information needed to assure that the proposal
does not directly or indirectly confer benefits upon
class representatives or their counsel inconsistent

with the fiduciary obligations owed to members of the

class or otherwise involve conflicts of interest.
Accordingly, in some circumstances, investigation of

these proposals conducted by independent counsel can

be of great benefit to the court. The revision

clarifies that the strictures of Rule 53(b) do not

preclude the court from appointing under that Rule a

special master to assist the court in evaluating a

proposed dismissal or settlement. The master, if not
a Magistrate Judge, would be compensated as provided
in Rule 53(a).

SUBDIVISION (f). The certification ruling is often

the crucial ruling in a case filed as a class action.
If denied, the plaintiff, in order to secure appellate
review, may have to incur expenses wholly
disproportionate to any individual recovery. If the

plaintiff ultimately prevails on an appeal of the

certification decision, postponement of the appellate
decision raises the specter of "one way intervention."

Conversely, if class certification is erroneously

granted, a defendant may be forced to settle rather
than run the risk of potential ruinous liability of a

class-wide judgment in order to secure review of the

certification decision. These consequences, as well

L as the unique public interest in properly certified
class actions, justify a special procedure allowing

early review of this critical ruling.

Recognizing the disruption that can be caused by

piecemeal reviews, the revision contains provisions to

minimize the risk of delay and abuse. Review will be

available only by leave of the court of appeals
promptly sought, and proceedings in the district court

with respect to other aspects of the case are not

15
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stayed by the prosecution of such an appeal unless the district court or

court of appeals so orders. This appeal provision is authorized by 28 U.S.C.

§ 2072(c).

It is anticipated that orders permitting immediate appellate review L
will be rare. Nevertheless, the potential for this review should encourage

coupliance with the certification procedures and afford an opportunity for 7"
prompt correction of error. Li

,
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AGENDA III-B
Washington, DC
May 3-5, 1993

Rule 26(c): Amending Protective Orders

This draft proposes a new paragraph for Rule 26(c). The paragraph wouldK make explicit the power to dissolve or modify a discovery protective order. If the
proposal goes forward, it may make sense to modify the designations of the
paragraphs in Rule 26(c). The designation as Rule 26(c)(3) is, however, simply

L_ a suggestion.

The draft Note summarizes the purpose of the proposal. The attached
materials explain the background. Initial discussion at the November Committee
meeting supported preparation of the draft, but did not establish even tentative
directions.

Elizabeth Wiggins of the Federal Judicial Center is preparing a
memorandum to flesh out our information about the use of protective orders. If

L she is able to make her deadline of mid-April, a copy will be send out separately.
She also is designing a proposal for empirical research that could be undertaken
to provide new information.

l
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R 26(c)(3)

(3) A protective order may be dissolved or modified on motion before or after judgment.

In ruling on a motion the court must consider among other matters the following:

(A) the extent of reliance on the order;

(B) the public and private interests affected by the order, and

(C) the burden that the order imposes on parties seeking information relevant to

other litigation.

Committee Note

Subdivision (3) is added to the rule to dispel any doubts
concerning the inherent power of the court to modify or vacate a
protective order. The power should be exercised after careful
consideration of the conflicting policies that shape protective
orders. Protective orders serve vitally important interests by
ensuring that privacy is invaded by discovery only to the extent
required by, the needs of litigation. Protective orders entered by
agreement of the parties also can serve the important need to
facilitate discovery without requiring repeated court rulings. A
blanket protective order may encourage,, the exchange of
information that a court would not order produced, or would order
produced only under a protective order. Parties who rely on
protective orders in these circumstances should not risk automatic
disclosure simply because the material was once produced in
discovery and someone else might want it.

Despite the important interests served by protective orders,
concern has been expressed that protective orders can thwart other
interests that also are important. Two interests have drawn special
attention. One is the interest in public access to information that
involves matters of public concern. Information about the conduct
of government officials is frequently used to illustrate an area of
public concern. The most commonly offered example focuses on
information about dangerous products or situations that have caused
injury and may continue to cause injury until the information is
widely disseminated. The other interest involves the efficient
conduct of related litigation, protecting adversaries of a common
party from the need to engage in costly duplication of discovery
efforts.

Courts have administered Rule 26(c) with sensitive concern



for the interests that may justify dissolution or modification of a
protective order. Recent careful studies have concluded that there
is no need to amend Rule 26(c) in light of actual practices. See E
Report of the Federal Courts Study Committee, 102-103 (1990);
Marcus, The Discovery Confidentiality Controversy, 1991
U ill.L.Rev. 457; and Miller, Confidentiality. Protective Orders, [
and Public Access to the Courts. 105 Harv.L.Rev. 427 (1991).
Some dispute may be found, however, as to the approach that
should be taken to requests for dissolution or modification. Some [
of the decisions are explored in United Nuclear Corp. v. Cranford
Ins. Co., 905 F.2d 1424 (10th Cir. 1990). I

Despite the apparent wisdom of current practice, addition
of express provisions for dissolution or modification serves several
purposes. Most important, the text of the rule provides forceful
notice that care must be taken not to rely on a protective order in
disclosing particularly important information that might be shielded
against any discovery. Although this reminder may reduce the
usefulness of blanket protective orders as a means of avoiding
discovery litigation, it is better to give notice than to risk
exploitation of inadvertent reliance. The express provisions also K
serve to remind parties and courts of the major factors that must be
considered. The public and private interests in disclosure must be
weighed against the private interests that may defeat any discovery
or sharply limit the use of discovery materials. These factors are
not expressed in more precise terms because of the need to balance
infinite degrees of the interests that weigh for or against discovery.
Public and private interests in disclosure may be great or small, as
may be the interests in preventing disclosure.

Assessment of the need for disclosure in support of related
litigation may require joint action by two courts, The court that
entered the protective order can determine most easily the
circumstances that justified the order and the extent of justifiable
reliance on the order, The court where related litigation is pending
can determine most easily the importance of the information in that
litigation, and often can determine most accurately the balance
between the interest in disclosure and the interest in nondisclosure L
or further protection. The rule does not attempt to prescribe
procedures for cooperative action.

Special questions arise from the prospect of multiple related
actions brought at different times and in different courts. Great
inefficiencies can be avoided by establishing means of sharing L

2 L

.



outside the framework of consolidated proceedings. There is not
yet sufficient experience to support adoption of formal rules[I establishing litigation support libraries and to regulate the terms of
access to them. To the extent that consolidation devices may not
prove equal to the task, however, these questions will deserve

L, attention in the future.
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COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

ROBERT E. KEETON CHAIRMEN OF ADVISORY COMMITTEESL CHAIRMAN KENNETH F. RIPPLE
APPELLATE RULES

PETER G. McCABE
SECRETARY ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~SAM C. POINTER 'IJR.SECRETARY

CIVIL RULES

WILLIAM TERRELL HODGES
CRIMINAL RULES

EDWARD LEAVY
BANKRUPTCY RULES

L Honorable William J. Hughes
Chairman, Subcommittee on Intellectual Property

and Judicial AdministrationL Committee on Judiciary
Cannon House Office Building, Room 207
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

L I am writing to advise you of the action taken by the
Judicial Conference's Advisory Committee on Civil Rules on
proposed changes to Rule 26(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure regarding the issuance of protective orders involvingL discovery materials. The Committee met on November 12-14, 1992.

The enclosed memorandum on Rule 26(c) was prepared at my
L request by Dean Edward Cooper, the Committee's Reporter. It

identifies the general issues regarding the issuance ofL protective orders and addresses the specific language of the
proposed amendments to Rule 26(c) contained in the "Federal
Sunshine in Litigation Act" (H.R. 2017, 102nd Cong., 1st Sess.
(1991)). The memorandum was circulated among the Committee
members in advance of the meeting.

The Committee discussed at length the various issues
identified in Dean Cooper's memorandum. Restricting a court's
authority to issue protective orders raised serious concerns,
including the potential for revealing trade secrets and other
commercial practices, the sharing of discovery expenses between

L multiple parties and sale of discovery materials, and the
increased litigation resulting from parties' objections to comply
voluntarily with open-ended discovery requests. In addition,E specific problems with the language of H.R. 2017 were discussed,

L particularly regarding the definition of "public hazard."

The Committee determined, nonetheless, that Rule 26(c)L merited reconsideration and that further study was necessary. It
requested the Federal Judicial Center to survey the stateK statutes and report on the number of states which have limited



Honorable William J. Hughes Page 2

the issuance of protective orders and the states' experiences
with them.

The Committee will next meet on April 22-24, 1993, at the
Federal Judicial Building in Washington, D.C. The meeting is
open to the public and I invite you or your staff to attend. I
will make sure that you are apprised of developments in this
area.

Sincerely,

Li
Sam C. Pointer, Jr.

Enclosure F
cc: Honorable Robert E. Keeton,

Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure P
Honorable Jack Brooks Lo
Committee on the Judiciary
Honorable Hamilton Fish, Jr.
Committee on the Judiciary
Honorable Carlos J. Moorehead
Committee on the Judiciary
Honorable David E. Skaggs
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

,x,,, ILAW SCHOOL
HUTCHINS HALL

ANN AReOR MICHIGAN 45109L ASSOCIATE DEAN

October 23, 1992

Hon. Sam C. Pointer, Jr.ECEVEDLI Chief Judge, United States OCT 2 6 1992District Court
882 United States Courthouse
1729 5th Avenue North SAM C. POINTER, JR.Birmingham, Alabama 35203 

a CnlITPmeT mInlr

Re: Sunshine in Discovery--Civil Rule 26(c)

Dear Sam:

I am enclosing a memorandum on the "sunshine in discovery"questions raised by H.R. 2017 and the ways in which Civil Rule26(c) might be amended to address these questions. There is noproposed rules language because I think drafting is Dremature. Ialso enclose -a clean copy of the memorandum on this subject thatPaul Carrington provided for the November, 1991 meeting of theCommittee.

The memorandum is wordprocessed in WordPerfect 5.1 for DOS; Ienclose a disc in the thought that this may facilitateincorporation in the agenda materials.

L There are other things that could be included with the agenda-materials if you wish--most notably H.R. 2017 itself, full copiesof the state enactments, Judge Weis' testimony, or whatever. I canhave these sent by FAX, despite the reduction in reproductionquality, if that seems~desirable.

LI I have asked Ronald Sturtz to send a set of the ABA Civil Rule64 materials; I will have a look at it on Monday, I expect, andwill go ahead with as brief a memorandum as seems appropriate.Time is closing in, so I expect to fax that as soon as possible.

B gards,

LI

EHC/lm 
wadH. Cooper -[ endls.l
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SUNSHINE IN LITIGATION: RULE 26(C)

Rule 26(c) protective orders may impede or prevent access to discovery information by LJnornparties. It has been suggested that the Committee should consider amending Rule 26(c) topermit greater access. Contemporary discussion and reform efforts focus on two concerns: that 7privacy in discovery can defeat the public interest in knowledge about threats to public healthand satety, and that successive litigants involved in factually related disputes should not be forcedto costly efforts to discover information already gathered- and provided in earlier litigation. ,
Earlier discussion focused on a broader assertion that discovery, as part of the judicial process,
is inherently a public event that should be open to the public.

rThe argument that Rule 26(c) amendments are necessary has been rejected by at least Luthree recent studies. The Federal Courts Study Committee, Report pp 102-103 (1990)2 Marcus,
The Discovery Confidentiality Controversy, 1991 U.II.L.Rev. 457, and Miller, Confidentiality,
Protective Orders, and Public Access to the Courts, 105 Harv.L-Rev 427. The basicconclusions are that there is no evidence that protective orders in fact create any signiticantproblems in concealing information about public hazards or in impeding efficient sharing of Ldiscovery information; that discovery is intended only as a means of improving litigation, notas a source of public information, and should not become a means of invading privacy for other rmpurposes; that discovery would become more burdensome and costly if reliable protective orders
could not be made; and that administration of a rule creating broader nghts of public accesswould impose great burdens on the court system. These conclusions are summarized at greater
length below.

The first question to be addressed must draw from the collective knowledge of the
committee. If in fact protectiveorders do not often impede public knowledge of public hazards.
and do not often interfere with efficient utilization of earlier discovery efforts in relatedlitigation, there seems to be little reason to tinker with Rule 26(c). Contemporary discussion o'
-these problems should be an effective means of encouraging careful administration of Rule 26(c)without amending the Rule.

If, on the other hand, Rule 26(c) is in fact being administered in ways that defeat Lsignificant opportunities to protect public safety or the rights of those who have been injured;
or that force wasteful duplication of discovery in related litigation, it must be decided whether [improvements are practicable. Much of the discussion that follows is designed to illustrate theproblems that must be addressed if amendments are to be considered. It may be noted at theoutset, however, that the problems are not likely to be changed by adoption of the pending
proposal to amend Rule 26 to provide for disclosure as a prelude to discovery.

Background

Current interest in the problems of access to discovery materials has resulted in expandedaccess by statutes in Florida and Virginia and by court rule in Texas. Similar proposals have Lbeen advanced in many states. Federal legislation has been suggested.

The immediate impetus for consideration by this Committee is provided by H.R. 2017, [



L 102d Cong., Ist Sess., the "Federal Sunshine in Litigation Act." The bill, described in detailbelow, would prohibit issuance of a Civil Rule protective order "that has the purpose or effectof concealing information about a public hazard." Judge Joseph F. Weis, Jr., testified on thebill on September 10, 1992 His testimony focused in part on the importance of relying on theformal rulemaking procedure for considering the questions raised by the bill. The course of thehearings makes it appropriate to consider the question now.

A somewhat similar bill, H.R. 3803, the "Federal Court Settlements Sunshine Act,"would add a new § 1659 to the Judicial Code. Section 1659 would require clear and convincingL evidence of a compelling public interest to justify sealing "any settlement made of a civil actionto which the United States, an agency or department thereof, or an official thereof in thatofficial's official capacity, is a real party in interest." This bill does not touch directly on theCivil Rules and will not be explored further in this memorandum.

Discovery as Public EventL

Discovery under the Civil Rules has been viewed by most courts and lawyers as a meansE of improving litigation and decision of individual disputes. Only the need to resolve a disputeabout other matters justifies a system that compels parties and nonparties to reveal informationthat otherwise would be private. In upholding a protective order that barred a newspaper fromII publishing information gained by discovery in a defamation action, the Supreme Court observedthat "prearal depositions and interrogatories are not public components of a civil trial. Suichproceedings were not open to the public at common law, * * * and, in general, they are[ conducted in private as a matter of modem practice. " Seattle Times Co. v. Rhinehart, 1984, 467U.S. 20. 33, 104 S.Ct. 2199, 2107-2108. Lower courts have repeated the refrain; see U.S. v.Anderson, 1th Cir. 1986, 799 F.2d 1438, 1441.

This traditional view of discovery is an essential component of protective order doctrine.Protective orders may prohibit any discovery of specified information because the interest inL, privacy outweighs the needs of the litigation. Quite commonly, protective orders allow discoverybut seek to ensure that information is used only for the litigation needs that justify production.

The traditional view has been challenged on broad theoretical grounds. It is argued thatlitigation is a public event, and that the public should enjoy a right of access to discoverycomparable to the right of access to a civil trial. Access is required in part because publicresources are devoted to the court system and in part because government processes must be open[ to public scrutiny.

Adoption of a general public access perspective would require dramatic changes inprotective order practices. At the logical limit, all parties would be required to produce completecopies of all discovery materials for public filing and inspection, even though the materialsotherwise would not be put in reproducible form for purposes of the litigation.

[ll 
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For present purposes, it seems more realistic to pursue the traditional view that discovery
is no more than a device for resolving a specific dispute between identified parties This
approach does not prevent use of discovery materials to give warning of public hazards or to
avoid wasteful duplication by repeated discovery of the same information. This approach does,
however, require development of a workable system to reconcile interests in access to
information with the complicating interests in privacy, smooth working of discovery, and
effective judicial management.

Privacy

Discovery casts a wide net, gathering information that often proves irrelevant even to the
immediate dispute. Information is gathered from parties about their own affairs, from parties
about the affairs of others, and from nonparties. Hearings on the proposed disclosure rule
provided graphic testimony on the breadth of the information that may be sought from
commercial entities. Discovery may reach business information that is protected as a technical
trade secret, is of vital competitive importance, is "sensitive," or is simply embarrassing'
Discovery also may reach personal information that is intensely private--in malignant hands. ,
indeed, there is a risk that discovery may be conducted for the very purpose of intimidating and
discouraging an adversary, Significant or even crippling damage can be done by public n7
disclosure of the fruits of discovery. l

It seem-rs !il.ehl that effective protection against public disclosure is accomplished for most
litigation by established practices. These practices may involve such informal acts as failure to H
arrange transcription of a deposition or failure to file discovery responses with the court. More
formal devices may include court orders not to file discovery materials or protective orders. It
also seems likely that much litigation in federal courts, and in state courts that have adopted FJ
federal discovery practices, involves matters that would interest others only as a matter of itching
curiosity. There is little reason to doubt that for most litigation, most of the time, the present
system works well. Privacy is protected without any sacrifice of worthy public interests. L

Privacy is not as readily protected in all cases, nor should it be. A protective order is
likely to be necessary if discovery materials are routinely being filed under Civil Rule 5(d). H
Materials used in support of a summary judgment motion may be treated as if trial materials.
More important, there may be cogent reasons to limit protection to serve the needs of other
litigation or the public. L3

Protective Order as Discovery Facilitating Device H
Proponents of present practice urge that consent and umbrella protective orders are an

essential lubricant to effective management of discovery by the parties. Relying on the
opportunity to designate information as confidential, parties are said to produce voluntarily large
amounts of information that would provoke discovery contests if reliable protection required
item-by-item judicial consideration. In addition to adding to the judicial burdens of supervising
discovery, the increased discovery contests would lead to orders refusing to compel disclosure

3 L
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of some information now disclosed under shield of a protective order, would add to the pressuresthat encourage some parties to pursue nonpublic means of dispute resolution, and would force7: some parties--both plaintiffs and defendants--to abandon the litigation.

Public Hazards

These arguments for protecting privacy are met in one direction by arguing that privateinterests must yield to the need for public information about circumstances that pose a risk offurther injury. The common illustrations involve dangerous products or toxic contamination ofa natural resource. Defendants are thought to- buy the right to continue injuring consumers orpoisoning their neighbors by protective orders that conceal, and settlement agreements thatdestroy, information needed to protect the public. It hardly need be said that if such concealmentactually happens, it would be desirable to find a practicable means of accomplishing disclosure.

L As noted above, one response to this fear is that it is chimerical. There is no indicationthat the fruits of private discovery are a necessary means of accomplishing public information.The existence of the litigation and the underlying claims can be made public, and there are manyalternative means of gathering information about dangers to public health and safety. If in a rarecase disclosure of discovery material is the only means of accomplishing an important additionto public knowledge, Civil Rule 26(c) does not stand in the way. If this response is correct,LI nothing further need be done.

If Rule 26(c). as written or administered, does raise obstacles to disclosure of importantpublic information, it is important to consider the challenges that must be met in reducing thescope of protection to an appropriate level. The spirit of the discovery rules is to delegateresponsibility initially to the parties and then to confide in the broad discretion of the districtcourt. In keeping with this spirit, amendment of Rule 26(c) would involve an open-endedadmonition that in framing and considering modification of a protective order, the court shouldweigh the public interest in disclosure. A more pointed version would specify the public interestin avoiding Ijury to person or property.

More specific rule amendments may have unintended consequences, and will generateadded litigation over matters of interpretation. The provisions of H.R. 2017 provide ampleillustration.

The central provisions of H.R. 2017 bar protective orders that have "the purpose or effectof concealing information about a public hazard," and define public hazard to "meanill anycondition, circumstance, person, or thing whatsoever that has caused damage and is likely to doso again." This definition of public hazard is an abbreviated form of the definition in the FloridaSunshine in Litigation Act, Fla.Stat.Ann. § 69.081(2). At least three opportunities for disputearise under this language--what counts as "damage"'? Has damage been caused? Is it likely thatthe same thing will cause damage again? One popular illustration involves an action forprofessional malpractice: at what point must information be revealed about the lawyer or doctor?Has the defendant caused damage even though there was no liability for malpractice? Is

K 4



information about the client or patient information about the public hazard, because it helps tounderstand the nature of the risk? How does a court determine whether the same defendant is r
likely to cause damage again? Another popular illustration is the party, whether plaintiff or Ldefendant, who tests HIV-positive. Others are easy to imagine--a newspaper sued for defamationor invasion of privacy (would the statute require production of the information about membersand contributors of the Aquarian Foundation protected by the order in the Seattle Times case?); Li
an employer sued for discrimination or sexual harassment (are, facts involving the plaintiff again
part of the information about the "public hazard-"'?0 a large firm sued for breach of contract on C
allegations' that its purchasing agent arbitraily, rejects conforming goods. Beyond these
problems, the breadth of the definition seem's to defeat any protection even for true trade secrets.

The definition problem is reduced if there is discretion whether to require disclosure of dpublic hazard information. Alternative fdrmuations also can reduce the problem of definition,but may create other problems. Rule 176a' of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure provides that C
court records *** are presumed to be open! to the general public." Court records for this Lipurpose include all documents filed in any civil court, and discovery materials "not filed of

record, concerning matters'that have a piobal]e8 adverse effect upon the general public health or Vsafety. or the administration of public offcp, or the operation of government," except for trade
secrets. The Virginia statuteW hich pro''Vides r sPlb ng between attorneys rather than generalpublic access, is limited to materials injury action or action for wrongful
death." Va. Code Anrn. § 8.01-420,01. This phrase is likely to yield few problems of
interpretation, but may not reach as far as should be to protect public interests._

The procedures for relief from a protective order also will require careful attention.
Again, H.R, 2017 provides a useful illustration.

Standing to seek protected information is accorded by H.R. 2017 to "any person who is
substantially affected by" a prohibited order. "ITIhe news media" are, without more,
substantially affected. "In any proceeding to enforce the prohibitions of the act, the Court shall
examine the disputed information in camera." Definition of the "news media" may create some
difficulties: an application by the newsletter of a trial lawyers association, for example, would
likely provoke litigation of this issue. Deeper difficulties would arise from litigating the circular
question whether an applicant is "affected" by an order that is "prohibited" because it relates to
a "public hazard." The only way to preserve a protective order that is not in fact prohibited
would be to interpret the "in camera" examination process to require a complete review of the
protected material by the court. Adversary presentation would be limited to identifying the
nature of the interest advanced by the applicant--a general media interest in public hazards, or rLa more specific private interest, and perhaps to offering surmises about the content of the Liprotected material. The burden of substantially ex pane investigation of this sort could be
staggering. If the applicant were allowed access to the protected materials under a conditional C
protective order, on the other hand, the effects of a proper order could be undone. The risks
might be particularly acute with respect to matters of professional competence, sensitive personal
information, or competive information sought by a business rival. V
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Finally, H.R. 2017 touches on a problem that cannot be addressed by amending Rule
26(c). It provides that copyright cannot be used to prevent disclosure or use of information
about a public hazard. Apparently some lawyers have taken to copyrighting written discovery
responses on the theory that any publication of the material would infringe the copyright.
Whatever support copyright law may give this tactic, the question surely involves matters of
substance outside the scope of the Enabling Act.

Discovery Sharing

At least two distinct questions arise from efforts to share discovery information with other
lawyers. The simpler question involves the need of the lawyer who has discovered information
to consult with other lawyers about the most effective way of using the information in pursuing
the case at hand. In most circumstances this need should be readily accommodated by protective
orders. Somewhat more complex questions involve attempts to reduce the burden of discovery
in related actions by sharing the fruits of discovery.

The value of avoiding repetitive discovery of the same information in successive actions
growing out of the same "conduct, transaction, or occurrence" is manifest. Many observers
believe that even if discovery works well in most cases, grave problems remain in a relatively
small proportion of cases. Even when all parties cooperate fully and set realistic limits, a "big"
case can generate awesome volumes of discovery material. Consolidation on a local basis, and
militidistrict consolidation, are undertaken in substantial part to reduce the risk of multiplicitolus
discovery. Similar motives underlie current proposals to expand the opportunities for
consolidation. It would be foolish not to do everything possible to pursue the same ends byproviding for sharing discovery between related actions that are not consolidated. The provisions
of the Virginia statute noted above afford a good illustration: a protective order "shall not
prohibit an attorney from voluntarily sharing Idiscoveryl materials or information with an
attorney involved in a similar or related matter, with the permission of the court, *** provided
the attorney who receives the material or information agrees, in writing, to be bound by the
terms of the protective order." Va.Code Ann. § 8.01-420.01.

The value of sharing discovery should be so apparent that protective orders do not now
stand in the way, or soon will not be allowed to stand in the way. As with the public hazard
issue, the first question is whether actual practice under Rule 26(c) enforces protective orders in
circumstances that force parties to related litigation to develop the same information by
duplicating discovery efforts, or to suffer the even worse consequence of litigating at a
disadvantage because they have not the financial or legal resources to uncover the same
information.

If there is evidence of a persisting problem with Rule 26(c), the solution that best fits the
structure of the rules again would be open-ended. Rule 26(c) would be amended to require.
consideration of the interest in avoiding duplicating discovery in separate actions. A more
detailed amendment might add a provision similar to the Virginia statute, allowing sharing with
court approval subject to the same protective terms.

6



More detailed rules might address questions ancillary to discovery sharng One question
is whether to draw a distinction between protective orders entered by consent of the parties and
consent orders entered after adversary dispute. If the parties consent to an order that bars L
sharing, should reliance on the order be protected, in part because such agreements are an
important means of facilitating discovery? 7

Another obvious question goes to the sale of discovery information. The information has
value, and has been acquired at significant cost. Cost-sharing seems reasonable. It might be V
asked whether part of any price charged for the information should be paid to the party who N

provided the information in response to discovery requests, but that question seems beyond the
pale of current discourse. This perspective, however, puts a different light on the question
whether any attempt should be made to regulate the price of discovery materials--the prospect K
that a profit can be made by selling information provided at great expense by a party facing suits
by multiple plaintiffs may seem unattractive.

If there are several actions growing out of the same fact setting, discovery sharing may
work most efficiently through a central "hank" or "library." The most obvious questions that L

might be addressed involve access: should all plaintiffs be allowed to participate? Should the
terms of participation turn on the value of the incremental information each new plaintiff can
contribute? Should defendants be allowed to participate? What court should regulate continuing r
protection of private information to ensure that it is shared and used only for litigation purposes ? L

Should an attempt be made to regulate the process by which the library is formed, to reduce the
risk that some lawyers may rush to bring the first action for the purpose of advantageous position 7
in selling discovery information'?

Even apart from the library question, is there a need to address the risk that actions will
be brought primarily for the purpose of engaging in sweeping discovery-for-sale?

Settlement: Return or Destruction of Discovery

Settlement agreements may provide for the return or destruction of discovery information.
This practice raises questions different from limits imposed by protective orders The limitation
arises from private agreement, and reflects the wishes of all parties. H.R. 2017 would address
such agreements in part by providing that any agreement "that has the purpose or effect of
concealing information about a public hazard is void and may not be enforced. " If enacted, this ll
provision would not reach settlements that do not involve a public hazard, and does not seem to
have any direct effect once the materials have been returned or destroyed.

There are strong reasons for permitting settlements that include bargaining about
discovery information acquired at significant cost to all parties. The purpose may include the
reasonable need to ensure protection of material that is not discoverable in other litigation, or that Li
would be discoverable only subject to effective protective orders. Disruption of the practice by
rule, indeed, might be challenged as an interference with the "substantive right" to make a 7
settlement agreement.

7



Agreements to return or destroy discovery information, on the other hand, also have an
unpleasant aura. The purpose may be to deter other adversaries by forcing them through
wasteful repetition of the full discovery process. Even worse, the purpose may be to bury
information in ways that may elude future discovery.

One relatively straight-forward response by rule would be to require any party that has
responded to a discovery request to retain a copy of the discovered information for a defined
period. This provision could be elaborated by developing a system for requiring production of
any part of the information that meets a test of likely relevance to subsequent litigation. Onepossibility, for example, would be to add this material to the list of matters that must be covered
by the initial "disclosure."

More complicated responses also are possible, including provisions that direct the court
to determine whether return or destruction of discovery information is a reasonable settlement
term. The complications are apparent.

Summary

The first question is conceptual: Should all discovery be treated as a public event, akin
to the admission of evidence at trial? An affirmative answer would require at least a drastic
revision of Rule 26(c), and more likely a complete rethinking of the scope of discovery. It does
not seem likely that this path will be followed.

If the basic current approach to discovery is retained, the next question is whether present
practice frequently raises undesirable obstacles to sharing information about public hazards and
parallel litigation. This question is a practical one. If recent commentary is right, there is not
yet sufficient evidence of practical problems to justify revision of Rule 26(c).

If actual practice is in fact going astray, revision of Rule 26(c) could go in several
directions. Choice among the directions will depend on the nature of the problems identified and
judgment about the ability to address them by detailed rule provisions. There are many
questions, and little reason to hazard answers now.

8
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AGENDA III-C
Washington, DC
N May 3-5, 1993

Lt Rule 43 1

L Rule 43

Two changes have been proposed for Rule 43(a). The first would
authorize written presentation of the direct examination of a witness. The second
would authorize electronic transmission of testimony of a witness located outside
the state.

The proposal for written presentation of direct examination was published
for comment in August, 1991- It was last discussed by this Committee in
November, 1992. The conclusion was that action should be delayed until the
Evidence Rules Committee could be informed of the proposal. The proposal was
sent to the Evidence Rules Committee in April, 1993.

The proposal for electronic transmission of testimony was discussed at theNovember, 1992 meeting. It was held on the agenda for further discussion. It
was noted that some courts have effectively permitted electronic presentation of
testimony by conducting a deposition of the witness during trial. The witness is
sworn by an officer at the place of trial, and the deposition testimony is presented
at trial under the rules that permit use of depositions at trial. The judge can
control the scope of the deposition to avoid presentation of inadmissible
testimony.

The electronic transmission proposal raises a few obvious questions. Oneis whether "electronic transmission" is a suitable phrase. It might be too broad
or too narrow. Present or future technology may encompass means that are not
"electronic"; that possibility does not seem a real problem. Electronic

C transmission might include means that seem questionable, such as facsimile
transmission of written responses, but the proposal does not require the court to
permit electronic transmission in any form. The phrase seems useful until

L someone suggests an improvement.

Another question is whether the rule should turn on location of the witness
outside the state. A witness outside the state may be subject to a subpoena
commanding attendance at trial. As drafted, the rule would permit resort to
electronic transmission instead. Substituting electronic transmission for live
testimony of a witness subject to subpoena may cause some dissent. Electronic
transmission nonetheless may make sense in light of the relative importance of the
testimony, the burden of travelling from another state or country, the adequacy

L of the electronic devices available, and other factors. At the other end, Rule
45(b)(2) appears to leave open the possibility that a witness located in the state
may be beyond the reach of a trial subpoena when there is no state statute

Ld



Rule 43 2

authorizing service. Even if service is possible, Rule 45(c)(3)(A)(ii) and
(c)(3)(B)(iii) may cause the witness to be excused from attending trial. Perhaps
this portion of Rule 43(a) should be integrated more directly with the provisions
of Rule 45:

The court may permit electronic transmission of testimony if the witness
cannot be compelled to appear at trial or is excused from appearing at trial
Lunder Rule 451.

A third question is whether the rule should specify particular modes of
electronic transmission, establish qualitative standards, or invoke technical
requirements to be adopted by the Judicial Conference., The present draft reflects
a belief that such questions are best left to determination by the court with the
assistance of the parties. Unlike such matters as filing with the clerk, the court
will be immediately involved with the process. Open-ended drafting seems
suitable.

B]



Draft--Amendments to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

Rule 43. Taking of Testimony

I (a) For.* In all trials the testimony of

2 witnesses shall be taken erelly in open court,

3 unless otherwise provided by an Act of Congress

4 or by these rules, the Federal Rules of Evidence,

5 or other rules adopted by the Supreme Court.

6 Subiect to the right of cross-examination, the

7 court, in a noniury trial. may permit or reQuire

8 that the direct examination of a witness, or a

9 portion thereof; be presented through adoption by

10 the witness of an affidavit signed by the

11 witness, a written statement or report prepared

12 by the witness, or a deposition of the witness.

13 The contents are admissible to the same extent as

14 if the witness so testified orally. The court

15 may also permit testimony of a witness located

16 outside the state in which the trial is conducted

17 to be presented by electronic transmission.

18 * * * *

COMMITTEE NOTES

Rule 43 is revised to dispel any doubts as to the
power of the court under Rule 611(a) of the Federal
Rules of Evidence to permit or require in appropriate
circumstances that the direct examination of a
witness, or a portion thereof, be presented in the
form of an affidavit signed by the witness, a written
statement or report prepared by the witness, or a
deposition of the witness. Presentation of direct

20
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Draft--Amendments to Federal Rules 
of Civil Procedure

testimony in this manner can greatly expedite 
trial

and may make the testimony more understandable 
without

sacrifice to the benefits of the adversarial 
system,

since the witness will be subject to 
cross-examination,

in the traditional manner with respect 
to the written

statement. 
By

This procedure is not appropriate for all cases or

for all witnesses. The amendment applies only in

nonjury cases, and even in such cases the primary

usage will be with expert testimony or with

"background' testimony from lay witnesses concerning

matters not in substantial dispute.

The revision of Rule 43 is not intended 
to limit by

implication the powers of the court 
under Rule 611(a)

of the Federal Rules of Evidence, such as having a

witness testify in a narrative fashion rather than 
in

question-and-answer form. 1]
The rule is also revised to authorize a court to

permit examination of a witness located in another

state to be conducted by teleconference or other

electronic transmissions. This has sometimes been

done by treating the examination as a deposition 
that

is simulataneously being recorded 
and presented.

L
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L
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGANEl LAW SCHOOL

HUTCHINS HALL

ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 48109

b ASSOCIATE DEAN

April 9, 1993

Hon. Ralph K. Winter, Jr.
United States Circuit Judge
Audubon Court Building
55 Whitney Avenue
New Haven, Connecticut 06511

Re: Direct Witness Examination by Writing (Civil Rule 43)

Dear Ralph:

You may recall the 1991 Civil Rules Committee proposal toamend Civil Rule 43(a) to authorize presentation of directexamination in writing. When Rule 43(a) came up on the Civil RulesL Committee agenda in November, 1992, it was agreed-as the minutesput it-"that the problems are sufficiently complicated to warrantr delay until the new Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules can beL informed of the proposal." I enclose a copy of the proposal in theform it had assumed by the time of the November meeting. It hasnot been revised to reflect the style conventions followed in theEL project to restyle the entire set of Civil Rules.

Your recollection of the public hearings comments on proposedEl Rule 43(a) may well be more detailed than my own. Many lawyersbelieved that we should protect the interest of litigants inpresenting living testimony. Some concern was expressed that a fewjudges might seize on written presentation of evidence as a meansof expediting trials without giving adequate consideration to theadvantages of oral presentation.

El RulesI know that this note reaches you at a time that may be toolate for consideration at the impending meeting of the EvidenceRules Committee. Let me know if there is anything I can do to behelpful.

And thank-you for the reprint of your article on discoveryreform and disclosure. I hope it will draw the sting from anyarguments that may be addressed to Congress if the Supreme Courtdecides to transmit the disclosure provisions.

C B < regaw~~~~Beds,

EHC/lm H.
encl. Reporter, Civil ittee
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AGDA III-D
Washington, D.C.
May 3-5, 1993

Rule 68

The attached draft of a proposed revision of Rule 68 reflects the NovemberCommittee discussion of Judge Schwarzer's proposal. There are strong reasonsfor deferring publication of this draft, either in this form or as it might beI improved. The Federal Judicial Center is proposing a survey of counsel in aneffort to establish an empirical foundation for evaluating the proposal. John E.Shapard of the Judicial Center staff also is undertaking to review the technical"law and economics" literature that bears on fee-shifting proposals. Ohereconomists are at work on the topic independently. The proposal will stir upcontroversy. It is better to be as well prepared as possible. The value of delaymay be reduced, however, if it becomes necessary to act in response to legislativeproposals to enact a rule without awaiting action under the Enabling Act.

In addition to the draft rule, the attached materials include a variety ofitems. First is the brief "civil procedure buff" letter that was sent to the samegroup as got the Rule 23 draft for comment. The responses are noted brieflybelow. Second is the Design for the Judicial Center survey. It would be helpfulto have everyone read the survey carefully, as if attempting to answer it for aspecific case. Careful evaluation of that kind may suggest specific improvementsor may show that the survey instrument will work welltin its present form. Thirdare letters from Judge Schwarzer and John Shapard commenting on the draft.Finally is a copy of an offer-of-judgment proposal in S. 585, 103d Cong. 1stSess., the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1993, introduced by Senators Grassley andDeConcini.

Reactions to the civil procedure buff letter all have run in the samedirections. The proposal is very complicated to those who try to read it withcare; they doubt it will be readily understood by many lawyers. The prospect oftransferring attorney fees, even with a reduction for the benefit of the judgmentand a cap, is seen as an opportunity for institutional litigants to take advantage ofpoorly-financed plaintiffs. And there is a suspicion that'the scheme is reallydesigned to scare small-stakes plaintiffs out of federal courts entirely. Whatevermay be the strength of these reactions on the merits, they are likely to be repeatedmany times over as the proposal works its way through the process.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
LAW SCHOOL

L 
HHUTCHINS HALL

ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 48109

ASSOCIATE DEAN

January 21, 1993

L Dear Civil Procedure Buff,:

This letter about Civil Rule 68 is being sent to an array ofpeople who have shown interest in recent proposals to revise theFederal Rules of Civil Procedure. Recipients are free to sharethese questions with anyone who comes to mind, so long as thetentative posture of the proposal is made clear.

No attempt to revise Rule 68 has been made since thecontroversial proposals published for comment in 1983 and 1984.L The 1983 and 1984 proposals rested on the belief that although morethan 90% of civil actions were resolved before trial, Rule 68 couldbe made a more effective means of encouraging early settlementsthat avoided wasteful pretrial proceedings. The Civil RulesAdvisory Committee once again is interested in considering theprospect that Rule 68 can be, made a more effective means ofL encouraging early settlements.L
The Committee has not gone further than the determination thatthe topic deserves study. The enclosed draft Rule and Note haveL not been seen by the Committee, but reflect an effort to resolvesome of the questions that were raised in preliminary discussion.The draft reflects an effort to provide plausible answers to theK questions, with therealization that in many cases the oppositeanswers will prove wiser. The draft will serve its purpose if itprovides a focus for thought.

As stated in the Note, the central feature of the draft is a"capped-benefit-of-the-judgment'I attorney fee sanction drawn froma proposal made by Judge Schwarzer. This sanction is intended tosteer a compromise course between the desire for sanctions moreeffective than, liability for costs and the understanding thatunlimited attorney fee shifting could lead to the evils describedL by opponents of the 1983 and 1984 proposals.

The most important question to be considered is the probableeffect of this limited attorneyvfee sanction. The first step is toask whether in fact the sanction will be an effective means ofencouraging early settlements. There is not likely to be muchenthusiasm for the rule if it simply provides a means of shiftinga portion of attorney fees without other consequence. The secondstep is to ask whether promoting early settlements by limited feeshifting is a good thing. If the preponderant effect is to coercelow value settlements from parties who have limited resources forL litigation and who are risk-averse, early settlements may be morebad than good. A related step is to speculate about the probable

L



Rule 68 questions 2 |L|
January 21, 1993

strategic effects of the rule. No matter what the purpose of the r
rule may be, adversary attorneys will seek to use it to maximum L
adversary advantage. The draft rule increases the occasions for

strategic calculation not only by increasing the stakes but also by

providing for successive offers, At the extreme, it is possible Pi

that the revised rule could encourage filing litigation before
exploring settlement in order to make potential Rule,68 sanctions
an explicit factor in the bargaining process. '

One major question that must be faced' ,is the effect of Rule 68
on attorney fee' statutes'l l',- I Thel draft," perpetuates the ruling in'

Marek v. Chesney by providling that a party otherwise' entitled to L
statutory attorney fees loses the right to recover fees incurred
aftlerexpiratio'n of 'a Ruieli- 68 of ferf Iimore favorable than the
judgment. Costs incurred lFbyl the offeror after expiration of the v
of~fer,,,Are awarded as thelonly santon. Rl]iQuite different results
may be dlbetter.,2t~l At the ot is an"G alternative
Sanctien' provisio tawulbr jyisncpns against a party
en~titled tQa stauoy ~ l'w~. ~vriations coulb

gipediirIed IPerhap 6th ~vrinwuld Prohbit fee
san o ag t pd to bet

attorney fee jfIt rvieweii [n~[t t pat cgllyL
did prevail.

,, 'Other questions are 'obvious.I The draft makes Rule 68

ava.lable to parties asserting claim§ as well as those resisting LI
claims. It imposes agrace periodbefore a plaintiff can make an

time, ,~~o accept an off eil aut lesta 1dy. Iticueoffer.['Jr There is no explicitt cut-off before,6` trial, apart from the

provision that court permission Aust be obtaihed before setting the L
timejt accept, an of fer, at IfesslI` thin t2i1 hays. It includes
complicated provisions for determining ilwhether a judgment is more m
favorable than an offer. These and several other features are

described in, the Note, which pshould 'serve' as a good first guide to
the choices made in constructing this1Wf irsti draft.'

, [[' t I. ' ', 'n Em! 1' ni, i Lt l, ''1 ttl ̂ ,I qi'', t

Although comments are welcome at lany time, it would be helpful L

to havo substantial reactions by Marchb 15.V1 ,The Committee agenda

for the , May meeting is "crowded, bul gt may prove possible to

include preliminary discussion of RUJle 68. Reactionsl from as many L.
perspectives as possible can be greatly useful.

al >cl rSilne rely, C

EHC/lm EFfi~ H. Coopers~ K
Repo:ter, Advisory Committee

lonlq Civit1 Rules

Li



r 1 Rule 68. Offer of Settlement
2

3 (a) Offers. A party may make an offer of settlement toL 4 another party.
5 (1) The offer must:
: 6 (A) be in writing and state that it is a Rule 68 offer;7 J(B)Y be served at least 30 days after the summons anda complaint if the offer is made to a defendant;
9 (C) not be filed with the court;7 10 (D) remain open for at least 21 days unless the court

11 orders a differentia p'eriod;,''i"and'e''' f
,12 (E) specify the relief offered.

13 (2) The offer may be withdrawn by writing served on the14 offeree before the offer is accepted.
L 15 (b) Acceptance: Disposition.
16 (1) An offer [made under {subdivision) (a)] may be accepted by17 a written notice served [on the offeror] (within the18 time)(while} the offer remains open.K 19 (2) A party may file the offer, notice of acceptance, and20 proof of service. The clerk or court must then enter the21 judgment specified in the, offer. [But the court mayL22 refuse to enter judgment if it finds that the judgment is23 unfair to another party or contrary to the publicE 2 4 interest.]
25 (c) Expiration.
26 (1) An offer expires if not accepted [(within the time) (while)27 it remains open].

728 (2) Evidence of an expired offer is admissible only in a-29 proceeding to determine costs and attorney fees under,-30 Rule 54(d).
31 (d) Successive Offers. A party may make an offer of settlement
32 after making or failing to accept an earlier offer. A733 successive offer that expires does not deprive a party of34 sanctions based on an earlier offer.

7"35 (e) Sanctions. Unless the final judgment is more favorable

L

>36 to the of feree than an expired of fer the of feree must pay



37 a sanction to the offeror. E

38 (1) Unless the of feree is entitled to a statutory award of

39 attorney's fees, the sanction must include:

40 (A) costs incurred by the offeror after the offer

41 expired; and

42 (B) reasonable attorney's fees incurred by the offeror

43 after the offer expired, measured as follows:

44 (i) the monetary difference between the offer and J

45 judgment must be subtracted from the fees; and

46 (ii) the award must not exceed the amount of the

47 judgment.

48 (2) If the of feree is entitled to a statutory award of L

49 attorney's fees, the sanction must include:

50 (A) costs incurred by the offeror after the offer

51 expired; and

52 (B) denial of attorney's fees incurred by the offeree

53 after the offer expired.

54 (3)(A) The court may reduce the sanction to avoid undue

55 hardship [or because the judgment could not reasonably H
56 have been expected at the time the offer expired].

57 (B) No sanction may be imposed on disposition of an

-58 action by acceptance of an offer under this rule or other

59 settlement. 7
60 (4)(A) A judgment for a party demanding relief is more

61 favorable than an offer to it:

62 (i) if money is demanded and the amount awarded - L

63 including the costs, attorney fees, and other

64 amounts awarded for the period before the offer H
65 expired - exceeds the monetary award that would

66 have resulted from the offer; and 7
67 (ii) if nonmonetary relief is demanded and the

68 judgment includes substantially all the nonmonetary r

69 relief offered and grants additional relief. l
70

71 (B) A judgment is more favorable to a party opposing

2



A 72 relief than an offer to it:
Ld 73 (i) if money is demanded and the amount awarded -74 including the costs, attorney fees, and otherE 75 amounts awarded for the period before the offer

76 expired - is less than the monetary award that
77 would have resulted from the offer; and
78 (ii) if nonmonetary relief is demanded and the79 judgment does not include substantially all the80 nonmonetary relief offered.

781

L 82 (f) Nonapplicability., This rule does not apply to an offer
83 made in an action certified as a class or derivative
84 action under Rule 23, 23.1, or 23.2.

L

L

L
L

3



COMMITTEE NOTE

Former Rule 68 has been properly criticized as one-sided
and largely ineffectual. It was available only to parties defending
against a claim, not to parties making a claim. It provided little
inducement to make or accept an offer since in most cases the only
penalty suffered by decng an offer was the imposition of the L
typically insubstantial taxable costs subsequently incurred by the
offering party. Greater incentives existed after the decision in
Marekl v Chesney, 473 ,US' V I (1985), which ruled that a plaintiff
who obtains a positive judgment aess tan a defnnt's le 68
offer loses e right to collec pos-ofer attoey fees provided by
a statute as "costs" to a prevalig, plaintiff." The decision in the E
Marek case, howev ¢, vlalied to cases aftIedby such fee-L
shifting statutes. It aso pov cr icism the ground tat it 7
was inconsistent with h that favor special L
categories of claims with, the rgtt eoe es

Earlier proposals were made to make Rule 68 available to [
all parties and to increase its effects by authorizing attorney fee
sanctions. These proposals met with vigorous criticism. 7
Opponents stressed the policy considerations involved in the
"American Rule" on attorney fees. They emphasized that the
opportunity of all parties to attempt to shift fees through Rule 68
offers could produce inappropriate windfalls and would create L
unequal pressures and coerce unfair settlements because parties
often have different levels of knowledge, risk-averseness, and r
resources.

The basis for many of the changes made in the amended i
Rule 68 is provided in an article by Judge William W. Schwarzer,
Fee-Shifting Offers of Judgment -- an Approach to Reducing the
Cost of Litigation, 76 Judicature 147 (1992).

The amended rule allows any party to make a Rule 68
offer. The incentives for early settlement are increased by L
increasing the sanctions imposed on a party who fails to win a
judgment more favorable than an offer it' failed to accept. A r-

plaintiff is liable for post-offer costs even if the plaintiff takes L]
nothing. Post-offer attorney fees are shifted, subject to two limits.
The amount of post-offer attorney fees is reduced by the difference
between the offer and the judgment. In addition, the attorney fee
award cannot exceed the amount of the judgment. A plaintiff who
wins nothing pays no attorney fees. A defendant pays no more in
fees than the amount of the judgment.

' I
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Rule 68 Note draft 2Lt,+ December 28, 1992

A plaintiffs incentive to accept a defendant's Rule 68 offerL includes the incentive that applies to all offers - the risk that trial
will produce no more, and perhaps less. It also includes the fearof Rule 68 sanctions; the defendant's post-offer attorney fees mayAL reduce or obliterate whateverjudgment is won, leaving the plaintiffwith all of its own expenses and the defendant's post-offer costs.
A defendant's incentive to accept a plaintiffs Rule 68 offer isL similar: not only must it pay a larger judgment, but it can be held
to pay post-offer costs and the plaintiff's post-offer attorney fees
up to the amount of the judgment.

Attorney fee sanctions are limited to reflect the difference
between the offer and the judgment. The difference is treated asa benefit accruing to the fee expenditure. If fees of $40,000 are
incurred after the offer and the judgment is $15,000 more
favorable than the offer, for example, the maximum fee sanction
is reduced to $25,000.

Subdivision (a). Several formal requirements are imposed on the Rule 68
offer process. Offers may be made outside of Rule 68 at any timebefore or after an action is commenced. The requirement that theRule 68 offer be in writing and state that it is made under Rule 68
is designed to avoid claims for sanctions based on less formaloffers that may not have been recognized as paving the way forE sanctions.

A Rule 68 offer is not to be filed with the court until it isL accepted. The offeror should not be influenced by concern that an
unaccepted offer may work to its disadvantage in later proceedings.

The requirement that an offer remain open for at least 21days is intended to allow a reasonable period for evaluation by therecipient. Sanctions cannot fairly be imposed if inadequate time is
allowed for evaluation. Sanctions run only from the time the offer
expires; see subdivision (e)(1) and (2). A party who wishes toL increase the prospect of acceptance may set a longer period. Thecourt may order a different period. As one example, it may not be
fair to require a defendant to act on an offer early in theproceedings, under threat of sanctions, without more time to gatherl > information. If the court orders that the period for accepting be
extended. the offer can be withdrawn under paragraph (2). Theopportunity to withdraw is important for the same nreasons as theLv power to extend -developing information may inake the offer

L



Rule 68 Note draft 3
December 23, 1992

seem less attractive to the plaintiff just as it may make the offer
seem more attractive to the defendant. As another example, the
21-day period may foreclose offers close to trial; the court can
grant perission to shorten the period to make an offer possible.

Paragraph (2) establishes power to withdraw the offer
before acceptance. ThI power reflects the fact that the apparent I
wprth I a case can Fchange as further.i information is developed.
It also enables a *par to retain control of its own offer in face of
an order extending the time for acceptance. Withdrawal nullifies
the offer -- sanctions cannot be based upon a withdrawn offer.

Subdivisi r4&'i. An offer'can-be acceptedonliy during the period it
remainsopen an~ isp~ot withanbfreg acptance. Acceptance

reques service tAn'acceptance is effectve
not~iisnding anattempt to wI the offe if the acceptance
is served on the offeror before the withdrawal is served on the
offeree. If it is" ~incertair , ~hether accepan'cetor withdrawal was

ser'v ir, theanobt ra, 6e resolved byv t the

wleithdra al, cic h aties remain fre fe r Odnrl tohesucsi e Rul

edbf'4f

clerk should enter judment r money o recovery of clearly tth
idif e A he ly to be

reure o enty of ii iunio ordelraoi!elefI

'The court rh1as te ffsanpover torefuse to enter judgment ,

unde 68l'8a thstorfs ugetonareeto h

paities in o => l4n n dion imay be founedcontrary toh

tierm- 1 thecun i Ia eini le to ND settle d heree

mayrk Shn roader moeymor prtculeryofcarlyaction

i ttforc oft s oe diefeatotbphoperty prtet

requ~taionre o~funf d n ou'Ilafa tor alloaef al o

b marFtoe couthe toP re6fr to en exrejdmen

limtis MOthed F~un unto~myP ~ otayt

settiis also Lettse dextreme
maylaf tct~~~~~plu~~1F fF F{[afrv i affon

it I~~~~~~~
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Subdivision (c). An offer expires if it is not withdrawn or accepted.

An expired offer may be used only for the purpose ofL imposing sanctions under subdivision (e). The procedures of Rule
54(d) govern requests for costs or attorney fees as sanctions.

Subdivision (d). Successive offers may be made by any party without
losing the opportunity to recover sanctions based on an earlier
expired offer, and without defeating exposure to sanctions based onfailure to accept an offer from another party. This system
encourages the parties to make early Rule 68 offers, which maypromote early settlement, without losing the opportunity to makelater Rule 68 offers as developing familiarity with the case helps
bring together estimates of probable value. It also encourages laterr Rule 68 offers following expiration of earlier offers by preserving
the possibility of winning sanctions based 'on an earlier offer.

The operation of the successive offers provision is
Li illustrated by Example 4 in the discussion of subdivision (e).

Subdivision (e). Sanctions are mandatory, unless reduced or excusedL. under paragraph (3).

C Final judgment. The time for determining sanctions isL controlled by entry of final judgment. In most settings finality for
this purpose will be determined by the tests that determine finality
for purposes of appeal. Complications may emerge, however, in
actions that involve several parties and claims. A final judgment
may be entered under Rule 54(b) that disposes of one or moreclaims between the offeror and offeree but leaves open other claimsbetween them. Such a judgment can be the occasion for invoking
Rule 68 sanctions if it finally disposes of all' matters involved inthe Rule 68 offer. It also is possible that a Rule 54(b) judgment
may support 'Rule 68 sanctions even though it does not dispose ofall matters involved in the offer. A plaintiff's $50,000 offer tosettle all claims, for example, might be followed by a $75,000

L) judgment for the plaintiff on two claims, leaving two other claims
to be resolved. Usually it will be better to defer the determinationL of sanctions to a single proceeding upon completion of the entire
action. If there is a special need to determine sanctions promptly,
however, an interim award may be made as soon as it is
inescapably clear that the final judgment will be more favorable
than the offer.

L
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Costs and fees. Sanctions are limited to costs and attorney
fees. Other expenses are excluded for a variety of reasons. In Li
part, the limitation reflects the policies that underlie the limits of
attorney fee sanctions discussed below. Ind addition, the limitation 7
reflects the great variability of other expenses and th dficulty of,
determining whether particular expenses are reasonable.

Costs for the 'present purpose include all costs routinely
taxable under Rule 54(d).* Attorney fees are treated separately.
This provision supersedes the construction of Rule 68 adopted in 7
Marek v. Chesney, 473 U.S. 1 (1985), under which statutory
attorney fes are tted as costs forpurposes of Rule 68 if, but
only if, the statute treats them as costs. 7

Several limits are placed on sanctions based on attorney fees
incurred after a' Rule 68 offer expie The' fees must be 7
reasonable. The san ction'is reduced by -deducting from the amount
of reasonable fees the monetary ,difference between the, offer and
judgment. To the'extent ha the jdgment 'is more, favorable to the
offeror than the offer, it is fair to attribute he difference to the fee
expenditure. This reduction is limited, to' monetary differences.
Differences in spfic;relief are'exclded from this reduction
because the policy underlying the benefi-of-tejudgment rule is
not so strong as to support the difficultiesefrequently encountered
in settig a moner vueon pe i

The attorney f sanction also is limited to the amount of 7
the judgment. A cla'nt money judgment' can be reduced to L
nothing 'by a fee award, butout-of-pocket biability is limited to
costs. A defnigprys i~r dsanctions is made
symmetric~al by limiii th tkst nn mutof the7
judgment. If no Oi te sanctions
are not av'aiable, tou su ntnl avoids the
difficulties, of sedg 'o<o~~ry~eq pcfc eif but also
diia hs h rif se f iett gA d z1iv1~n ofh

rrin~s X ,ri~b~deg Adz matters of

pubic interest.

Several examples illustrate the'woking of this "capped
benefit-of-the-judgmet attrmey f ee sictin.

'Example 1. No shifin) Afris offer to settle for
$50.00 is not accep e plaiti ltimuey recovers a $25.000
judgment. Rejectionof this' offer wdl'lnotl result in any sanction

I
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on the defendant because the judgment is more favorable to the
offeree than the offer. Similarly, there would be no sanctions
based on an offer of $50,000 by the defendant and a $75,000L. judgment for the plaintiff.

Example 2. (Shifting on rejection of plaintiff's offer) Afterthe defendant rejects the plaintiffs $50,000 offer, the plaintiff wins
a $75.000 judgment. (a) The plaintiff incurred $40,000 ofreasonable post-offer attorney fees. The $25,000 benefit of the
judgment is deducted from the fee sanction,-Jeaving a sanction of
$15,000. (b) If post-offer attorney fees were $25,000 or less, nofee sanction would be imposed. (c) If reasonable post-offer feesKW were $110,000, deduction of the $25,000 benefit of the judgment
would leave $85,000; the cap that limits the sanction to the amountof thejudgment would reduce the attorney fee sanction to $75,000.L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Example 3, (Shifting on rejection of defendant's offer)After the plaintiff rejects the defendant's $75,000 offer, the
plaintiff wins a $50,000 judgment. (a) The defendant incurred7 $40,000 of reasonable post-offer attorney fees. The $25,000L benefit of the judgment is deducted from the fee sanction, leaving
a fee sanction of $15,000. (b) If post-offer attorney fees were$25,000 or less, no fee sanction would be imposed. (c) If
reasonable post-offer fees were $110,000, deduction of the $25.000
benefit of the judgment would leave $85,000; the cap that limits

L the sanction ito the amount of the judgment would reduce the
attorney fee sanction to $50,000. The plaintiffs judgment wouldbe completely offset by the fee sanction, and the plaintiff would

L remain liable for post-offer costs.Li 6

Example 4. (Successive offers! After a defendant's $50,000
offer lapses, the defendant makes a new $60,000 offer that also
lapses. (a) A judgment of $50.000 or less requires sanctions basedon the amount and time of the $50,000 offer. (b) A judgmentL more than $50,000 but not more than $60,000 requires sanctions
based on the amount and 'time of the $60,000 offer. This approachpreserves the incentive to make a successive offer by preserving theLg potential effect of the first' offer.

Example 5. Counteroffers) The effect of each offer isL determined independently of any other offer. Counteroffers are
likely to be followed by judgments that entail no sanctions or

L
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sanctions against only one party. In some circumstances. however,
counteroffers can entitle both parties to sanctions. Offers made
and not accepted at different stages in the litigation may fall on
both sides of the eventual judgment. Each party receives the
benefit of its offer and pays the sanction for failing to accept the
offer of the other party. The sanctions are offset, resulting in a net
award to the party entitled to the greater sanction. As an example, Tb
a, plaintiff might make, an early, $25, 000 offer, followed by
reasonable attorney' fees, of $40, 000., The defendant might, make
a later $60,.000 offer, followed by, reasonable attorney fees of
$15,000. A judgmentt for $50,000 ; would suppIortsanctions for
esachparty., The attorney fee sanon payable to it the plaintiff
ulld be reduced to $i5,000 by subtracting the $25,00 benefit of

the jiiidgment tfr the i$4000 fees. The attorney fee sanction
pable to hthie ;defendant would be 5,0uced fist 0,to ,000 by
subtracting 'the $10,000 benefit of the judgment frOm the $15 000
fees., The $5,00 sanction payable to ithe'defendant would be set
off ag te n othe plainiiff, leaving a

1 , 11 1 1 [1 1 _ [b ilil[i
J ,Example 6. (Cunterclaims) Cases involving claims and

counterclaims for money LUallne ' witn t 1 elier examples.
Ech parry cont;rolsthe j1ern;s, fany oferlt ofa 4es. If no offer is

~.dcetedthe finalj~ tofth tec
oifer.gent Fees.${Som~w lA;;|;j;;p~ 000 to the plaintiff to
l(a) The defe~Iant's ofI

setebotclan and P6ne~am~sol~~ y a, $25000 award
nlaintff l~~*~ ~d1~ $.pJP0 1~'ar to the defendJant

ith cfou ert a~a a qoet award of T
to d is t's:6n refavo ale to

tilZefendan"t ~hnisoe.ee1at~reasonable post
offer attorney fees 'wee $3,0, a r e sanctionippyable
tch defendant i$ ant90s.reasonable post-

morney foesill 45 ~~'~'- 000,~ the atre
f, sTctloni payb~ h de e topldthe

$,00 amoun i'ie t h

[I~~ ta 4 pnj~~he rnerits~ (c) The

defendrn whirtoach p$0(l [!t se nt~ebt

onit ia n t
II~~ a~r~ tof,$0Q0t

I 'ontingenti Fees.aporio

1 F [~ UI~L~LI~ fon~i t apprtio
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L contingent fees between pre-offer and post-offer periods. Can weL force contingent fee attorneys to keep time records? Is it relevant
that failure to accept an offer changes the risks? Should sanctions7 be imposed on a party even for costs?}

Hardship or surprnse. Sanctions may be reduced, to avoidundue hardship or reasonable surprise. Reduction may, as a matter
of discretion, extend to denial of any sanction. As an extreme
illustration of hardship, a severely injured plaintiff might fail toaccept a $10,000,000 offer and win a $9,500,000 judgment. Even
if the defendant managed to incur reasonable fees of $1,500,000
after expiration of the offer, a $1,000,000 sanction might seemuntoward. Surprise is most likely to be found when'the law has
changed between the time an offer expired and the time ofjudgment. Later discovery of vitally important factual informationL also may establish that the judgment could not reasonably have
been expecte4 at the time the offer expired.

fr
L. Statutory Fee Entitlement. Sanctions against a party entitled

to statutory attorney fees have been governed by the decision inMarek v. Chlesney, 473 U.S. 1 (1985). Revised Rule 68 continues
to provide that, a statutory award is not to be made for fees
incurred after expiration of an offer more favorable than thejudgment. The only additional sanction against a party entitled toK>,.9 statutory fees is costs incurred by the offeror after the offer
expired. The fee sanction provided by subdivision (e)(l)(B) forother cases is not availabie. These rules establish a balanceLV between the policies underlyingRule 68 and statutory attorney feeprovisions. It is' desirable to encourage early settlement in casesF- governed by statutory attorney fee provisions just as in other cases.
Effective sanctions remain important. The award of an attorney
fee sanction against a party entitled to recover statutory fees,however, could interfere with the legislative determination that thefelt underlying claim dese ves special protection. The balance struck
by Rule 68 does not a'ddess the question whter failure to win a
judgment more favorable tannexpired offer should be taken intoaccou'nt in deterining wheer "any partcular statute supports an
r award for fees incurred before expirationi of the offer.

Settlement. All sanctions are denied upon acceptance of a
successive Rule 68 offer or other settlement. This rule makes iteasier to reach a final settlement, free of uncertainty as to theprospect of Rule 68 sanctions. The prospect of Rule 68 sanctions
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remains, however, as one of the elements to be considered by the
parties in determining the terms of settlement. FT

Judgment more favorable. Many complications surround the
determination whether a judgment is more favorable than an offer,
even in a case that involves only monetary relief. The difficulties
are illustrated by the provisions governing offers to a party
demanding relief. The comparison should begin withe exclusion
of costs, attorney fees, and other items incurred after expiration of
the offer. The purpose of the'offer process is to avoid such costs.
Costs, attorney fees,' and other items that would be awardedby a

judgment entered at the expiration of the offer`, on the other hand,
should be included. An offer that matches only, the award of
damages is not as favorable as a judgmen t inqlcdes additional
money awards. Beyond that point, comparison of a money
judgment with,[a money offer depends on, the' details of the offer,
which are cbntrolled bd ' th'eofferor. An offer may specify separate
amounts for compensation,' costs, attorney fees. and"other items.
The total amount of the offer is cotrolling in, the determination of
sanctions. There is little point in sanctions because the
offer +as greater tha e nal awa ml one dinon and smaller
- although to a lesserloxtent - inIaftehr dimesion. if the offer
does, not specify sep arataout teahelemenit of the final
judgmift and asame is'made by matching
any specifiedmouneta trea te spl iflesd' ton of the
o Iffe a6cvrn l te~ mut. o xml deferiat~,~ ,,, IL

hifp-er a fe~f Te[

bktw offer an hffg. Ajudgments clobe efavrable tot
plaintif than teofri ot,~tre es n te tm
awardd fo Iepr7~ ~e ~rdtoa oeta

Nonimonetr ~rle it~ complicae the comparison
between ofe n u en.AjdTencn be 'more faorable
to the ofee eve hig t~ast include every item of

Inonmionetaiy[eifseiidi~~fr i an action to, enforce7
acvnn o ocmefreape h eedn might offer

tt submit'Jt a jdmnenjong s~e~'~specifled items in a
two-state area A gen oiing sale of 29 of
the 3,0 sp fa o 24 months is more

fvrbe to, tepanf fhe omte te alile importance
to he laitif. Ay ate t' ~' ~er#~4areulevaluation of

signif catdfe~~bien f~ai uImnon the other
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hand, would impose substantial burdens and often would prove
fruitless. The standard of comparison adopted by subdivision
(e)(4)(A)(ii) reduces these difficulties by requiring that the

lU judgment include substantially all the nonmonetary relief in the
offer and additional relief as well. The determination whether a
judgment awards substantially all the offered nonmonetary relief is
a matter of trial court discretion entitled to substantial deference on
appeal.

L The tests comparing money offers with money judgments
and comparing nonmonetary offers with nonmonetary judgments
both must be satisfied to support sanctions in actions for both
monetary and nonmonetary relief. Gains in one dimension cannot
be compared to losses in another direction.

The same process is involved, in converse fashion, to
determine whether a judgment is more favorable to a party
opposing relief.

There is no separate provision for offers, for structured
judgments that spread monetary relief over a period of time,perhaps including conditions subsequent that discharge further
liability. The task of comparing a lump-sum judgment with a
structured offer is not justified by the purposes of Rule 68, even
when a reasonable actuarial value can be attached to the offer. If
applicable law permits a structured judgment after adjudication,L however, it may be possible to compare the judgment with the
offer. It seems likely that ordinarily the comparison should be
made under the principles that apply to nonmonetary relief, since
the elements of the structure are not likely to coincide directly.

Multiparty offers. No separate provision is made for offers
that require acceptance by more than one party. Rule 68 can be
applied in straight-forward fashion if there is a true joint right orK joint liability. Sanctions should be imposed on all joint offerees
without excusing any who urged the others to accept the offer; this
result is justified by the complications entailed by a different
approach and by the relationships that establish the joint right or
liability. Rule 68 should not apply in other cases in which an offer
requires acceptance by more than one party. The only situation
that would support easy administration would involve failure of anyL offeree to accept, and a judgment no more favorable to any

7 offeree. Even in that setting, a rule permitting sanctions could
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easily complicate beyond reason the already complex strategic
calculations of Rule 68. Offers would be made in the expectation
that unanimous acceptance would prove impossible. Acceptances
would be tendered in the same expectation. Apportioning sanctions
among the offerees also could entail complications beyond any
probable benefits.

Subdivision (f). Rule 68 does not apply to actions certified as class or 7
derivative actions under Rules 23, 23.1, or 23.2. This exclusion
reflects several concerns. Rule 68 sanctions do not seem
appropriate if the offeree accepts the offer but ithe court refuses to

approve settlement on that basis. It m be unfair to impose
sanctions on representative parties, ,and even more unfair to seek 0

to reach nonparticipating class member s. iljrTerisk of sanctions,

moreover, may create aconflictof, int rest that chills efforts to

represent the interests of others. E

The subdivision (f) exclusions apply even to offers made by
class representatives or derivative plaintiffs. Although the risk of 7
conflicting interests may disappear in this setting, the need to
secure judicial approval of a settlement remains. In addition, there
is no reason to perpetuate a situation in, which Rule 68 offers can
be made by one adversary camp but notby the other.

K

LiL

LI

Li
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Alternate Fee Sanction Provision

(e) Sanctions. Unless the final judgment is more favorable toLa
the offeree than an expired offer the offeree must pay a
sanction to the offeror.
(1) The sanction must include:

(A) costs incurred by the offeror after the offer
Lo expired; and

(B) reasonable attorney fees incurred by the
offeror after the offer expired, measured as
follows:
(i) the monetary difference between the offer and
judgment must be subtracted from the fees; and
(ii) the award must not exceed the amount of the
judgment.

E (2)(A) The court may reduce the sanction to avoid undue
hardship [or because the judgment could not
reasonably have been expected at the time the offer

7 expired].

(B) No sanction may be imposed:7 (i) against a party that otherwise is entitled to a
statutory award of attorney fees; or7 (ii) on disposition of an action by acceptance of
an offer under this rule or other settlement.

Note
L All sanctions are denied against a party who is entitled to astatutory award of attorney fees. This rule supersedes thedecision in Marek v. Chesney, 473 U.S. 1 (1985). In a system inL which each party ordinarily is responsible for its own attorneyfees, statutes that shift attorney fees represent a legislativedetermination that the underlying claims deserve special7 protection. This protection would be defeated by denying recoveryof statutory fees or imposing fee sanctions on a party entitled torecover statutory fees. A plaintiff, for example, might reject adefendant's $100,000 offer and win a $90,000 judgment. If anapplicable fee statute would be interpreted to make the plaintiffa prevailing party, entitled to recover fees, an expired Rule 68offer should not change this result. Even cost sanctions may beinconsistent with the policy of protecting the party entitled to a>~. statutory fee award. Rule 68 sanctions are withheld accordingly.Interpretation of each attorney fee statute is required to

7



determine whether failure to accept a Rule 68 offer should be taken

into account in determining the right to recover statutory fees.
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THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER
ONE COLUMBUS CIRCLE, N.E.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002

RESEARCH DIVISION Writer's Direct Dial Number:

March 31,1993 (202) 273-4070 EXL 357
_ . L~~~~~March 31, 1993L-

Honorable Sam C. Pointer, Jr.
Chief Judge, U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Alabama
882 United States Courthouse
1729 Fifth Ave. North
Birmringham, AL 35203

Dear Judge Pointer,

LF As I explained in my December 18, 1992, letter to Professor Cooper, the Center is
preparing to provide the Advisory Committee with an analysis of the "technical" literature
concerning the effects of fee-shifting rules, and to conduct a survey of counsel concerningL possible amendments to Rule 68. Work on the technical analysis suggests that the survey
of counsel can provide two distinct benefits: (1) empirical information about a sample of
cases should improve the technical analysis, and (2) counsels' views of the proposed rule
should provide the Committee some early indications of the nature and strength of supportL or resistance among the legal community.

I enclose a document that explains our plan for the survey, including a draft
questionnaire and cover letter. I provide the enclosures to solicit suggestions from the
Advisory Committee about any additional points that might be covered to enhance the
survey's usefulness to the Committee. The plan as described in the enclosures is subject to
revision based on further review within the Center and on the results of preliminary tests of7 the questionnaire. The questionnaire is more demanding than many we have used in otherL surveys, but we have obtained good response from attorneys with good questions on
important subjects. Accordingly, we will particularly appreciate suggestions to improve the
questionnaire on that score.Lo My December letter to Professor Cooper set September 1 as our target date for
completion of both the questionnaire survey and the literature analysis. At that time I
conceived the survey as an "opinion poll" of counsel, and did not appreciate that theL theoretical debate could be greatly informed by objective information acquired in the
survey. Hence the proposed survey is a more demanding task and the literature analysis
will depend in significant part on the survey results, so September 1 will be a difficult
deadline to meet. I would be very grateful if your Committee's agenda could accommodate
a somewhat later date for receipt of our report September 1 is not impossible, but
November or December would be a good deal more comfortable. Please tell me what the
deadline should be. We are prepared to proceed as soon as We have the committee's
suggestions.

L.

encl.
cc: Professor Cooper V



DESIGN FOR SURVEY OF COUNSEL

The planned survey of counsel concerning proposed amendments to Rule 68 is one

part of a two-part effort by the Federal Judicial Center to help inform the debate about

possible amendments to Rule 68. The other part of the effort is an analysis of technical

literiature concerning the theoretical effects of fee-shifting rules. The survey of counsel has

two general objectives: (1) to ascertain counsel'siews about the likely effects of a

proposed amendment, and (2) to obtain infonmaion abo ut'cases and litigation practices that

can enhance the theoretical analysis-both thica' and non-technical-of the likely

effects of such an amendment.

Explanation of the Objectives of the Survey

The draft questionnaire included with this statement is in some respects a detailed

statement of the objectives. Those questions that elicit counsel's general views about the

pros and cons of a Rule 68 amendment have a self-evident purpose. Many of the other

questions have purposes that relate to the literature analysis. The questionnaire itself

includes some brief explanatory notes, but it may help to understand that there are several

issues upon which the literature analysis hinges:

1. Do cases now reach trial when they could have settled, or do cases now settle later than

they might have? If all cases that can settle do infact settle, and settlements occur about as

early as possible,, then the possible effects of an amended rule 68 are limited. If instead

many cases that are now tried could have settled or many cases that now settle could settle

earlier at less expense, an amended rule could have significant effects. Whether cases that '

now reach trial could have settled may depend both on (a) whether counsel thought the case

could have settlled, and (b) independeitly, on wh"ether settlement was "objectively" possible

because'there existed a settlement figure that both sides would have been willing to accept,

but the case did not settle because the parties did not know that the possibility existed.

2. It is feently suggested that "riskPl-avrsin (basically an inability to risk a loss or to

risk forgoing a gain) places less-af nt litiga-t at a disadvantage compared to the more-

affluent. Fee.,ishifthig rules can exacerbate lor possibly mitigate) this disparity. The

questionnaire 'includes several questions cncernig counsel's views about this issue.

3. The technicaJ lliterature provides no stheory to suggest how cases that can

settle actosettlement Whethertoaneended Rule 68 might assist in or detract

from reaching settlement 14 onthe ppanh counsel take in decidig hat amount to

offer or accept.
4. FeLsitn u~ a fetfe xedtrs~n~rgigependitures by a party who

blN J -linhbiting te imposition of expenses on
expect fe obcmpnated by i
opponent Go' byainal discove reust iutothee risk of having t compensate

opponent fd lhosexpeses. The ,net ef,['liese contrasting incentives dnds on the

nature of parties expenses-how iu0 is icrd "voluntarily" and how muc is imposed L
on a party by actions of the opponent.,
5. It is generally assumed that plaintiffs estimates of the odds of a verdict for plaintiff and

of the damages tobe reovered ae both higher than defendant's estimates of those same L

figures. Many of ithe coft uidsdq of# the technical analysis are valid only if that assumption

is correct, and the logic would ,insome instances lead to the opposite conclusion if the 7

assumption is in orrect. The survey will eit us to determine the proportion of cases in

which the assumption is correct.



Specifics of Sampling Plan
The questionnaire will be sent to counsel whose names and addresses are obtained

from the docket sheets of a sample of cases recently terminated in the district courts.
Several considerations dictate how that sample should be drawn.

-First, we are concerned primarily with cases that might have been affected had an
amended Rule 68 been in effect. The questionnnaire begins with an explanation of a
specific draft rule, but for purposes of defining the relevant cases, we need only observe
that the presumed purpose of the rule is to encourage settlement instead of trial and
encourage earlier settlement with less litigation expense rather than later settlement with
more expense. There are some cases for which it is highly unlikely that an amended Rule
68 would yield either potential benefits or possible adverse consequences. In general, we
cannot expect the rule to have any influence in cases that are disposed of far short of the
point when settlement might be feasible (e.g. by default judgment or dismissal for failure toLj state a claim). Moreover, there are certain classes of civil cases for which "settlement" as
we usually think of it is simply inapplicable (e.g. habeas corpus actions, appeals from
denials of social security benefits, deportation cases). The plan is to exclude the following
categories of cases.
1. Cases tenninated by'default judgment or dismissal (other than dismissal based on a
settleme.t).
2. Cases whoe "termination" is not a disposition: those terminated by remand, inter-
district transfer, or MDL transfer.

, - 3. Cases ipi which settlement is inapposite or exceedingly rare: social security, habeasL -corpus, deporttion, mortgage foreclosure, and actions to vacate sentence.
4. Cases to which t posed rule would not apply by virtue of a statutory provision for
recovery of attorney ees '

C These bxc~usio eliminate about half of all civil cases. Those remaining divide
L readily into'thbroad groups, each of which accounts for about a third of the total:

contract, tort, nall oXher Oerall about 8% of these cases reach trial, 73% settle, and the
C remaining I 99daV disposed Vof i other ways that may be equivalent to settlement or may

have been avere by setent l But the percentages vary among categories, so that tort
cases accou for oer 6 of te trials, with contracts accounting for 25% and the "other"7 ~~~~categoyfr 1 1%

To assuielthat thelnumbr of tried cases in the sample is large enough to afford a
basis for generltio, we n eed to draw separate samples of tried cases and non-tried

7 cases. To 1s$eikswel1h ths sample of tried cases is not dominated by tort actions
L (which could lSd~ oit bility to infer how the rule might affect trial in other types of
cases), we p o alrte from the three subject matter groups. The
propoe saii~a & 0 ases, ,100 each drawn at random from each of 6
categore ~~'a f~~s

Tded Cases Non-Tried Cases Total
Torts 10 100 200L Contracts 100 100 200
All Other 1l0 100 20

1 Total 300 300 600

L
L



THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER
DOLLEY MADISON HOUSE

1 520 H STREET, N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 200015

Research Divisbbn 
Board of the Federal Judicial Center

Telephone: (202) 273-4070 
The Chief Justice of the United States

Judge Edward R. Becker

March 25,1993 Judge David 0. Dowd, Jr.
Judge Martin L C. Feldman

Judge Diana E. Murphy

Judge Elizabeth L Perris i
Judge J. Harvie Wilkinson, IlI

Honorable L Ralph Mecham

Mr. John J. Smith 
Judge William W ScihwarZer, Director

123 Fourth St.
Ourtown, OS 98765

[Questionnaire Cover Letter]

RE: Able v Baker, Docket # 92-1234 U.S.D.C., M. Dist. of North Carolina

Dear Mr. Smith,
The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules of the Judicial Conference of the U.S. has before it

proposals to amend Rule 68, concerning offers of judgment. The Federal Judicial Center has

undertaken a study to assist the committee in determining how such an amendment might affect T

federal civil litigation. The Advisory Committee is the body responsible for initiating proposed

amendments to the Rules of Civil Procedure, and the Judicial Center is the research arm of the federal

courts.
I write to you because I understand that you were counsel in the above-referenced case, which

is one of a randomly selected sample of cases chosen for the Judicial Center's study. I have enclosed [
a questionnaire that I ask you to complete and return at your earliest convenience. aILS

As you will see from the questionnaire, assessing the proposed amendment requires

reflection. The questionnaire asks more from you than a few simple facts or quick conclusions. It

asks some hard questions. I recognize that questionnaires are rarely welcome, but your response will K
make a valuable contribution to improving the administration of justice in the federal courts.

Although the Advisory Committee always requests and receives public comment on formally

proposed amendments, it ordinarily hears only from a limited audience, including legal scholars and

organizations representing particular segments of the bar or particular interests. Response to the

enclosed questionnaire will provide the committee with the views of a truly representative sample of

federal civil litigators, including some from whom the committee rarely hears.

Your responses will be kept confidential. The questionnaire is marked with an identifying

code that will allow us to relate your responses to information about the above-referenced case, but no

one outside of the five-member research project team will be able to associate you or your case to the

answers you provide. Your responses will be released only as part of aggregate statistics.

The Judicial Center and the Advisory Committee will be very grateful for your cooperation in

completing the questionnaire. You may check the box at the end of the questionnaire if you wish to l

receive a copy of the report of our study and updates on the status of the proposal.

Sincerely,

John E. Shapard

Established by28 U.S.C. § 620, the Federal Judicial Center conducts research to further the development and

adoption of improved judicial administration in the courts of the United States.
Li



Li
Questionnaire Concerning Proposed

L Amendment to Rule 68, FRCP

Explanation of the draft rule. No proposed amendment has yet been published for
commint or otherwise formally entertained by the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules. The
essence of the proposal that has been made to the committee is summarized below.

L 1. Applicability. The rule would not apply in class actions or in cases where existing law
provides for recovery of attorney fees by one party from an opposing party (e.g., civil rights cases
covered by 42 USC §1988). Moreover, it would apply only to cases in which at least some
monetary relief is sought.
2. Offer of Settlement, Expiration, Withdrawal. The rule would allow any party, at least
30 days after service of the summons and complaint, to serve on an opposing party an offer to
settle the case on the terms stated in the offer. An offer would expire 21 days after service,
although the court could shorten or lengthen that period for cause. An offer could be withdrawn at

r any time prior to its acceptance.
3. Acceptance. An offer not previously withdrawn could be accepted by the offeree by serving
and filing the offer and notice of acceptance, whereupon the court would enter judgment on the
terms of the offer.
4. Consequence of Failure to Accept an Offer. If the case proceeds to a judgment that is
not more favorable to the offeree than were the terms of an expired offer, the offeree would be
required to pay compensation to the offeror for the costs--ordinary statutory costs--and reasonable
attorney fees incurred by the offeror after expiration of the offer. A judgment awarding any non-E monetary relief could not be deemed less favorable than an offer unless the terms of the offer
included substantially all such non-monetary relief.
5. Limitations on Compensation for Attorney Fees. Compensation for reasonable
attorneys fees incurred after the offer expired would be:

L. a. reduced by the difference in monetary compensation provided by the offer and that
provided by the judgment (i.e., offeror's attorney fees are recoverable only to the extent
that they are not already "recovered" by virtue of the difference between offer and
judgment); and
b. further limited to the amount of the judgment (i.e., plaintiff can lose no more than the
amount of the judgment, and defendant's liability cannot exceed twice the amount of the
judgment).

Examples A few brief examples will illustrate the operation of the rule.
1. Suppose plaintiff offers to settle the case for $50,000, the offer is not accepted, plaintiff
thereafter incurs reasonable attorney fees of $20,000 and judgment after trial is for $60,000.
Defendant would compensate plaintiff for $10,000 of the $20,000 in fees, leaving plaintiff with the
same net outcome as it would have obtained had the offer been accepted: $50,000.
2. Same facts as 1, except that judgment is for $45,000. The offer was not more favorable to the
defendant than was the judgment, so no compensation is recoverable by plaintiff-offeror.
3. Defendant offers to settle for $50,000, plaintiff does not accept, defendant thereafter incurs

L $20,000 in reasonable fees, and plaintiff obtains judgment for $25,000. Defendant's $20,000 in
reasonable fees is fully compensated by the difference between the offer and the judgment-
$25,000-so plaintiff pays no compensation.

L

L



General Instructions

This questionnaire has two types of questions. -Some are labeled "Case-specific" and
others are labeled "General." Case-specific questions pertain specifically to the case referenced in
the cover letter. Before answering the questionhaire, you may find it helpful to retrieve your files
on the referenced case in order to refresh you 'memory concerning its litigation and the associated,
expenses. General questions' concern your general views about the likely effects and pros and
cons of the draft rule, or about you and your practice. In almost every instance where we ask your
views about how the draft nrle might have affected the specific case, we also ask a similar but
general question. Please be caefui to distinguish between te two types of questionis.

Interspersed with the questions jare explanatory passages, set off in a different type face
(ike the next paragraph). These passages explain why yieq`uestions are relevant to assessing the
potential effects of the draft rule. Moch"of the questionnaire was drafted in light f a body of LI
literature written by legal schblars§ a eco ts atiebahe theoretical effets of vadious fee-
shifting rules on the freqeny d faessof setemnts. e exlanaons sometimes include
reference to the iheoretical debate. Youinn not rad these passages m order to answer the
questions, but we hope &tat i yo coose'read them, you will find them thoughT-provokng.

The draft rule can be expected to influence settlement decisions only in cases ,where
settlement would otherwise be pOssible, and, foi cases jthat would settle in 'any event,
only insofar as the rule might result in settlement that occo searli, orlater, atiiles 'ror
greater expense to the litigants, or on terms thatare more or less' favr ble, l .

addition, limitations on the amount ofcommpensation for an,,,fferor,' eaonble
attorney fees make it unlikely tha't th"e "rutle ,Wobuld l#P ucanfV64,n~css hr
there is a substantial ch'ance that plaintiff wjl not prvayl-~ h su o~la5lt rfi

I 1, ~ ~ ~ ~ , I~ ~ ! i' I ,,'14 111 j lll4ul 1to obtain judgment on a~ major compOnnt bflits mbonetr'li

1. Case-specific. How was this case resolved? (pleasecheck,0nl one answeL1
U a. It has not been resolved. (PC se inicate l'NA's netthpse qust ,it you are

unable to answer because the case has not bien clude. i

Lk b.Byverdictafterajurytrial I

U c. By verdict after a bench trial,

L] d. By summary judgment
Li e. By dismissal with prejudice,
U f. By voluntary dismissal that did not involve a settlement
L g. By a compromise settlement or consent judgment entered into before the case was

disposed of in the district court, and in whichthe net result for both plaintiff and
defendant was better than the worst result they might have obtained without settlement.

U h. By a settlement entered in fter verdict or other final judgment (e.g., pending
appeal).

L i. By a stipulated disposition that amounted to capitulation by plaintiff or defendant.

L j. Other. Please explain: ' '

Li



2. Case-specific. If this case was not settled, why not? Please check only one answer. (If the
case did settle, skip this question.)
Li a. The issues at stake in the case extended beyond the relief sought in this particular case

(e.g., one or both parties sought to establish legal precedent, one or both parties were
concerned that a settlement in this case would encourage or discourage litigation of similar
or related cases).

Li b. Although concerned mainly about the instant case and not about other possible
litigation, one or both parties were more concerned about the principles at stake or were
too emotionally invested in the case to accept a compromise resolution.
c. The stakes in the case were so great that the costs of litigation through trial (and appeal,
if necessary) were rather insignificant, so that there was no incentive for settlement on the
part of at least one party. - , 1

Li d. The outcome of the case was so highly unpredictable that there really was no way to
find a satisfactory compromise.
e. The parties (and/or counsel) were simply too far apart in their assessment of the likely
outcome of the case. Had one or both sides been more reasonable or realistic, settlement
might have occurred.

Li f. This was a multi-party case in which the multiple interests involved made it very
difficult, if not impossible, to fashion a satisfactory settlement.

Li g. No serious settlement offers were made. I can't say why.
LI h. Serious settlement negotiations occurred, but failed. I can't say why they failed.

i. Other. Please explain:

L~~~~~~~~
Parts of the following questions address concern that a party of relatively limited
financial means is at a disadvantage in settlement negotiations as compared to a
wealthier opponent, because the wealthier party can more easily afford either to
accept the worst possible outcome or forgo the best possible outcome. Debate exists
about whether a fee-shifting rule might exacerbate that perceived disadvantage.

3. Case-specific. Please check each of the following statements that is applicable to the
settlement of this case. (If the case did not settle, skip this question.)
F' Li a. This case settled as soon as the parties had adequate information to evaluate the case. It

could not reasonably have settled earlier than it did.
Li b. This case could have settled earlier than it did, although not at significant savings in

litigation expenses.*
Li c. This case could have settled earlier than it did, with significant savings in litigation

expenses.*
Li d. The settlement in this case provided my client with a less favorable outcome than he (or

she or it) would have accepted had he been financially able to accept the risks of going to
trial, and hence able to insist on better settlement terms.

* Litigation expenses: For work not compensated on an hourly basis at standard rates, the "expense" should be the
amount that would have been charged if compensation had been on an hourly basis at standard rates.
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4. General. For the types of cases you litigate, please check each statement that you agree with
concerning how a party's financial means affects the fairness of results in these cases.
LI a. Financially weaker parties are generally at no disadvantage compared to wealthier S

parties J
Lk b. A party is at a disadvantage compared to a wealthier party when the worst possible

outcome would be financially ruinous to the "poorer" party.
L) c. A party is at a disadvantage compared to a wealthier party when a settlement offer that

is unfair to that party is nonetheless a large increase inwealth for the "poorer" party.
L] d. Financially weaker parties are generally at a disadvantage compared to wealthier

parties, regardless of the rangepof possible putcomes in the case,
U e. Financiall weaker parties generally have an advantage, or at least an offset to other

disadan e bylvirtue, of thefact that Juries are inclne to' A gerous verdc
against wealthier parties and/or iadequate verdics against poorer parties.

5. Case-specific. Please check each of the following statements that is applicable to this'case
(whether or not it settled).

Had the draftirule been applicable in i case, it probably would have:
3ii a. made no difference
Li b. made settlement more likely or led to an earlier settlement, and thus probably resulted e7

in significant savings in litigation expenses* Li
LI c. delayed settlement, and probably led to greater litigation expenses.*

1] d. made settlement less likelyk
Li e. resulted in a less favorable result for my client LI

Li f. resulted in a more favorable result for my client

L) g. causedlpy client never to have brought or defended the case, or led me to refuse to 7
accept the case L

6. General. Please check each of the following statements with which you agree concerning the
likely effects of the draft rule. L]

If the draft rule were adopted, it probably would have these effects:
II a. make no difference
C] b. lead more cases to reach settlement

LI c. lead cases to settle earlier than they would in the absence of the rule

Lk d. make settlement less likely

LI e. delay settlement LI
U f£ lead to case outcomes (net outcome from settlement or trial) that are more fair

LI g. lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to plaintiffs

L h. lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to defendants

ui i. lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to wealthier litigants

L k lead to case outcomes that are unduly generous to poorer litigants
LI k. increase the expenses of litigation
Li 1. decrease the expenses of litigation

Litigation expenses: For work not compensated on an hourly basis at standard rates, the "expense" should be the

amount that would have been charged if compensation had been on an hourly basis at standard rates.



7. Case-specific. What remedy or remedies were sought in this case? (please check only one)
Li a. monetary relief only
LJ b. non-monetary relief only
Li -c. both monetary and non-monetary relief, with the monetary relief much more significant

than the non-monetary relief
U] d. both monetary and non-monetary relief, with the non-monetary relief much more

L significant than the monetary relief
le. both monetary and non-monetary relief, with both being of considerable significance
(i.e., not c or d)

8. Case-specific. If non-monetary relief was sought in this cast was it: (please check only one)
U a. impossible, nearly impossible, or simply inappropriate to equate to a monetary amount

in terms of its importance to my client
Li b. difficult but not impossible to equate to a monetary amount in terms of its importance

to My client
c. readily or easily equated to a significant sum of money in terms of its importance to my
client

Li d. of little or no importance to my client, and so worth nothing or very little in monetary
terms

9. Case-specific. Litigation expenses for your client. "Litigation expenses" refers to attorney
fees, statutory costs, and other actual expenses incurred in representing your client in this case, by
all counsel who took part in that representation. If your client was not charged on an hourly basis
(e.g. because the arraignment was a contingent fee, flat fee, or you are in-house counsel), please
estimate what the attorney fees would have been had you charged on an hourly basis at rates that
are standard in your locality for counsel of your level of experience and reputation.

a What was the approximate total of litigation expenses for your client in this case?

b. About what percentage of the total litigation expenses were attributable to attorney fees?

c. If this case settled, about how much additional litigation expense would have been required to
take the case through trial or other final disposition (e.g., if the case might well have been decided

K by summary judgment or have been appealed).

d. (Skip to question 10 if this case could not reasonably have settled). If this case could have
K settled (or did settle), about what percentage of the total litigation expenses were incurred after the

earliest point when the case might have settled? (If the case settle at the earliest possible point, your
answer should be 0%; otherwise, the answer should be more than 0%).

~~~~~%
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The following question is the most demanding one we ask. Its answer will permit us to estimate
the "expected value" of all possible outcomes in this case. Expected value is a concept of statistics Li
that is key to much of the theoretical analysis contained in the relevant literature. You may think it
a silly or sound way to look at a case. In either event, please bear with us by reading the
instrucfions carefully and providing an answer as informative as isfeasible.,

10. Case-specific. The "value" of a case for purposes of settlement can be broken down into a
combination of thepossible judgments (sometimres expressed as a range of possible values),
together with the likelihood of each possible judgment (or range). A personal injury case, for
instance, might present a 30% possibility that defendant will prevail, and a 70%o possibility that
plaintiff will obtain, a judgment between $40,000 and $100,000. Or the possible positive verdicts C
might be more complex, with 409%o odds of a verdict in the $40,000 to $60,000 range, 20% odds
of a $60,000-$80,000 verdict, and a 10% chance of a verdict between $80,000 and $100,000. A
case where damages are not at issue may require just two figures ($0 and the clear damages),
together with the two percentage figures. [

This question asks you to provide such a breakdown for the monetary relief sought in this case
(including, whteepossible, the monetary value of ay non-monetary relief, as you might have
evaluated thae k befor it settled or reached judgment. Starting with the worst possible outcome L
for youi clienti, ples flist the possible outcomes and their associated percpntage odds. Put outcomes
in parentheses o inldicate liability to another party, and use nimers withou parentheses to indicate
liability of anoter party to your client. Use a $0 amount to indicate ajudgment of no liability. The F
percentages sho dl[add to 100%. Do not take into account your part's attorney fees, or other

expenes, nly mhbp~~etr value of possibl jdgm t tniga~e. You k`y s K sthe

abbeviJantia, ~ huads'and MI for' mlin.Teeapeetiedboewuld. be listeldby7
defendaf'las s O(~k-400K) -_Ip% 6K8K 0,(0TO)-4% 0 30%.'

Possible verdits~ other ,~,. I Lile~ihoo~ f the psibe vedct, stated as ar
Possible verdS For h~lelrjpegments).c e Te pL s houd sum to L

100%. .
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L
The literature suggests that fee-shifting rules may influence litigation expenses. The
chance the opponent will have to pay some of a party's attorney fees may encourage

L, greater expenditures. On the other hand, the chance that a party may have to pay
opponent's fee's may inhibit activity that could increase the opponent's fees.

11. Case-specific. Please estimate what percentage of the total litigation expenses* in this case
were attri6utable to the following categories of expenses. (Tbe percentages should sum to 100%.)

- % Expenses incurred in necessary response to actions of an opponent that were
probably taken primarily for the purpose of increasing my client's expenses,
and/or delaying or complicating the litigation.

% Expenses incurred in necessary response to actions of an opponent that were
unreasonable or ill-considered, although probably not intended to increase my
client's expenses or to delay or complicate-the litigation.

________% Expenses incurred in necessary response to actions of an opponent that were
1 reasonable and necessary in light of the circumstances of the case.

_______% Expenses incurred at the initiative of me or my client, and which did notL necessarily requie that opponent incur expense in response.

% Expenses incurred at the initiative of me or my client, and which probably or
clearly required that opponent incur expense in response.

12. General. Please check each of the following statements with which you agree:
If the draft rule were adopted, it would:

Li Q a. Inhibit actions taen for the primary purpose of imposing expenses on an opposing
tKp party, or delaying or complicating litigation, and this is currently a substantial problem

U b. Inhibit actions taken for the primary purpose of imposing expenses on an opposing
party, or delaying or complicating litigation, but this is currently a minor problem.

L c. Increase the frequency of actions taken for the primary purpose of imposing expenses
on an opposing party, or delaying or complicating litigation.

C u d. Inhibit 'taking reasonable and/or necessary steps in litigation, out of fear that the party
may have to compensate opponent for the expense of responding to those actions.
e. Encourage taldng reasonable and/or necessary steps in litigation, owing to the
possibility that those expenses will be compensated by opponent.

r u fL Have none of the effects stated above.

13. Case-specific. What was the nature of the fee arrangement with your client in this case?
Li o a. Hourly fee (exclusively or primarily)
L ~ Q b. Contingent fee

c. In-house counsel or other compensation unrelated to time spent or result achieved

IQ d. Flat fee

U e. Other. Please explain:

L * Litigation expenses: For work not compensated on an hourly basis at standard rates, the "expense" should be the
amount that would have been charged if compensation had been on an hourly basis at standard rates.

E
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14. Case-specific. What type of party was your client in this case?
U a. Plaintiff or claimant only
U b. Defendant (party against whom a claim is asserted)
UI 5. Both claimant and party defending against a claim (e.g. a counterclaim was at issue)
U d. Other real party in interest (elg. third party defendant)

U e. A nominal party (not a real party in interest)

U f. Other. Please explain:

The theoretical literature addresses how fee-shifting rules may affect the possibility of
settlement-whether a particular rule would make it more or less likely in a given case
that there will be some settlement figure that both sides would find preferable to the
result they expect from taking the case, to trialJ (aking into account both verdict and
expenses of trial). Very little theory has been advanced to suggest whether and how a
case that can settle will in fact settle. Whetr and how that happens depends on the
strategies the parties employ in settlement negotiation.

15. Case-specific. Approximately what was the final, "bottom line" settlement offer you would
have recommended that your client make or accept in this case-the offer most favorable to
opponent that you thought an acceptable alternative to trial or other court disposition of the case.
Please provide a monetary figure. Answer `NA'" if the settlement terms cannot be equated to a
monetary amount or if your client would have been unwilling to settle. L J

$ F1
16. General. Which of the following statements best describes how you would generally arrive at L
a final, bottom line settlement offer that you would recommend your client make or accept (as
described in the previous question). Please check only one answer.
U a. I estimate the average or most likely verdict (or other case outcome), and subtract the L

litigation expenses likely required of my client for fither litigation.
U b. I ignore litigation expenses, and consider only the average or most likely expected C

judgment. L
U c. I try to determine how the opponent assesses the case, and thus estimate the offer most

advantageous to my client that the opponent might be willing to make or accept
U d. I simply explain to the client what I see as the likely or possible outcomes, and let the 7

client decide whether to make oraccept an offer. I usually do not make any specific
recommendation.

U e. Other. Please explain: A

JK

K
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17. General. As a general matter, do you think that the draft rule is a good idea or a bad idea?

LU a. A good idea

L Li b. A bad idea
Li c. Neither a nor b.
Li d. I'm not sure.

18. General. Whether you generally approve of the draft rule or not, which of the following
changes do you think would improve the draft rule.
L Li a. Do not limit recoverable fees to the amount of the judgment (ie., allow recovery of

fees against a losing plaintiff or in excess of the judgment for a losing defendant).
Li b. Do not reduce recoverable fees by the monetary difference between the offer and the

judgment.
Li c. Limit the amount of recoverable fees to a greaitei ex'tent than they are limited by the

draft rule.L Li d. Permit an offer to be accepted at any time (unless previously withdrawn), but with late
acceptance requiring compensation for offeror's reasonable post-offer fees.

Li e. Permit offers to be made only by defendants.

Li Q f. Permit offers to be made only by plaintiffs.
Li g. Require a retrospective court determination that the offer was reasonable before fee

compensation may be awarded.
Li o h. Require a court determination that the offer is reasonable before an offeror must decide

whether to accept the offer.

19. General. Approximately how many civil cases have you handled or worked on in the past tenFT years in which you played a major role in advising on decisions to make, accept, or reject offers of
settlement?

l LI a. none
iJ b. between 1 and 5
Li c. between 5 and 15
iJ d. more than 15

20. General. Approximately what percentage of the civil cases you handle or work on are cases in
federal district court.

L ~~~~%

LI Please check here if you wish to receive a copy of the report of this study, and
L: information concerning the Advisory Committee's decision regarding amendment to Rule

68. If your address is not shown correctly on the cover letter, please indicate the correct
L address here:

l; Thank you for your cooperation and assistance. Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed
envelope (or addressed to: Research Division, The Federal Judicial Center, One Columbus Circle,
N.E., Washington D.C. 20002, Attn.: Rule 68). If you have questions concerning the survey,

K; please contact John Shapard at (202) 273-4070, Ext. 357.

F
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THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER
Thurgood Marshall Federal Judiciary Building

One Columbus Circle, N.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002

WILLIAM W SCHWARZER Telephone:
DIRECTOR FTS/202 273 4160

March 13, 1993

L . Professor Edward H. Cooper
Reporter, Advisory Committee

on Civil Rules
University of Michigan
Hutchins Hall
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Dear Ed:

This letter responds to your invitation to comment on the committee drafts of Rules
23 and 68. Time does not pennit more than a brief comment since your letter came to hand
only a few days ago and by accident; evidently neither the Center nor I qualify as "civil
procedure buffs" and hence were not included in the mailing. Perhaps we will be included
in the future.

Rule 23. I think that the amendment is on the right track. My principal concern is
over continuing to permit defendant class actions. For obvious reasons, it is a mistake to
regard defendant class actions as merely the other side of the coin of plaintiff class actions.
Why should a plaintiff, by unilaterally and arbitrarily selecting one defendant, subject
numerous others not named or served to the risk of an adverse judgment, making theirLi fortunes ride on the plaintiff-selected class representative's action or inaction. And since
the named defendant can presumably decline, as a practical matter defendant class actions

ffll~ are reserved to cases in which the named defendant volunteers which does not give mel, much confidence in the degree of protection the members of the defendant class can expect.
In fact, I have never been able to reconcile defendant class actions with fundamental
notions of procedural due process, or for that matter, with restrictions on personal
jurisdiction and venue which defendant class action proceedings can circumvent. If the
numbers are small enough to permit joinder, joinder ought to be required. If they are not,
there is a serious question about protecting the rights of individual defendants. It is true
that class members can opt out but that assumes they have received actual notice; there is
no assurance that the court will require it or, if it does, that it will in fact be equivalent to

r(07 service (as it should be). Perhaps defendant class actions, if they survive at all, should be
L limited to opt-in classes, giving defendants the benefits of an efficient and economical

unitary adjudication, if desired, without sacrifice of procedural rights.

L A final question: do we really need defendant class actions? My impression is that
they are rarely used. Perhaps a survey on this point might be useful.

L
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I question whether subsection (a) is still needed in light of the revision of
subsection (b). Clauses (1), (2) and (3) are fairly included within the factors to be
considered under the new subsection (b), such as predominance of common questions,
superiority, commonality and manageability. As for (4), adequate representation, I would
add it as a factor under (b). The reasons for this suggestion are to shorten and simplify the X

rule and to eliminate provisions that judges have used to exercise essentially unguided
discretion resulting in extremely disparate application of Rule 23.

Rule 68. I greatly regret the manner in which this proposal is now being presented.
For example, characterizing it as another provision for sanctions is likely to be its death-
knell; Judith Resnik's reaction (shrugging it off as having "all of the obvious problems")
is emblematic of what can be expected. Many states require attorneys to report sanctions
imposed on them in excess of a specified amount; exposing them to a professional taint
because they declined to settle a case will surely guarantee- defeat for this proposal. The
general connotation of sanctions is that they are a consequence of unreasonable or
unprofessional conduct. They have no place where the question concerns legitimate L
judgments about risk vs. benefit, particularly where the final say is usually the client's.

Another way the present draft ensures its defeat is by enshrining the anti-civil rights
litigation rule of Marek v. Chesney. This will of course catalyze the opposition of the civil
rights bar. The proposed rule can do much good without reaching claims under fee-
shifting statutes.

The tone of the covering letter, moreover, seems to me to reflect substantial bias
against the proposal, focusing entirely on what it sees as negative features. It ignores the F
fact that the proposal will provide carefully calibrated incentives to initiate settlement
negotiations early in the litigation and engage in risk-benefit analyses. That more than 90%
of all cases terminate before trial, as noted, does not address the fact that only about half or
fewer are disposed of by settlement and often only after lengthy and costly pretrial
proceedings. Even without precise statistics, experience tells us that many parties would
welcome a procedure that creates greater incentives (and thus opportunities) to extricate
themselves from litigation before they are overwhelmed by its cost, and this applies just as
much to defendants as to plaintiffs. The capping provisions of the proposed rule will go
far toward compensating for inequality of resources; litigants confront the problem of
unequal resources now and will be no worse off--and probably better--under a procedure
providing incentives for early settlement.- L

There is of course an articulate and prolific academic school of thought that
bemoans the decline of adjudication and is skeptical about--if not biased against--what it
regards as too many settlements, and early settlements in particular. Those sentiments are
not shared by most litigants, attorneys and judges burdened by the exigencies of litigation
in an over-extended justice system and a high-cost environment.

Nor do I find it persuasive to worry that adversary attorneys will seek to use the
rule to maximum adversary advantage. So long as we have the adversary system, the same
can be said of every rule. It proves nothing about its value or utility. Certainly it can be
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said of the discovery process. The answer is to structure the rule so as to minimize the risk
of unfair (as opposed to adversarial ) results. I have not seen a demonstration that the
proposal is likely to generate more unfair or undesirable results than fair and desirable
ones.

A few specific comments:

l (b)(2): the bracketed language allowing the court to refuse to enter judgment is
problematic since it suggests that settlements may be subject to review for reasonableness
(exactly what the proposal seeks to avoid). It should be sufficient to deal with the point in

L. the Committee Note as now written (last para. p. 3).

E (e)(2): for reasons discussed elsewhere, I would exclude claims, not actions, with
Lo respect to which a party is entitled to a statutory award of attorney fees (but including under

the rule joined claims not subject to such awards).

Committee Note pp. 8-9: I see no problem with contingent fees. An attorney
planning to invoke the benefits of the rule by making an offer has the option to keep time
records that will afford a basis for determining reasonable post-offer fees. This is no
different than contingent fee attorneys seeking fee awards under fee-shifting statutes or in
class actions where lodestar calculations apply.

Committee Note p. 9: I do not agree that many complications surround the
determination whether a monetary judgment is more favorable than an offer. In the
overwhelming majority of cases, this will be a straightforward matter. The present text isunduly discouraging and intimidating.

Committee Note p. 10: there is no need for a separate provision for structured
L settlements judgments). If a party wishes to invoke Rule 68, it needs only to make an

offer that reflects a lump sum (to afford a basis for comparison with the final judgment),L coupled with the option to transform it into a structured settlement. This creates noproblem since the choice is that of the party that might make a claim for fees.

K Finally, notwithstanding all my criticisms, 1 commend you on the text of the
Committee Note. Except for some superfluous editorial comment, I think it does a fine jobKI in explaining the operation of the proposed rule and should be quite helpful to the reader.

Sincerely,

L. cc. Honorable Sam C Pointer, Jr.
Peter G. McCabe

L



THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER 7
ONE COLUMBUS CIRCLE, N.E.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002

RESEARCH DIVISION Writer's Direct Dial Number:
(202) 2734070 Ext. 357

March 17,1993 K
Professor Edward H. Cooper l
Reporter, Advisory Committee on Civil Rules
University of Michigan Law School
University of Michigan
Hutchins Hall 7
Ann Arbor, MI 48109 L.

Dear Professor Cooper, l
L-,

I received from Judge Schwarzer a copy of your January 21, 1993, "Dear Civil
Procedure Buff' letter concerning Rule 68. I agree with Judge Schwarzer's observations
in his letter to you of March 13. I wanted to add a few points about the issues raised in
your cover letter, the draft rule and Committee Note:

1. I agree wholeheartedly that "sanction" is an inapposite term for a party's recovery of l
post-offer expenses. I think you could fairly easily cure the defect by substituting
"compensation" as the operative term.

2. I see no point in your observation in the cover letter that the revised rule might encourage
filing a lawsuit before exploring litigation. So what? Filing and serving a complaint is not

by itself an evil we should guard against, and the existence of a revised rule 68 will likely

be relevant to settlement negotiations both before and after commencement of suit. I take it
that under current rules plaintiffs counsel often file suit merely to "get the other side's
attention," so that they will take settlement possibilities seriously, or simply to get the

opposing party to retain counsel and so obtain sensible advice. If the revised Rule 68 has
meritorious effects, I don't see why we should worry that it might encourage filing of cases
in order to take advantage of those effects.

3. Under "Hardship or surprise" on page 8 of the Committee Note, I think your discussion
of "surprise" is excellent, but I disagree with the "hardship" example, which is appealing K
only by virtue of a logical fallacy. We tend to think that the party who fails to accept a

$10,000,000 offer and then wins a $9,500,000 judgment has erred only by a rather small

margin, so it is arguably unjust to "penalize" the error. As stated, however, the example
gives no clue to how large an error the claimant made. Suppose that plaintiff had rejected L

the $10,000,000 offer and made a counteroffer to settle for $20,000,000. In that case, the

LI
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$9.5 million judgment would make clear that plaintiff erred by a rather large margin.I If
instead plaintiff had counteroffered $10,500,000, we could see that the error was not so

l; great. At the same time, I see no reason why the rule should offer a prospect of lenience to
either party in a case where the parties are unable to reach settlement after having put on the? table offers of $10 million and $10.5 million. Parties who choose to proceed to trial in theL; face of a potential $1,000,000 bill for the opponent's attorney fees should be entitled to do
so, but the party who "wins" should be entitled to compensation. True "hardship" lies at
the other end of the spectrum, where parties who have made and rejected offers and
counteroffers in the $10 million range are presented with a verdict of $5 or $15 million, but
the benefit of the bargain" feature of the rule provides automatic relief for this type of

r ~~~~hardship.
L As a general matter, it seems to me that the only appropriate basis for discretionary

reduction or elimination of compensation is where the offeree was unable to determine that
the offer was reasonable at the time it was made (or was still open). Your examples ofL it"surprise" cover such situations, as does subsection (a)(l)(D), which allows the court to
extend the time for acceptance of the offer, and the discussion of that subsection at
Committee Note page 2, which suggests that a need for more time to gather informationL, could be a proper basis for an extension of time.

3. Example 5 at pp 6-7 of the Committee Note fails adequately to explain how the ruleL must operate in the context of overlapping offers (where plaintiffs expired offer demands
less than defendant's expired offer). The rule itself covers the situation, albeit very tersely,
in subsections (e)(4)(A)(i) and (e)(4)(B)(i), and your example is not necessarily incorrect,7 it just fails to illuminate the tricky case.

Ld Suppose we change your example as follows. Plaintiff makes a $50,000 offer,
followed by reasonable attorney fees of $20,000. Then defendant makes an offer for
$60,000. Both parties thereafter incur reasonable fees of $15,000, and judgment is enteredEd for $55,000. Plaintiff's offer entitles it to $30,000 compensation ($35,000 total reasonable
fees less $5,000 deduction for the difference between offer and judgment). We must now
assess defendant's offer in light of the fact that plaintiffs offer was "good." Subsection

L (e)(4)(A)(i) says that the judgment for plaintiff is more favorable than defendants offer if
"... the amount awarded - including the costs, attorney fees, and other amounts awarded
for the period before the offer expired - exceeds the monetary award that would have

A, resulted from the offer,. The "amount awarded" to plaintiff for purposes of the
subsection is $70,000: $55,000 judgment, plus $20,000 fees incurred before the offer
expired, less the $5,000 difference between judgment and offer. Hence defendant'sKd $60,000 offer has no effect, even though it exceeded the $55,000 judgment.

The foregoing example serves to illustrate the complexity. It might be best for theE rule to state explicitly (rather than by way of an example in the Committee Note), that the

i There is a context when the fact that the offer "misses by a penny" is rightly seen asimposing harsh consequences: provisions that require both (a) that an offer be made, and
(b) that the offeror pay litigation expenses if the judgment is more favorable to the offereethan was the offer. Such a provision places the onus entirely on the offeror and is thus
very one-sided and rightly seen to produce "hardship" results.

EdLI
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phrase "costs, attorney fees, and other amounts awarded for the period before the offer

expired" must include all such amounts, including those awardable by virtue of this Rule.
The general rule should be that offers are evaluated in the order in which they were

made, with costs and fees compensable by virtue of prior offers being taken into account in

evaluating each subsequent offer. I might observe that these complexities can be avoided

by (a) prohibiting a counteroffer that "overlaps'' a prior offer and instead (b) allowing an

offer not withdrawn to be accepted after its "expiration" on condition that the offeror then

be awarded costs and reasonable attorney fees incurred after the offer expired (but limited

to the amount of the offer), I might also observe that I am the only person I know who is

not aghast at the idea of (a) not having an absolute deadline for acceptance of an offer, and

(b) requiring judicial determinations of attorney fee awards in cases that settle. My idea

might best be filed away as a measure to be considered if Rule,68 is amended and
sigifict problems arise due to overlapping offers and counteroffers.

Finally, I thought to n mention that I am at work on the design for asurvey of
counsel concernig poss~ible Rue6 eiin sImentionedl in my letter toyou of,

Decem ber 18, 1099.Ixettoav ieppsl andadraft uetonr&aailabl prior
to the Committee's May meetng [ i

Sincerely,

John E. Shapard 1
cc: Honorable Sam C. Pointer, Jr.

Honorable William W Schwarzer
Peter G. McCabe, Secretary of the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure

L
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AGENDA III-E
7 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Washington, DC
L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~May 3-5, 1993

Rules 83, 84

Rules 83 and 84 have been caught up in the process of seeking uniformity
among different sets of rules dealing with the same topic. The reporters for the
advisory committees and the Standing Committee met at lunch during the
December meeting of the Standing Committee and agreed upon a uniform versionK that is to be submitted to each of the advisory committees. We are to report back
to the Standing Committee. A copy of the uniform version is attached.
Presumably the purpose of sending the uniform version back to the advisoryL committees is to garner suggestions for improving the uniform version. Also
attached is a revised version incorporating changes suggested by Judge Pointer
after the Standing Committee meeting. It seems appropriate to consider these

L changes with a view to reporting on them to the Standing Committee.

P.S. The Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules
reviewed the same proposals at its February 18-19, 1993
meeting. The committee approved language similar to
the proposed amendments to Civil Rule 83 with
modifications.

In addition, the committee recommended that the
proposed language on the enforcement of local rules
(Civil Rule analog Rule 83(c)) be revised by: (1)
deleting the word "with" before "local rules", (2)
deleting the word "statutes" after "federal" and
inserting in lieu thereof the word "laws", and (3)
deleting "local rules of the district" and inserting inK lieu thereof the words "local rules".

The committee rejected language authorizing the
Judicial Conference to promulgate technical rules
changes (Civil Rule analog Rule 84).

The committee rejected the "Rule 84" proposal primarily
because it believed that: (1) it was unnecessary, and
(2) it would create a slippery slope that would lead to
the issuance of substantive rules changes under the
guise of technical changes. If the Standing Rules

L Committee determines that the proposal should go
forward, however, the committee recommended in the
alternative that all the language after the word
"typography" be deleted. (John Rabiej)

I 1
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THEL FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

Rule 83. Rules by District Courts; Tude's Directives

L 1 (a) Local Rules. Each district court-by-aeien-ef. acting by a majority of

2 the- udges therfeef may from timo to timo, after giving appropriate public notice

3 and an opportunity to comment, make and amend rules governing its practice. A

L 4 local rule must be net inconsistent with -- but not duplicative of -- Acts of

5 Congress and these rules adopted under 28 U.S.C. 6 2072 and 2075, and must

6 conform to any uniform numbering system prescribed by the Tudicial Conference

L 7 of the United States. A local rule so adopted shall takes effect upon the date

L 8 specified by the district court and shal-remains in effect unless amended by the

9 distriet-court or abrogated by the judicial council of the circuit in which the distriet

10 is leeated. Copies of rules and amendments se-made by a=y district court-shell

11 must, upon their promulgation. be furnished to the judicial council and the

12 Administrative Office of the United States Courts and be made available to the

13 public.

14 (b) Tudge's Directives. In all eases not provided for by rule, the district

L.,, 15 judges and magistrates BY order or other written directive, a judge may regulate

E 16 their-practice in any manner net i consistent with Acts of Conmress. with these

17 rules er-adopted under 28 U.S.C. H 2072 and 2075. and with local rules these of

E 18 the district in which they act.

19 (c) Enforcement. A local rule or iudge's directive imposing a requirement

20 of form must not be enforced in a manner that causes a party to lose rights
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21 because of a negligent failure to comply with the requirement. A sanction for

22 violating a requirement prescribed by a judge under (b) may be imposed only if

23 the party or its attorney has actual notice of the requirement.

COMMITTEE NOTE

Purpose of Revision. A major goal of the Rules Enabling Act was to achieve
national uniformity in the procedures employed in federal courts. The primary purpose
of this revision is to encourage district courts to consider carefully the possibility of Vconflict between their local rules and practices and the nationally-promulgated rules. At
various places within these rules (e.g., Rule 16), district courts are specifically authorized,
if not encouraged, to adopt local rules to- implement the purposes of Rule 1 in the light of Klocal conditions. The omission of a similar explicit authorization in other rules should not
be viewed as precluding by implication the adoption of other local rules subject to the V
constraints of this Rule 83.

Subdivision (a). The revision conforms the language of the rule to that contained
in 28 U.S.C. § 2071 and also provides that local district court rules not conflict with the
Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure adopted under 28 U.S.C. § 2075. Particularly in
light of statutory and rules changes that may encourage experimentation through local LIrules on such matters as disclosure requirements and limitations on discovery, it is
important that, to facilitate awareness within a bar that is increasingly national in scope,
these rules be numbered or identified in conformity with any uniform system for such rules
that may be prescribed from time to time by the Judicial Conference. Revised Rule 83(a)
prohibits local rules that are merely duplicative or a restatement of statutes and national K
rules; this restriction is designed to prevent possible conflicting interpretations arising from L I
minor variations in the wording- of local rules, as well as to lessen the risk that significant
local practices may be overlooked by inclusion in local rules that are unnecessarily long. K

Subdivision (b). The revision conforms the language of the rule to that contained
in 28 U.S.C. § 2071, and also provides that a judge's directives should not conflict with the V
Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure adopted under 28 U.S.C. § 2075. The rule
continues to authorize--although not encourage--individual judges to establish standard ,
procedures in cases assigned to them if the procedures are consistent with these rules -J

and with any local rules. In such circumstances, however, it is important that these
requirements be in writing--as by a standing order--and that litigants be informed about V
any such requirements or expectations; subdivision (c) contains provisions that protect
parties and attorneys from penalties for violating a judge's special directives unless theyhave notice of the requirement. E

V'
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f B,.Subdivision (c). These provisions are new. One objective is to protect against loss
of rights in the enforcement of local rules (or directives by a judge) relating to matters of
form. For example, a party should not be deprived of a right to a jury trial because its
attomey, unaware of--or forgetting--a local rule directing that jury demands be noted in
the caption of the case, includes a jury demand only in the body of the pleading. The
subdivision assures that negligence in conforming to a local requirement relating to a
matter of form will not deprive the party of some right; it does not, however, preclude the7 court from appropriately sanctioning the attorney for such inattention, as by requiring
attendance at a seminar covering the local rules of court.

This proscription is narrowly drawn--covering only violations attributable to
negligence and only those involving local rules or a judge's directive regarding matters
of form. It does not limit the court's power to impose substantive penalties upon a party

AL if it or its attorney contumaciously or repeatedly violates a local rule, even one involving
merely a matter of form. Nor does the subdivision affect the court's power to enforce
local requirements that involve more than mere matters of form--for example, a local rule
precluding evidence from a witness not identified in a pretrial listing of witnesses.

The second sentence applies to enforcement of a judge's directives adopted under
subdivision (b). There should be no adverse consequence to a party or attorney for
violating special requirements relating to practice before a particular judge unless the

L party or attorney has notice of those requirements. Furnishing litigants in a case with a
copy outlining the judge's practices--or attaching instructions to a notice setting a case
for conference or trial--would suffice to give notice, as would an order in a caseL specifically adopting by reference a judge's standing order and indicating how copies can
be obtained.

Although, as indicated above, subdivision (c) is quite limited in its scope, it reflects
a broader concern; namely, that, particularly with the proliferation of local rules and
standing orders, litigants can be unfairly prejudiced by rigorous enforcement of diverse
local requirements not addressed by the national rules. Excesses in promulgating and
enforcing local requirements can result in attorneys, otherwise qualified, being unwillingK to appear in the particular federal forum, and in parties being forced into extra
expenditures because of a fear of proceeding without local counsel familiar with the
intricacies of local practice. Revised Rule 83(c) should, therefore, be viewed,

L notwithstanding its narrow explicit reach, as expressing a more general concern that local
requirements be enforced in a manner that appreciates the potential for error when
counsel practice in a number of courts with different, sometimes inconsistent, local rules.

K Rule 84. Forms, Technical Amendments

1 (a Forms. The forms eentained-in the Appendix of Fonsa zufficnt
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2 suffice under the rules and arc intended toi ndicatoeillustrate the simplicity and

3 brevity of otatcmcnt which that the rules contemplate. The Tudicial Conference of

4 the United States may authorize additional forms and may revise or delete forms. LJ

S (b) Technical Amendments. The Judicial Conference of the United States

6 may amend these rules to correct errors in spelling, cross-references, or

7 typography. or to make technical changes essential to conforming these rules with [

8 statutory changes. [

COMMITTEE NOTE F
SPECL4L NOTE: Mindful of the constraints of the Rules EnablingAct, the Committee calls 7the attention of the Supreme Court and Congress to these changes, which would eliminate Lthe requirement of Supreme Court and Congressional approval in the limited
circumstances indicated. The changes in subdivisions (a) and (b) are severable from meach other. L

The revision contained in subdivision (a) is intended to relieve the Supreme Court f
and Congress from the burden of reviewing changes in the forms prescribed for use in L
civil cases, which, by the terms of the rule, are merely illustrative and not mandatory. Rule
9009 of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure similarly permits the adoption and 7revision of bankruptcy forms without need for review by the Supreme Court and Congress.

Similarly, the addition of subdivision (b) will enable the Judicial Conference, acting
through its established procedures and after consideration by the appropriate Committees,
to make technical amendments to these rules without having to burden the Supreme Court
and Congress with such changes. This limited delegation of authority will lessen the
delay and administrative burdens that can unnecessarily encumber the rule-making
process on noncontroversial nonsubstantive matters, at the risk of diverting attention from
items meriting more detailed study and consideration. As examples of situations where l,
this authority would have been useful, one might cite section 11(a) of P.L. 102-198
(correcting a cross-reference contained in the 1991 revision of Rule 15) and the various
changes contained in the current proposals in recognition of the new title of "Magistrate HJudge" pursuant to a statutory change. Any general rewriting of the rules to improve
language, style, and format would have to be submitted to the Supreme Court and 7Congress.

C
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COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

ROBERT E. KEETON CHAIRMEN OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES

CHAIRMAN KENNETH F. RIPPLE
APPELLATE RULES

PETER G. McCABE
SECRETARY SAM C. POINTER, JR.

CIVIL RULES

WILLIAM TERRELL HODGES
CRIMINAL RULES

EDWARD LEAVY
Memorandum BANKRUPTCY RULES

X. Chairmen and Reporters of the Advisory Committees

FROM: Daniel R. Coquillette, Reporter
Mary P. Squiers, Consultant

RE: Federal Rules Amendments Concerning Local Rules and Technical
Amendments, Including Committee Notes

DATE: February 5, 1993

At our lunch meeting in Asheville, North Carolina, last month, the
Chairmen and Reporters of the Advisory Committees agreed on precise
language for rule amendments concerning local rules and technical
amendments. The need for uniform committee notes on these rules was also
discussed. We have set out the language for the proposed rules below. We have
also set out committee notes that we believe accurately reflect the views of
those present at the lunch meeting.

It is our understanding that each of the Advisory Committees will
consider these rules and notes at their respective winter or spring 1993
meetings.

If you have any questions or comments about this material, please
feel free to contact either one of us (Dan: (617) 552-4340; Mary: (617) 552-
8851).

Technical and Conforming Amendments

The Judicial Conference of the United States may

amend these rules to correct errors in spelling, cross-

references. or typography. or to make technical changes

needed to conform these rules to statutory changes.



Federal Rules Amendments Page 2
and Committee Notes
January 31, 1993

Committees N otMe.

This rule is added to enable the Judicial Conference
to make minor technical amendments to these rules without
having to burden the Supreme Court and Congress with
reviewing such changes. This delegation of authority will
relate only to uncontroversial, nonsubstantive matters.

Uniform Numbering of Local Rules

Local rules must conform to any uniform

numbering system prescribed by the Judicial, Conference of

the United States.

Committee Note

This rule requires that the numbering of local rules
conform with any uniform numbering system that may be
prescribed by the Judicial Conference. Lack of uniform
numbering might create unnecessary traps for counsel and
litigants. A uniform numbering system would make it easier
for an increasingly national bar and for litigants to locate a
local rule that applies to a particular procedural issue.

Procedure When There is No Controlling Law

A judge may regulate practice in any manner

consistent with federal statutes. rules, [official formsl.* and

with local rules of the district. No sanction or other

disadvantage may be imposed for noncompliance with any

requirement not in federal statutes. rules. [official formsl.* or

the local' district rules unless the alleged violator has actual

notice of the requirement.

* Bankruptcy Rules only
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and Committee Notes
January 31, 1993

Committee Note

This rule provides flexibility to the court in
regulating practice when there is no controlling law.
Specifically, it permits the court to regulate practice in any
manner consistent with Acts of Congress, with rules adopted
under [insert appropriate enabling legislation], [in
bankruptcy cases: with Official Forms,] and with the district's[ local rules.

This rule recognizes that courts rely on multiple
directives to control practice. Some courts regulate practice
through the published Federal Rules and the local rules of the
court. In the past, some courts have also used internal
operating procedures, standing orders, and other internal
directives. This can lead to problems. Counsel or litigants may
be unaware of various directives. In addition, the sheer
volume of directives may impose an unreasonable barrier.

r- For example, it may be difficult to obtain copies of the
L. directives. Finally, counsel or litigants may be unfairly

sanctioned for failing to comply with a directive. For these
reasons, this Rule disapproves imposing any sanction or other
disadvantage on a person for noncompliance with such an
internal directive, unless the alleged violation has actual
notice of the requirement.

There should be no adverse consequence to a party
or attorney for violating special requirements relating to
practice before a particular judge unless the party or attorney
has- actual notice of those requirements. Furnishing litigants
with a copy outlining the judge's practices--or attaching
instructions to a notice setting a case for conference or trial--
would suffice to give actual notice, as would an order in a case
specifically adopting by reference a judge's standing order
and indicating how copies can be obtained.
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AGENDA IV
Washington, DC
May 3-5, 1993
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AGENDA V-A
Washington, DC
May 3-5, 1993

Rule 59

r, Rule 59

The Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules has recommended amendments
I-that would require that motions under Civil Rules 52 and 59 be "filed" within 10

L F days of judgment. Rule 52(b) now requires that a motion be "made" within 10
days. Rules 59(b) and (e) now require that a motion be "served" within 10 days.

r A copy of an explanatory letter from Alan N. Resnick, Reporter for the
Bankruptcy Rules Committee, is attached. The best response may be to amend
these rules to require that the motions be "filed and served" within 10 days.
Conforming changes would be desirable in Rule 50(c)(2) and Appellate Rule
4(a)(4)(F)

The recommendation of the Bankruptcy Rules Committee reflects special
needs of bankruptcy practice and the desire to maintain integration between the
Bankruptcy Rules and the Civil Rules. As in civil actions, post-trial motions

F .. suspend the time for appeal in bankruptcy. Because bankruptcy orders frequently
U, affect transactions that must be effected promptly, it is important that everyone

involved be able to determine with certainty whether a post-judgment motion has
been made. Service on a party does not satisfy this need. A filing requirement
would provide a clear and easily known means of information.

Appellate Rule 4(a)(4) governs the effect of post-trial motions on appeal
time. The provisions pending approval suspend appeal time if any party "makes
a timely motion" under Civil Rules 50(b), 52(b), 59(e), or 59(a). Appeal time
is suspended if a timely motion for attorney fees is made under Rule 54 and the
district court extends the time under Rule 58. A motion for relief under Rule 60
also suspends appeal time if it is "served" within 10 days after judgment.

As noted below, there is considerable variation in the language of different
Civil Rules dealing with different post-trial motions. It seems likely that these
variations are the result of accident, not a deliberate decision that different
requirements are better suited to different motions. Before adopting a uniform
requirement, however, it is important to inquire whether there are good reasons
for requiring that a Rule 59 motion be "served" within 10 days, a Rule 50(b)
motion be served and filed within 10 days, and so on. No likely reason appears
on casual contemplation, but collective consideration may generate reasons that
demand attention.

If a uniform approach is to be taken, any of three requirements could be
adopted: service; filing; or filing and service. (1) Filing establishes a clear means
of information for anyone who wishes to inquire. Timely filing also should be
reasonably easy to accomplish in all cases; timely service may be



Rule 59

more difficult in some cases. (2) Service provides clear notice to the party
served, without the burden of inquiry, but does not provide notice to others. (3)
Filing and service imposes a dual requirement, but it adds little significant burden
in comparison to a requirement of service. The real choice should be between
relaxing present requirements of service to require only timely filing, delaying the
time of actual notice, and requiring both filing and service. The more recently
amended Rules, 50(b) and 54(d)(2), require both filing and service. Unless that
requirementtwas adopted absent'mindedly, it seems the better choice for all rules.

Several rules would be affected by a "filed and served" requirement.

The rules that most obviously miust be considered include all those that,
under Appellate Rule 4(a)(4), suspend the time for appeal. Rule 50(b) provides
that a motion for judgment as a matter of law "may be renewed by service and
filing not later than 10 days after entry of judgment." This dual requirement of
service and filing is the most recent formulation used, by the Committee, having
been adopted by the 1991 amendment; Rule 50(b) had earlier provided that a
party "may move" for judgment n.o.v. or notwithstanding the failure of the jury
to agree. Rule 50(c)(2), amended at the same time, continues to provide that a p
party against whom judgment as a matter of law has been entered may "serve" a
motion for new trial within 10 days pursuant to Rule 59 'This drafting seems to
reflect the service requirement of Rule 59, not an independent determination that
different functional considerations apply.

Rule 52(b) provides that a court may amend its findings on motion "made"not later than 10 days after judgment. This language appears to have the sameI ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Aleffect as the Rule 59 requirement that a motion be served. It has been said that
Rule 52(b) "is satisfied if the motion is served on the other parties in the ten-day
period even though it is not filed until after that period has run." 9 Wright &
Miller, Federal Practice & Procedure: Civil § 2582, pp. 723-724. This
conclusion seems to be supported by the interplay of Rules 7 and 5. Rule 7(b)(1)
requires that a motion be in writing unless made during a hearing or trial. Rule
5(a) requires that every written motion be served on all parties. Rule 5(d)
requires that all papers required to be served on a party be filed, with a certificate
of service, within a reasonable time after service. It is not entirely clear,
however, whether a Rule 52(b) motion filed but not served within 10 days would
count as a motion "made," even though a certificate of service could not be filed.

The pending proposal to amend Civil Rule 54(d)(2) would require that a
motion for attorney fees be "filed and served" no later than 14 days after

2 1
A7I



Rule 59

judgment, but allows the court to provide a different time. Proposed Rule 58
would permit a district court to order that a timely motion suspends appeal time
if the order is made before a notice of appeal is filed. The "filed and served"
language tracks Rule 50(b).

Rules 59(b) and (e) require that motions be "served" not later than 10 days
after judgment.

Rule 60(a) allows correction of clerical mistakes and errors "at any time."
60(b) requires that motions to vacate judgment be "made" within a reasonable
time, and that motions advancing many grounds be made no more than one year
after judgment. Proposed Appellate Rule 4(a)(4) would suspend the time for
appeal if a Rule 60 motion is "served" within 10 days of judgment. This
provision does not directly affect the time governing Rule 60 motions. There is
no pressing need to amend Rule 60(b), but uniform style would be served by
requiring motions for relief under 60(b)(l1), (2), or (3) to be filed and served no
later than one year after judgment. It also would be desirable to revise Appellate
Rule 4(a)(4)(F) to incorporate whatever phrase is used in the Civil Rules: "This
provision applies to a timely motion under the Rederal Rules of Civil Procedure:
* * * (F) for relief under Rule 60 if the motion is filed and served within 10 days
after the entry of judgment."

3
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

L LAW SCHOOL
HUTCHINS HALL

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48109

ASSOCIATE DEAN

March 3, 1993

Hon. Sam C. Pointer, Jr.
Chief Judge, United States

L District Court
882 United States Courthouse
1729 5th Avenue North
Birmingham, Alabama 35203

Dear Sam:

I am enclosing a letter from Alan Resnick reporting the recommendation
of the Bankruptcy Rules Advisory Committee that Civil Rules 52 and 59 be
amended to require that motions be filed, not merely served, within 10 days.

I also enclose the relevant portion of my December 20 letter reporting to
you on events at the meeting of the Standing Committee. It may be that the
suggested change can be considered as part of the style revision, even though it
clearly could not be treated as a matter of style.

Apart from that, and a scheduled trip to talk with the federal practice
committee of ABCNY, I'm waiting for style revision material. Waiting
apprehensively, but waiting.

,, EHC/lm Edward H. Cooper
encl.
c: Alan N. Resnick
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COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
OF THE

L JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

ROBERT E. KEETON CHAIRMEN OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES

CHAIRMAN KENNETH F. RIPPLE
APPELLATE RULES

to PETER G. McCABE
SECRETARY SAM C. POINTER, JR.

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CIVIL RULES

WILLIAM TERRELL HODGES
CRIMINAL RULES

EDWARD LEAVY
BANKRUPTCY RULES

L
February 24, 1993

Associate Dean Edward H. Cooper
University of Michigan Law School

F 312 Hutchins Hall
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1215

Dear Ed:

At the meeting of the Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules
1 r held on February 18-19, 1993, the Committee discussed the fact

that the Civil Rules are not consistent regarding the 10-day time
] L periods for filing postjudgment motions. As we discussed at the

Standing Committee meeting in December, a motion under Rule 50(b)
must be made "by service and filing not later than 10 days after

L entry of judgment." A motion under Rule 52(b) must be "made not
later than 10 days after entry of judgment." A motion under Rule
59 must be "served not later than 10 days after entry of the
judgment."

Several rules regarding postjudgment motions are made
applicable to bankruptcy proceedings by specific Bankruptcy
Rules. Most importantly, Bankruptcy Rule 7052 makes Civil Rule 52
applicable to bankruptcy proceedings, and Bankruptcy Rule 9023
makes Civil Rule 59 applicable in bankruptcy proceedings.

The Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules, by a unanimous
vote, has instructed me to inform you of its recommendation that

I Civil Rules 52 and 59 be amended to provide that motions under
I L these rules must be "filed" not later than 10 days after entry of

the judgment. This change will provide for greater certainty
regarding whether such a motion has been made. This certainty is
especially important in bankruptcy cases, where these
postjudgment motions have the effect of extending the 10-day
period for filing an appeal and parties often rely on the
finality of orders and judgments before closing transactions.

Please communicate this recommendation to the members of the
Advisory Committee on Civil Rules before your next meeting.



If I can be of any further assistance to you in this matter,
please do not hesitate to call on me. Best personal regards. L

Sincerely, V

Alan N. ck C
Reporter
Advisory Committee on
Bankruptcy Rules

ILJ,

j

Li

Lj&0,

cc: Honorable Edward Leavy
Honorable Sam C. Pointer, Jr.

rU



Hon. Sam C. Pointer, Jr. 3
December 20, 1992

(b) Orders. A judge may regulate practice in any manner
consistent with Acts of Congress, with rules adopted under 28

r U.S.C. §§ 2072 and 2075, and with local rules of the district.
A judge may impose a sanction or other disadvantage for
violation of a requirement of practice adopted under this
paragaph only on a party or lawyer who has actual notice of
the requirement.

The group agreed with my suggestion that "a judge" does duty for "a
district judge or magistrate judge." They also agreed that it is
sufficient to refer to "local rules of the district," deleting "in
which the judge acts." The "Orders" caption perhaps should be
changed -- neither the Civil Rules Committee draft nor this version
refers to orders.

I think that the text of proposed Rule 83(c) need not be
amended to reflect this version of Rule 83(b). The Note, however,
should be revised. Either of us can do that.

L Rule 84(b) was changed in ways intended to narrow the Judicial
Conference power to correct mistakes in the rules. The group
version is this:

The Judicial Conference of the United States may amend these
rules to correct errors in spelling, cross-references, or
typography, or to make technical changes essential to
conforming these rules with statutory amendments.

The theory was that "technical changes" is narrower than changesV "in form and style." This view clearly was influenced by the
lessons learned in the project to restyle all the rules. I think
we should change "conforming" to "conform." There was strong
resistance to allowing changes in explanatory notes, on the ground
that legislative history cannot be changed. New explanatory notes
can be adopted when technical changes are made, or footnote cross-
references can be added to the original notes.

RULES 50(b), 52(b), 59

L The Bankruptcy Rules Committee plans to address the
inconsistent serving and filing requirements of Civil Rules 50(b),
52(b), and 59. Alan Resnick says that he will recommend at theirr February meeting that the Bankruptcy Rules should continue to

L.; incorporate these rules, but with the proviso that a motion under
any of them must be filed within 10 days. I told him that this
question might be one that we could address in the styling process;
I should be in a position to let him know soon whether we expect, to
be able to do this.

Rule 50(b) in its new form provides that a motion for judgment
as a matter of law "may be renewed by service and filing not later
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December 20, 1992

than 10 days after entry of judgment." Rule 50(c)(2) provides that
after judgment as a matter of law is entered, the losing party "may
serve a motion for a new trial pursuant to Rule 59 not later than U
10 days after" judgment. Rule 52(b) provides for amendment of
findings "upon motion * * * made not later than 10 days after entry
of judgment."' Rule 59(c) provides that "a motion for new trial
shall be served not later than 10 days after" judgment. Rule 59(e) Lo
provides that "a motion to alter or amend the judgment shall be
served not later than 10 days" after judgment.

The Bankruptcy Rules Committee believes that in the context of
bankruptcy proceedings it is very important to have a clear means
of determining whether any of these motions has been timely made. L
Thus their view that each should be filed within 10 days.

There was some discussion of this question in the Standing C
Committee. It was observed that 10 days is effectively longer than
it once was, since Rule 6(a) now excludes Saturdays, Sundays, and
legal holidays. The virtues of express delivery services were
touted. Facsimile transmission doubtless will be added to the
discussion. It also was noted that there are many local rules
setting various time periods for filing after service. Alan Perry,
on the other hand, noted that he automatically becomes nervous
whenever serious consequences are attached to a filing requirement.

Rule 60(b) requires that a motion to vacate be "made" within
a reasonable time. I believe that Appellate Rule 4(a) is being L
amended to incorporate the common view that any "10-day" motion to
revise the judgment should suspend an appeal -- I do not have a
copy of the pending revision. If so, Rule 60(b) should be added to
the list for our attention.

My first inclination is that it might make sense to establish V
a uniform 10-day "served and filed" requirement for all the
"appeal-defeating" post-trial motions. It is difficult to
understand why different procedures should apply to these different
rules. Although I do not suppose that there is a great need for U-)
certain knowledge on the eleventh day outside of bankruptcy,
clarity and uniformity with bankruptcy practice are worth
something. Perhaps there is a practical reason for relying on
service alone in Rule 59, and on "making"' a motion -- I suppose by
service and subsequent filing -- in Rule 52. I do not know what
that reason may be.

EJ

Rather than read one of my junk mysteries on the plane back,
I skimmed through the full set of Rules to see how service and
filing are treated. As might be expected, there are many
variations.

The most important model comes from the rules governing U
magistrate judges. Rules 72(a) and (b) provide a 10-day period to

n:
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December 20, 1992

"serve and file" objections to rulings. Rule 74(a), governing
cases in which the parties have agreed to appeal to the district

L court from judgment in a case tried before a magistrate, provides
that appeal time is suspended "by the timely filing" with the
magistrate judge of Rule 50(b), 52(b), and 59 motions. Rule 75(c),
governing proceedings on such appeals, requires that each partyL "serve and file" briefs within prescribed periods. These rules,
along with the new version of Rule 50(b), suggest that "serve and
file" may be the approach preferred by recent Advisory Committees.

The discovery rules commonly provide that responses or
objections be "served," much as pleading rules do. Rule 27
provides that a verified petition is first filed, with notice
served thereafter, but this model is akin to commencing an action
and then effecting service. Rule 41(a)(1) provides that a notice
of dismissal must be filed before the right to dismiss is cut off.
Rule 55(e)(2) requires that objections to a master's findings be
served within 10 days. Perhaps we could review the serving and
filing variations in all of the rules as part of the style study,
although I suspect many of the variations are accounted for by a
general view that pleadings are filed before serving, and most
other things are served before filing.

Let me know whether I can tell Alan Resnick that we are
sympathetically considering the Bankrupty Rules Committee's
interest.

LONG-RANGE PLANNING

I am enclosing a first draft of a letter about long-range
planning. Judge Keeton wants to receive a letter from each of the
Advisory Committees by January 4, describing long-range planning

L interests. During the discussion Saturday morning it seemed to be
agreed that the letter should include issues currently on the
Committee Agenda, including matters pending in the Supreme Court.
Longer-term projects or interests also are desirable. We can
properly include a note on the limits imposed by the Enabling Act.
The letter is not to be long. I have taken much of the draft from
the discussion at our November meeting.

RULEMAKING PROCESS AND PHILOSOPHY

Not very many people remained by 10:35 Saturday morning, the
time for discussing Judge Stotler's interest in the history and
philosophy of the rulemaking committees and process. Joe Spaniol
provided a brief history. The discussion focused mostly on the
value of returning to these questions when there are more committee
members and advisory committee chairs present. Time will be made
on the June agenda. Each Advisory Committee is invited and

L encouraged to send letters to Judge Keeton and Dan Coquillette on
these topics. The discussion closed with a vague suggestion that

L
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AGENDA V-B
Washington, DC
May 3-5, 1993

Miscellaneous Rules Proposals

A variety of other rules proposals have placed on the agenda. Some

involve matters that have been considered in the past and postponed on indefinite
terms. Others come through the mailbag. They are listed below in numerical
sequence, using the lowest rule number for proposals that involve more than one

rule. Matters not connected to any obvious rule are set out at the end. It may be
possible to remove some of these proposals from the agenda. For others, the
most important action is likely to be a determination whether to press forward
actively.



Additional Rules Proposals 2
May, 1993

Rule 4(jm): Time for Service

At the November meeling the Committee considered a recommendation
from the Eastern District of Pennsylvania that the 120-day period presumptively
allowed for service of process should be shortened. The question was put over
with the suggestion hat a revision might be drafted for consideration at the May
meeting. It was noted that any revision should take account of pending Rule 4(d),
which encourages plaintiffs to request idefendants to waive service. The request
to waive must allow a defendant a reasonable time to return the waiver, allowing
at least 30 days from the date on which the request is sent, or 60 days if the
defendant is outside any judicial district of the United States. It was pointed out
that the Northern District of California has a local rule that presumes that service
should be made within 40 days of filing.

The only significant question seems to be selection of a period for effecting
service. If 120 days seems too long, a shorter period can be set readily. The
easy approach would be to set a period that allows time both to request waiver
and to make service after waiver is refused. The period almost certainly would
have to be different for defendants outside the United States, both because of the
60-day period set for return of the waiver and because effecting service is likely
to bee more diffict. Onse possiblty would be to set the Rule 4(m) period at 80
days for defendants in the United States, and leave it at 120 days for defendants
not in the United States.

Rule 4: Service on Insured Depository Institutions

S. 201, 103d Congress, 1st Session, would amend Bankruptcy Rule 7004
to require that service of process in bankruptcy proceedings be made on an
insured depository institution by personal service on an officer of the institution.
The Bankruptcy Rules Committee is, studying the question. Judge Keeton has
written to Senator Helms to request support for withdrawing or deferring the bill
so that the underlying questions can be considered 'in the Rules Committees in
accordance with the Rules Enabling Act procedures." The question may come to
involve Civil Rule 4. For the time being, however, it seems wise to rely on the
Bankruptcy Rules Committee for initial consideration.
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Rules 7(b)(3), 1: Electronic Filing Signatures

It has been suggested that the signature requirement be deleted from Rule
11 to ease die way for electronic filing. Although the suggestion is not as drastic
as it may sound, there does not seem to be any pressing need for immediate
action.

Rule 5(e) authorizes filingiby facsimile transmission if permitted by local
rule. The local rule must be authorized by and consistent with stanrds
established by the Judicial Conference. The Judicial Conference has authorized
limited use of facsimile transmission. In March, 1993, the Committee on Court
Administration and Case Management and the Committee on Automation and
Technology recommended that the Conference authorize local rules permitting
general use of facsimile filing according to prescribed technical guidelies. That
recommendation has been held in abeyance, but will be pursued. Its signature
provisions are noted below.

John M. Graecen, Clerk of the United States Bankruptcy Court, District
of New Mexico, has written the Committee to propose that Rules 7(b)(3) and 11

L be amended to delete the requirement that an attorney or party sign papers filed
with the court. He proposes that "submit" be substituted for "sign," and
"submission' for "signature." He advances the proposal as a result of his work

L as a member of Judge Harold Baker's management committee for Court Integrated
Information Management Systems. That group is considering the need to provide
not only for facsimile transmission but also for direct electronic filing that
bypasses facsimile transmission. A signature can be duplicated by facsimile.
Computer duplication of a signature, however, requires graphics capabilities that
many computer systems lack. Electronic signatures by password can be
substituted for graphic signatures with no loss in assurance of authenticity.

This-proposal is simpler than the provisions of thei Guidelines drafted by
the Committee on Court Administration and Case Management. Part V of the
Guidelines provides that Civil Rule 11 and Bankruptcy Rule 9011 signature
requirements can be met by local facsimile filing rules in either of two ways: (1)
a signed original must be received by te clerk witin three days of the facsimile
filing; or (2) the image of the original manual signature will constitute an original

L signature-the original is nMI to be substituted in the court file.

L
The signature requirement can help authenticate filings and also may serve

L a symbolic purpose. The question on the merits is whether either purpose justifies

V'
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creation of elaborate systems to preserve signatures or signature substitutes as
electronic filing comes of age. The value of a signature as authentication must
be appraised and set against the effectiveness of substitute means. It seems likely
that few forgeries are filed under current practice; whether credit can be assigned
to ffie signature, requirement is less certain. The effectiveness of substitutes,
whether by password for direct electronic communication or by facsimile
transmission of an authentic signature, is less clear. There is room to wonder,
however, whether bogus filings would become a problem.

,hellfl t.isymbolic value of a signature is even more elusive tan t practical
valueO. , i is possible that some atrneys or unrepresented parties shrink from
fixng a sgature to unfounded papers that would be filed under a more
impersonal system.

The function of identifying the attorney or party by, address and telephone L
number cat be separated from the signature requirement. The pending proposed
amendment of Rule 11 accomplishes this separation. 7 r

The pending Rule 1 amendments also begin the task of separating the
signature fom the functional requirements i d'by Rule 11. Pending Rule
11(b)' aPplies Rule 11 requirements to a pa b atorney who presens a pleading,
motion, othr paper to the court (wbetl by signing, filing, submitting, or
later dvocating) Te nce of the drt tsk is easy accomplished.

I short, it d o sm likely tat uch would be lost by deleting the
signatu equirmnt romRule 11 and heI paallel provision in Rule 7(b)(3).
Present ac~ton might mare life easir for icommittees working on electronic filing.

On thi oter hi~d, hosecomrittee. ae pcuial able to determine the
i u p gfCtronic SIgnatu es, the reliability of substitutes, and

the bu~no usiue.I ntigwer obedetoRule 11 now, the safe
course wo4 bet reur intzeor asbttt authorized by local rule that
comnplie na apoe by thej iilConference. Such an

amen ~en~ n~ b~ p~ematur , nianyevn n be accomnplished readilyij~~~ti,
whenevezir a cli~r need aris. t;es .r d !

~~~~~~~~lF ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F
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Rule 9(b)

Chief Judge Harry Lee Hudspeth of the Western District of Texas has
written to suggest that Rule 9(b) should be amended to supersede the decision in

Leatherman v. Tarrant County Narcotics Intelligence Unit, 1993, 61 L.W. 4205.

The suggestion opens a range of questions that might better be deferred.

L The Leathernan decision reversed dismissal of an action asserting that a

municipal employer was liable for failing to train law enforcement officers so that

;", they would avoid violations of the Fourth Amendment while searching the
L plaintiffs' homes. The lower courts had employed a "heightened pleading"

requirement adopted by the Fifth Circuit for § 1983 cases. The core of the

Court's opinion is 'that it is impossible to square the heightened pleading
standard' applied by the Fifth Circuit in this case wit the liberal system of
'notice pleading' set up by the Federal Rules." A plaintiff is not required to set

V out in detail the facts underlying the claim. 'Rule 9(b) does impose a
particularity requirement * . "Expressio unius est exclusio alterius,' The
Court went on to suggest that § 1983 claims against municipalities were unknown

F when the Rules were drafted in 1938. 'Perhaps if they were rewritten today, such

claims would be subjected to the added specificity requirement of Rule 9(b). But

that is a result which must be obtained by the process of amending the Federal
Rules, not by judicial interpretation."

Judge Hudspeth observes that an order for a more definite statement has

been a valuable tool in determining whether pro se complaints are supported by
any ground for litigation. He urges that Rute 9(b) should be amended,

The problem of pleading standards is not limited to municipal liability.

Lo The Court's opinion in the Leatherman case includes a caveat that seems at odds
with the rationale. At the outset, the Court noted that municipalities do not enjoy

immunity from suit. "We thus do not have occasion to consider whether our

qualified immunity jurisprudence would require a heightened pleading in cases
involving individual government officers." Rule 9(b) says nothing of heightened
pleading! in such cases.

Beyond the immediate setting of the Leatherman case, it seems clear that
the required level of pleading specificity varies widely among different types of

litigation. An exhaustive demonstration of this proposition was provided by
Marcus, The Revival of Fact Pleading Under the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, 1986, 86 Colum. L. Rev. 433. A survey of more recent decisions by
Judge Keeton led to the same conclusion: '[S]pecificity requirements are not
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limited to cases decided under Rule 9(b) or under Admiralty Rules C(2) and
E(2)(a). Rather, the 'degree of specificitY with which the operative facts must
be stated in the pleadings varies depending on the case's context.'" Boston &
Maine Corp. v. Town of Hampton, 1st Cir., 1993 U.S.App. LEXIS 4159 at *36.

There is room to dispute the desirability of this contextual specificity 64
phenomenon. It may seem a wilful defiance of noie pleading philoso ey. It
also may seem a desirable reinstatement of the, easily ignored requiree of Rule
8(a)(2) fth the short and plain statement of the clim' wshowO t thetpeader is
entitled& torelief." Much as Judge Hudeh suggests&or § 1983 actuns, judicia
experience withvios theories of ligation may show that a viable pleading
standard is useful as, a preliminry screen. The screen is raised highe'r with
respect io caegies of litigation that frequently geeneate ill-founded ilaim or that
ftreaitenI t impoSe exh ing pretrial burdens before it is pssibldel Xto beyond
the peadings.

Against this background, pleading reform should not be lited to a
question as pecific as nicipal liability udler j 1983 If the tpic is to be
approached at al, it should be approached fina way that wll not ead tI repeated
revision upbn succesive consideration of each possible sul ject. T Leatherman
case Istading alone does not seem to provide spz icient prrocioa for
comprehensive revision. One major reason f is conclusion is the suicion
that courts will be able to adjust actual pleading stahdards to mee " needs of *
1983 cases even without a lbrmnal %heigh d leading tadard. et answers
are like1l to be provided in thiis way than h¶ ha er- n ingpocess tha
seeks t/ adjust pleading standards I to "a' yf& en t ca

This conclusion may be bolstered by recent history. A few years back, the
Committee considered the possibility of aboliig otions to dismiss for failure
to state a claim. Apparently the conciusion was tht the motion to dismiss does
continue to perform a useful fncion. AnI atenpt tpecifj pleading stadards
for a wide variety of claims, however, ilgt cose pracice top a point
jeopardizing pleading-based dismissals.

Even more recently, the Rule 9(b) particularity test was adopted in drafting
the disclosure requirements of pendiug ARu 26(a)(1), in part with the hope that
limiiting th disclosure requirement to fats allceged with particularity" would
encourage more detailed pleading. IHearigs on the disclosure propoialprovided
much testimony, mostly from product iailt dfe attomreysi reflecting the
belief that notice pleading oftn os litte gudance for an adVersary
attempting to discern the pu o a pleng. 'If te disclos requirement
takes effect, it may encourage pleading pmtes at will reduc y pressure to

rL
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adopt -more detailed rules.

L
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Rule 45: Nationwide Trial Subpoenas

Two Rule 45 questions were deferred indefinitely at the November
meeting. The more modest question was raised by the suggestion that the limits
for compelling witnesses to respond to subpoenas should not be defined in the U
antique terms of service. More functional limits should be imposed, perhaps
modeled on the Rule 45(c)(3)(A)(ii) references to distance from residence, place

of employment, or place of regularly transacting business in person. The more
sweeping question was raised by the suggestion that trial subpoenas should be
given nationwide scope. A simple miodel could be based on Criminal Rule

17(e)(1): "A subpoena requiring the attendance of a witness at a hearing or trial
may be served at any place wiin the United States." A more complex model,
perhaps better tailored to the circumstances of civil litigation, would be that used
in the ALI Complex Litigationi Project: "[A] subpoena for attendance at a hearing
or trial, if authorized by the ' * court upon motion for good cause shown and
upon such terms and conditions as tle Icour may impose, may be served at any
place within the junsdiction of the Unie States, or anywhere outside the United
States if not otherwise prohibited la. Proposed Final Draft, 1993, p. 549.

The immediate impetus for consideration was provided by a letter from the
authors of a brief article on the subject. See Sloan & Gotfiyd, Eliminating the F
100 Mile Limit for Civil Trial Witnesses, 1992, 140 F.R.D. 3347. The article
actually combines two quite different concerns. Much of the focus is on the
parallel suggestion that nonparty discovery should be curtailed drastically. p
Expansion of the power to compel attendance at trial would make it possible to L

eliminate the need to rely on discovery to put nonparty testimony into admissible
form. The use of discovery for the sake of uncovering information could be r
curtailed so as to force litigants to prepare better on their own, to limit the
number of nonparty witnesses that are involved at any stage, and perhaps to
improve trial. "The courts ,may find that the original idea of a Complaint,
Answer and expedited trial proceedings with very limited deposition discovery
was not a bad idea in the ft place." 140 FR.D. at 47.

The basic argument that the reach of a subpoena should not be measured p
by traditional geographic limits on service seems compelling. The only real
advantage of relying on district or state boundaries is that they avoid the need to
devise a rational alternative. One alternative would be to pick a necessarily
arbitrary distance from the place of trial as tihe maximum reach of a subpoena.
Distance does not correspond perfectly to cost, time,, or difficulty, but it is a good p
proxy. nother alternative wpuld be to allow nationwide power subject to control

pa

L
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by the court. Both approaches could be combined: reach beyond a defined
distance requires court approval. Once an approach is settled, it should not be
difficult to work it out in relation to the rules governing discovery subpoenas and
the use of discovery at trial.

There is an apparent tension between a proposal to widen the reach of trial
subpoenas and other proposals to allow greater use of written testimony and to
provide for electronic transmission of testimony. The seeming tension may not
be real. AU proposals can make sense together, as a means of increasing the
ability to deal flexibly with the different needs of different situations.

r1111i If there is to be a significant expansion of trial subpoena power, it will be
LI necessary to face a number of related questions. Those noted at the November

meeting included the period of advance notice to be given the witness; setting
Gtravel allowances; establishing a power to excuse attendance in light of the
burdens involved and the probable importance of the testimony; avoiding
repetitive subpoenas for trials that are repeatedly adjourned; and preventing undue
waiting periods while a trial is being conducted. Criminal Rule 17(e)(l) does not
explicitly address any of these questions, although the problems of fees are
addressed by rule and statutory provisions for witnesses subpoenaed by the United
States and for those subpoenaed on behalf of indigent defendants. The ALI
formulation leaves such matters in the discretion of the trial court; that approach
is more attactive for the unusual event of consolidated multidistrict ligitation than
A: for nun-of-the-mill civil litigation. These practical questions are the most
imporant matters to be resolved when the question is moved to the agenda for
further action.
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Rule 53

Advisory groups for at least two Civil Justice Expense and Delay
Reduction plans have suggested changes in Rule 53 to encourage use of special
masters, The District of New Jersey believes that the Rule 53(b) provision that

references are to be the exception, not the rule, unduly limits innovative use of
masters to resolve complicated and protracted discovery disputes. Use of masters

should be encouraged so that judges and magistrate judges can tend to other
matters. The Northern District of Georgia wants to encourage use of masters to
try cases, to clarify the power of the court to initiate appointment of a master in
complex cases, and to establish a pilot program under which the master would be

paid out of government funds if the parties igreed to select a master from a coUlt-
approved list.

There seems to be widespread concern that Rule 53 has not been
reconsidered in many years, and revision could prove a ftaitfu source Of
additional Judicial resources. The tradition that fees of a master are paid by the
parties might be relied upon as a step toward the belief of some that the costs of
providing judicial services should be imposed on the parties in sone, kinds of L
litigation. Apart from some discussion in connection with the pending proposal

to revise Rule 23, however, th Committee has not devoted enough attention to

these questions to provide even a ,setch of the issues that should be explored1 K

Li
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Rule 64

In 1986 the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association adopted
a resolution supporting enactment of a federal statute governing prejudgment
security in federal courts and suggesting corresponding revisions of Civil Rule 64.
The proposed statute would allow nationwide enforcement of a prejudgment
security order made by a federal court. It also would establish standards for
prejudgment security independent of state law. Attempts are made to integrate the
operation of the federal scheme with state law. These complex proposals were

| considered briefly at the November meeting. It was concluded that the matter
should be held on the agenda for further study.

Only preliminary discussions have been held with the ABA proponents of
this recommendation. It is clear that they are prepared to introduce legislation,
and believe that they can find substantial support in Congress. It also is clear that
they would prefer to work through the problems with this Committee, so as to

L anticipate and adjust for difficulties that may arise upon serious study of Civil
Rules amendments.

L The questions are complex at several levels. A decision must be made as
to the proper means of integrating the processes of legislating and rulemaking.
Integration is required if, as seems certain, many aspects of the ABA proposal
would strain and break the limits of the Rules Enabling Act. Drafting a rule to
implement proposed legislation involves obvious risks. Attempting to assist the
legislative process in other ways also courts a variety of dangers. The Committee

L must think carefully about the role it might want to assume, if any, in a
cooperative endeavor.

L Apart from participating in an integrated legislative and rulemaking
process, consideration might be given to the prospect of amending Rule 64 in
ways that do not depend on new legislation. One example would be creation of
a "no notice' procedure for cases presenting the risk that notice of attachment
proceedings will cause disappearance of the assets to be attached. It is difficult
to think of other examples so long as Rule 64 continues to depend primarily on
state law security devices.

A decision also must be made as to the place of this topic in allocating the
time of this Committee. The underlying questions involve many matters that are
not peculiarly procedural. Detailed knowledge of state property law, and
especially commercial law and transactions, is vitally important.
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A major allocation of Committee fime and resources will be required to
pursue this topic in a coherent way. If that investment seems appropriate, the
next step will be to initiate a closer working relationship with the ABA proponents
of change.
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FAX FILING GUIDELINES

Rule 5(e) provides that local rules may authorize filing by facsimile
transmission if the rules are authorized by and consistent with standards

L established by the Judicial Conference of the United States. The signature
provisions of the most recent draft Guidelines are discussed above in connection

with Rules 7 and 11.

Other provisions of the draft Guidelines may create some problems under
other Rules. If Rule 5(e) is given fhll preemptive value, local rules consistent
with the Guidelines would supersede any in sistent provisions of the Rules.
Even on that interpretation of Rule 5(e), practical problems may remain. A copy
of the draft Guidelines is attached.

Guideline U states that electronic transmission does not constitute filing;
'filing is complete when the document is filed by the clerk. " This provision does
not refer to the possibility that a judge may accept a paper for filing under the
general provisions of Rule 5(e). More important, it seems to leave a gap between
the time of receipt by the clerk and the time when other unspecified acts are

L completed to establish "filing." A similar question is raised by Guideline VII(l),
which states that a document handled by a fax filing agency 'shall be deemed to
be filed when it is submitted by the fax filing agency, received in the clerk's

L office, and filed by the clerk. " Whatever may be the reason for establishing an
uncertain filing date when documents are transmitted directly to the clerk, it is
difficult to guess why a document presented by a fax filing agency should not be
treated as "filed" when the physical document is presented to the clerk's office.

A curious question is posed by Guideline VIII(1)(d), which requires the
cover sheet to include case number identification. The Guidelines clearly

L contemplate that local rules may authorize filing a complaint by fax. Some means
go must be found for determining a case number for complaints. I

Li Guideline X(1) requires courts to ensure that filing fees are paid.
Paragraph (c) provides a three-day grace period for receipt of direct payments.

L "Non-receipt of payments will [must?] result in suspension of facsimile privileges,
the striking of pleadings for which fees were not tendered, and any other penalties
deemed appropriate * * *," Mandatory strking of pleadings seems a drastic
sanicdon. At least it should be made clear whether striking a complaint entails

L. dismissal of the action, or whether a period must be allowed for reinstatement.

Guideline XI(1) directs that a rule permitting filing after normal business
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hours "shall provide guidelines to determine time and date of filing." This

provision does not seem to create any special diffiCulty-even if the local rule

provides thlt he filing occurs on the first following day that is not a Saturday,

Sunday, or legal holiday, the opportunity to file after normal business hours does

not- impose any new limit on access to the court. If the local rule provides that

the filing occurs on the day of transmission, on the other hand, the result could'

-be a significant etnsion of the time of notice to other pardes under any rule that
requires filing but not service by a set day.

Finallyi Giidelne XI(8) directs that local rules should address the question

whether an incomblet!tra"nsmission is sufficient to fix the filing date. This F

Guideline prsents an awkw~ard draftng juxtaposition with the Guideline U1 dictate

that electtonic tra "s"ission does not constitute filing. The intent, however, seems

to beothat a local re may authorize the clerk to file a partially transmitted paper.
Wha'teer terms are idop~ted, a.rmeasure of discretion seens inevitable. Serious

consequences my tur othe exercise of discretion. An incomplete motion for

newtriailrecei Won the 10t day afte judgment is an easy illustration.
t. I I . I , i Q1 1itte Ii. e

St iy f ith ideles by C mttee 1neers may reveal other potential

L
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LENGTH OF BRIEFS

Chief Judge Rodney S. Webb of the District of North Dakota has
suggested that the Civil Rules should include a provision limiting the length of
briefs. Appellate Rule 28(g) sets out page limits that have been revised
periodically in an ongoing attempt to keep pace with changing technology.

F Bankruptcy Rule 8010(c) establishes page limits for briefs on appeal to a district
LK court or bankruptcy appellate panel.

The question for the Civil Rules may be different from the other rules.
X, The firs issue is whether thare is a problem. Do lawyers in fact regularly waste

client money and court time by excessive district court briefing in civil actions?
If so, can a rule be drafted that will work as well for civil trials as for appeals

LI in bankruptcy and other cases?

It may be that legitimate briefing demands vary so widely across the full
range of district court jurisdiction that no one provision can reasonably
accommodate all types of actions, If that is so, either a compromise must be

C struck or an attempt must be made to tailor different rules to different types of
L litigation. It also may be that practices vary so widely across the country that a

uniform national rule, simple or complex, is inappropriate. It may be that the,
F question is in fact addressed by satisfactory local rules in most districts.

The question of briefing limits must be answered as a matter of practicalr experience, not grand theory. If there is a problem, discussion of its practical
L dimensions should provide the foundation for drafting a rule.

L
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LOCAL COURT MEMBERSHIP: DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ATTORNEYS

Last December the attached letter from Attorney General Barr was referred
to the Civil and Criminal Rules Committees. The letter protests application to
'attorneys representing the interests of the United States under the direction of the
Attorney General* of circuit and district court rules that require membership in
the court's bar, and often payment of a fee. It is asserted that such requirements
conflict with statutes authorizing representation of the United States by the
Attorney General and lawyers directed by the Attorney General. The specific
request for relief is that the Judicial Conference modify the circuit rules that apply
to attorneys representing the United States.

Section 207 1(c)(2) of the Judicial Code provides the Judicial Conference
with authority to modify or abropte'a rule adopted by a circuit court of appeals

under § 2071(a). Section 2071(c)(1) provides that district court rules remain in
effect 'uless modified or abrogated by the judicial conference of the relevant
circuit. Attorney General Barr's letter recognizes this distinction, and asks the
Judicial Conference to act only on the circuit rules. The hope is expressed that
once the Judicial Conference has acted, the example will be followed by district 7

courts or, if need be, circuit judicial councils.

Since Judicial Conference assistae is invoked only with respectto circuit
rules, it seems better to refer this question to the Appellate Rules Committee. .

Ed7,
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ATTACHMENT 1

Agenda F-7 (Appendix C)
Court Administration/Case Mngt.
March 1993

GUIDELINES FOR FILING BY FACSIMILE

I. Definitions:

(1) "Facsimile transmission" means the transmission of a copy of a document
by a system that encodes a document into electronic signals, transmits
these electronic signals over a telephone line, and reconstructs the signals
to print a duplicate of the original document at the receiving end.

(2) "Facsimile filing" or "filing by fax" means the facsimile transmission of a
document to a court or fax filing agency I for filing with the court.

(3) "Fax" is an abbreviation for "facsimile" and refers, as indicated by the
context, to a facsimile transmission or to a document so transmitted.

(4) 'Transmission record" means the document printed by the sending
L. facsimile machine stating the telephone number of the receiving machine,

the number of pages sent, the transmission time, and an indication of
errors in transmission.

II. Transmission does not constitute filing: Electronic transmission of a document viaF facsimile machine or other electronic means does not constitute filing; filing is
complete when the document is filed by the clerk.

L.

I" A "fax filing agency" is a private entity (business, law firm, etc.) that receives
facsimile transmissions of documents to be filed with the court. The fax filing agency
acts similar to a messenger service, filing a hard copy facsimile transmission as if it
were the original with the court. The court does not have to maintain facsimile
machines, establish mechanisms to accept filing fees via fax, or make copies of filed
documents. [See Section VII.]

L



III. Technical requirements:

For purposes of these guidelines, in order for courts to accept the filing of
papers by facsimile on a routine basis, the following technical requirements must
be met. 2

(1) Facsimile Standards for Courts: "Facsimile machine" means a machine
that can send a facsimile transmission using the international standard for
scanning, coding, and transmission established for Group 3 machines by
the Consultative Committee of International Telegraphy and Telephone of
the International Telecommunications Union (CCITT), in regular
resolution. "Facsimile machine" also means a receiving unit meeting the
standards specified in this subdivision that is connected to and prints
through a printer using xerographc technology, or a facsimile modem that
is connected to a personal computer that prints through a printer using
xerographic technology. Only plain paper (no thermal paper) facsimile
machines may be used.

(2) Facsimile Standards for Senders:

(a) Each sender must have the following equipment standards: iJ

(i) CCITT Compatibility - Group 3

(ii) Modem Speed - 9600-2400 bps (bits per second) with
automatic stepdown

(iii) Image Resolution - Standard 203 x 98

(b) A facsimile machine used to send documents to a court shall be
able to produce a transmission record, as proof of transmission at
the time transmission is completed.

U

2 The Administrative Office will monitor technological advances and will L
recommend modifications to these guidelines when necessary. L'

Group 3 fax machines are currently the most common, accounting for 97% of K
the devices on the market. Group 3 compatibility is mandatory for public applications
at the present time. Group 3 fax can utilize the public telephone network (voice grade
lines) and does not require special data lines. Group 3 fax devices transmit at under 1
minute per page, may have laser printing capability, and use various standard data
compression techniques to increase transmission speed. F

L'J
2



IV. Resource Availability: No additional personnel (FITs) or funds for equipment
will be made available due to a court's adoption of a fax filing policy. Courts

A! should be aware of the potential burdens on the clerk's office and should
L; examine thoroughly the potential impact on the court before adopting a fax

policy.
V. Original Signature: The court shall make provisions to meet the requirements

under the Federal Rules for court documents to bear an original signature 4 in
one of the following ways:

do (1) The date the clerk files the fax copy will be the date of filing, subject to
receipt by the court of a signed original within three days; or

L (2) The image of the original manual signature on the fax copy will constitute
an original signature for all court purposes. The original signed document
shall not be substituted, except by court order. The original signed
document shall be maintained by the attorney of record or the party
originating the document, for a period no less than the: maximum
allowable time to complete the appellate process.

VI. Transmission record: The sending party is required to maintain a transmission
record in the event fax filing later becomes an issue.

VII. Fax filing agency as intermediary: A fax filing agency may file pleadings on
L71 behalf of the parties or their counsel. The court should set standards to be met

by any fax filing agency seeking to act in this capacity. The fax filing agency
must also meet the requirements of all applicable statutes and regulations. In
addition, the following requirements shall apply:

| (1) The fax filing agency acts as the agent of the filing party and not as agent
of the court. A document shall be deemed to be filed when it is
submitted by the fax filing agency, received in the clerk's office, and filed
by the clerk. Mere transmission or receipt by the fax filing agency will
not be construed as filing.

L (2) The fax filing agency must meet all technical requirements under "Part
III" of these guidelines.

(3) Duties of the fax filing agency: The fax filing agency will:

(a) ensure that additional copies necessary for filing shall be
LI reproduced;

4 Rule 11, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; Rule 9011, Federal Rules of
Bankruptcy Procedure.

3



(b) take the document(s) to the court and file the document(s) with
the court;

(c) on behalf of the client, attorney or litigant, pay any applicable
filing fee; and

(d) ensure that all documents to be filed with the court shall be on
size 8 1/2 x 11 inch bond. J

VIII. Cover sheet:

(1) Each document transmitted to the court shall be accompanied by a cover
sheet, which shall include the following:

(a) court in which the pleading is to be filed;

(b) type of action, e.g., civil, criminal, bankruptcy, or adversary
proceeding

(c) case title information

(d) case number identification

(e) title of document(s)

(f) sender's name, address, telephone number, and fax number L

(g) number of pages transmitted including cover sheet

(h) billing or charge information for court fees

(i) date and time of transmission

(2) The cover sheet shall be the first page transmitted. The cover sheet shall
not be filed in the case, nor shall it be counted toward any page limit
established by the court.

(3) The facsimile cover sheet is not intended to replace any cover sheet
which the court may require. It is for use by the clerk's office in
identifying the document and identifying any applicable fees.

4



l
IX. Prohibited documents: The court is free to accept for filing any documents

subject to the local rules, except that bankruptcy courts are prohibited from

v; accepting petitions or schedules by facsimile transmission.

X. Fees:

Payment of filing fees and any additional charges prescribed by the Judicial

Conference for the use of the facsimile filing option shall be paid in a manner

L determined by the court.

(1) Filing Fee:

Courts which accept the filing of papers by facsimile on a routine basis

L must ensure that filing fees are paid.

Courts may decide not to allow the filing of complaints by facsimile [see

L Section XII(6)], thus alleviating the issue of collecting a filing fee. If a

court does allow the filing of complaints by fax, the fee may be paid in

person, by mail, by credit card, 5 or through use of an escrow account or

advance deposit method, as follows:

UL (a) The filing fee, accomlianied by a copy of the facsimile filing cover

sheet, shall be deposited with the court not later than three days

after the filing by fax.

(b) If the filing fee is not received by the court within three days after
the filing by fax, the court shall proceed in the same manner as

L required for returned checks, except that no further notice need be

given any party. The bad check fee shall not be assessed.

L_ (c) A three day grace period will be allowed for receipt of direct (non-

credit card or escrow account) payments. Non-receipt of payments
will result in suspension of facsimile privileges, the striking of
pleadings for which fees were not tendered, and any other
penalties deemed appropriate within the discretion of the court.

S Use of credit card payment for this purpose is allowed only if otherwise

r authorized.

5
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(2) Fees for Filing by Fax 6

(a) When documents are received on the court's fax equipment, the
court shall collect the following fees, in addition to any other filing
fees required by law:

For the -first ten pages of the document,
excluding the cover sheet and special
handling instruction sheet ........ $ 5.00 li

For each additional page ......... $ .75

Any necessary copies to be reproduced
by the court [see Section XII(5)],
for each page ' ................ $ .50

(b) No fees are to be charged for services rendered on behalf of the U
United States.

XI. The following are among the issues to be addressed by the courts in local rules:

(1) After hours filings: The court may make arrangements for acceptance of
papers filed by fax after business hours, or the court may limit the K
acceptance of papers filed by fax to normal business hours. If the court
accepts filings after normal business hours, then the court shall provide
guidelines to determine time and date of filing.

(2) Page limits: The court may limit the number of pages that will be C
accepted by fax transmission. The court may consider increasing
permitted document length after normal business hours.

(3) Exhibits: Certain exhibits may not lend themselves to fax filing, and the F
court should establish guidelines to handle such situations.

(4) Whether the sender will be notified of receipt or error in transmission:
The court shall provide guidance as to whether it is the responsibility of
the sender to confirm complete and legible transmission, or whether the U
court will notify sender of errors.

6 These fees may be collected once the Judicial Conference approves amendments
to the Miscellaneous Fee Schedules promulgated under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1913, 1914, and
1930.

7 See Miscellaneous Fee Schedules. 
_

i
6
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(5) Number of copies to be filed: Whether the party must provide required
number of copies or whether the court will reproduce required number of
copies and charge a fee for reproduction. [See Section XI(2)(a).]

(6) Types of document: The court may limit the types of document that will
be accepted for filing by fax. [See Sections X, XI(1).]

(7) Legibility: The court may decide how to address the problems associated
with illegibility due to faulty transmission.

(8) Whether there are any circumstances under which an incomplete
transmission would be sufficient to fbiithe filing date.

7
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Lj @ffice of the 9"orlteU selleral ATTACHMENT 2

November 24, 1992

The Honorable William H. Rehnquist
Chief Justice
Supreme Court of the United States
1 First St., N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20543

Dear Chief Justice Rehnquist:

L I am writing to you in your capacity as the presiding
officer of the Judicial Conference of the United States. I would
like to call to your attention a problem caused by the local
rules of a number of federal courts for attorneys representing

L the interests of the United States under the direction of the
Attorney General. These rules are promulgated under the
authority of 28 U.S.C. 2071(a). By statute, the Judicial

l Conference of the United States has the power to modify or
abrogate rules of the federal courts of appeals if they are
inconsistent with federal law. See 28 U.S.C. 331 and 2071(c)(2).
Thus, the Judicial Conference is well-positioned to resolve our
problem.

E A number of federal courts require attorneys who practice
L before them to join their local bars, and many of these courts

require the payment of admission fees. See, for example, D.C.
Circuit Rule 6, Second Circuit Rule 46, Ninth Circuit Rule 46.1,

L and Tenth Circuit Rule 46.2. These rules do not, as far as we
are aware, include any exception for government attorneys.
Certain other circuits, however, exempt government attorneys from
the requirement of paying the admission fee or joining the bar of
the court. See First Circuit Rule 46.1, and Federal Circuit Rule
46(d).

We believe that those court rules that require attorneys
appearing at the direction of the Attorney General solely in
order to represent the interests of the United States to join
federal court bars and to pay a fee to do so are not consistent
with federal law. Several sections of Title 28 set out the
authority of the Attorney General to assign attorneys to appear
in court to represent the interests of the United States.
Section 515(a) provides that "[t]he Attorney General or any other
officer of the Department of Justice, or any attorney speciallyK appointed by the Attorney General under law, may, when



flJ
specifically directed by the Attorney General, conduct any kind
of legal proceeding * * * which United States attorneys are Cl
authorized by law to conduct * * *." (The powers of United
States Attorneys are then broadly set out in 28 U.S.C. 547.)
Further, Section 51-7 states that any officer of the Department of
Justice "may be sent by the Attorney General to any State or
district in the United States to attend to the interests of the K
United States in a suit pending in a court of the United States
* * *,f nFinally, Section 518(b) provides that "(w]hen the
Attorney General considers it in the interests of the United m
States" he may "direct the Solicitor General or any officer ofthe Department of Justice" to "conduct and argue any case in a
court of the United States in which the United States is -
interested***"

Thus, federal law clearly states that the Attorney General
may direct any Department of Justice attorney to appear in
federal court on behalf of the United States. The circuit rules
mentioned above appear to conflict with these statutory pro-
visions insofar as they actually require court bar membership and [,payment of fees by attorneys acting under the direction of the
Attorney General. ,

Although district court rules on this point vary widely, a
number of district courts also require payment of bar admission
fees.~ I recognize that the Judicial Conference does not have
direct supervision over district court rules (see 28 U.S.C. 331).However, these rules also must be in conformance with Acts of
Congress (see 28 U.S.C. 2071(a)), and the judicial council in
each circuit may modify or abrogate them if appropriate (see 28
U.S.C. 2071(c)(l)). Consequently, if the Judicial Conference
requires the circuit rules to conform to federal law, I am con-
fident that the district courts will either voluntarily make the
necessary modifications, or that various circuit judicial a
councils will do so.

In sum, I respectfully request that the Judicial Conference
of the United States consider our view that imposition of localbar admission fees on attorneys representing the United States is
inconsistent with federal law, and modify any, of the various p
circuit rules so that attorneys assigned by the Attorney General
(or his legal designee) to represent the interests of the United
States are not required to pay bar admission fees imposed by P
those rules.

2
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Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you or
members of the Judicial Conference would like to discuss it with
me or my staff, please contact me.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM P. BARR
Attorney General

3
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